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A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community

Illinois GOP argues for special Senate race

Loud safety
measures

By Christopher Wills
The Associated Press

Ohio University

SPRINGFIELD, III. - Illinois
Republicans have launched a
political ad campaign demanding a special election to fill the
Senate vacancy that Gov. Rod
Blagojevich allegedly tried to
sell, hoping to pick up a seat
they had no shot at before the
scandal.
Democrats, after initially
supporting such an election,
this week canceled a vote on
the matter and backed away in
the name of good government.

installed a new alert
system using speakers
to broadcast
emergency messages
|P»gt5

Tiresome
graduations
are no more

JEFF ROMRSON I APPHOIO

ILLINOIS GOVERNOR: A committee formed by the Illinois House of Representatives meets to discuss the impeachment of Illinois Gov Rod
Blagojevidi.

In his last column
before graduation,

They say an election would cost
up to $50 million and leave
the state with a Senate vacancy
until at least April — giving the
new senator an even shorter
window before the 2010 campaign cycle heats up.
Republicans say Democrats
are simply afraid of losing
the election, particularly if a
potential backlash arises from
the criminal charges against
Blagojevich. They claim
Democrats want to hold onto
the power to appoint a senaSee SENATE | Page 2
S

Executive Editor Tim
Sampson offers a few

Faculty unsure

ideas on how to spice

Healthy weights bring rewards

up the commencement

about waiver

ceremony | P«|« 4

Calm down,
help others,
help yourself

resolution

Columnist Andrea
Wadsworth offers
students a few ways to
battle the stress that
goes hand-in-hand
with exams | Page 4

Kennedy for
New York?
As Hillary Clinton
leaves the Senate for
Obama's Cabinet.
Caroline Kennedy is
considering filling the
vacant seat | Page 5

Poke: Your Loan
has failed
An Australian couple
7i

received notification
via Facebook that they
lost their home after

■ their loan defaulted

| Page 9

Strike while
the iron is hot
Women's basketball
plans to continue their
win streak in their next
game against Hartford

IPaf.4

By India Hunter
Reporter

In an effort to help
14 international
students continue
their education at
the University, several faculty members proposed a
resolution
that
Kristie
passed during a
Faculty
Senate Foell
meeting several Director
weeks ago.
of the
The resolution International
addressedconcerns
over unresolved Students
issues regarding Program
international fee
waivers. Authors of the resolution
asked the University to continue
support for the affected students
through spring 2009, or until they
complete their degree program
within the 10 semesters expected.
"While we empathize with
the financial constraints of the
University, we also empathize with
the need to support our current
international students," said Kristie
Foell, director of the International
Studies Program and Global Village.
And while 41 of 56 Faculty Senate
members approved the proposed
resolution, not everyone agreed with
what was outlined in the proposal.
Senior Vice President for Academic
Programs Mark Gromko is one of
the people opposed to the recent
resolution.
"(Undergraduate
Student
Governmentl presented a resolution on the international fee waiver
situation which represents a more

Weight loss participants gain positive dietary habits
By Christie Kanwr
Reporter

Two people have walked away with extra cash and
less pounds.
BG Weight lass Challenge Winners
Tarsharee Sawyer and Carol Tolless were
announced the first two winners of the
12-week challenge designed to educate
people on how to eat healthy. Their
victories were based off of body percentage of weight loss.
/
"The 12-week challenge provides nutritional information
,;
and gives out prizes
See WEIGHT

See FEE WAIVER | Page 2

Former Falcon can't stay away from BGSU
By Gln» Potthoff
Managing Editor

I

How would you
make commencement
more interesting to
sit through?

Mi

CANDACE PADILLA
Freshman. Undecided
"Play techno music and
give everyone glow
sticks'| Page4

TODAY
Cloudy
High: 30. Low. 19

TOMORROW
Cloudy
High: 29. Low: 27

k

Not even retirement could
keep Larry Weiss away from
the University.
Weiss, 63, met Fran, his
wife of 43 years, in 1964 at the
University, where he earned
his Bachelor of Science in
journalism in 1967. He even
came back to take a position
in the Alumni Affairs Office in
1973. So when he retired from
his position as associate vice
president for University relations and governmental affairs
in August 2007, it was only a
matter of time before he came
back again.
"I love this place," Weiss
said.
Since meeting at the
University, Fran said they have
since become devoted Falcon
fans. The couple has had season tickets to all the football,
women's basketball and men's
basketball games every year
since 1973. Weiss said they also
religiously attend volleyball,
baseball and hockey games.
"We're pretty much always at
a game," he said.
Former University President
Sidney Ribeau realized Weiss'
dedication to the University
and put him in charge of two
special projects.

Years of University
positions

■ 1973- Assistant director to
alumni affairs
■ 1978- Director of alumni
affairs and assistant vice
president for University
advancement
■ 2000- Associate vice president for University relations
and governmental affairs
■ 2007- Retired
■ 2007- Co-chair of the
Centennial Anniversary
Commission, heading
project to create women's
basketball history video

Weiss co-chairs the 47-member Centennial Anniversary
Commission that plans all
the events to celebrate the
University's 100th anniversary
in 2010. Weiss is also working
on a video to commemorate
the history of women's basketball.
Fellow CAC co-chair and
Director and Associate Vice
President for
University
Advancement Kim McBroom
loves working with Weiss
because he's fun, well informed
and well organized.
"Working with Larry is
delightful," McBroom said. "For
him to be retired and come
back is a true testament to the

way he is. He knows so much
about the University."
After working with Weiss for
eight years, Vice President of
RegionalGrowthand Economic
Development Jim Smith said
Weiss is a really great, enthusiastic guy.
"He's always upbeat," Smith
said. "|He| always has a funny
story to tell."
McBroom said Weiss shows
true commitment to the
University.
"He absolutely bleeds orange
and brown," she said. "He loves
Bowling Green."
Weiss, surrounded by Falcon
memorabilia in his office in
the McFall Center, explains
his trivia-like knowledge of
University facts is useful in
planning the centennial celebration. He jokes the University
almost didn't exist. Ohio was
deciding where to put a state
school and the Bowling Green
location only won by a vote of
three to two.
"One vote the other way and
we'd be located in Van Wert,
Ohio," Weiss said.
When Weiss isn't citing
Falcon fun facts or attending
a sporting event, he's spending
time with his wife, two sons,
two daughters-in-law and four
grandchildren. Fran said no
matter who's in the room, all

the grandchildren flock to Weiss.
"He's the pied-piper of the
grandchildren," Fran said,
laughing.
Weiss said he loves spending
lime with the grandchildren and
explained the kids follow him
because he "gets ornery with
them" and crawls around on the
floor to play with them.
"He's a wonderful husband,
father and grandfather," Fran
said. "He's given me a wonderful
life, [full of| humor and surprises
all the time."
The couple also enjoys cruises.
Fran said they've been on nine
cruises and have been all over the
Caribbean. Their next cruise will

be at the end of lanuary.
Weiss said while he enjoys
the tropical cruises, Fran
would like to go on a cruise in
Alaska.
"I always say, 'When I
cruise, I want to see palm
trees, not icebergs,'" Weiss
said, laughing.
In what's left of his free time,
Weiss plays baseball in an adult
baseball league and annually
plays in the Legends of Baseball
League in Cooperstown, N.Y.
He also plays in the annual
Roy Hobbs World Series in Fort
Myers, Fla. He pitches and manages his team.
See FALCON | Page 2

Winter arrives for finals week
FOOTPRINTS: Resident Advisor Anthony Avery braves the snowy landscape of
the University for coffee from the Union before his shift at the front desk of Founders
Quadrangle. No snow is expected for the rest of this week, but cold temperatures are.
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BLOTTER
MONDAY. DEC 15
8:19 A.M.
Juvenile was arrested for assualt
at Children's Resource Center
■wd lodged at the Wood County
Juvenile Detention Center.

9:54 A.M.
Complainant reported an unknown
person painted the skylight and
exhaust pipe on the roof of a business office on North Main Street.
10:09 A.M.
Complainant reported an unknown
person painted some of the heating
and cooling equipment on the roof
of Skybar.
2:26 P.M.
Complainant reported her blue and
^reen purse was stolen from her
unlocked apartment on Manville
Avenue. A plaid wallet containing
an Ohio license. BGSU identification, debit card, social security card
and key to her vehicle was inside the
purse.
6:41 P.M.
"rank Cano. 50. of Bowling Green,
was arrested for sales to an underige person after selling a six pack
>( Miller Lite beer at BP on East
Wooster Street.
7:01 P.M.
Timmothy Courey. 21, of Bowling

SENATE
From Page 1
"The people of Illinois
deserve belter than another
political power grab," says a
television ad from the Illinois

GOP.
The head of the Republican
National Committee says the
Democrats' insistence on
avoiding a special election
shows that the party does not
value openness and transpar-

Green, was arrested for sales to an
underage person after selling a six
pack of Labatt Blue Beer at Barney's
Convenience Mart on East Wooster
Street.
8:19 P.M.
Margaret Bednarczyk-Stewart. 49.
of Bowling Green, was arrested for
underage sales after selling a six
pack of Bud Light beer at BP on
South Main Street.
8:42 P.M.
Gloria Cramer. 61, of Wayne. Ohio,
was cited for sales of alcohol to
underage persons after selling a six
pack of Mike's Hard Lemonade at
Mike's Party Mart on South Main
Street.
9:26 P.M.
Complainant reported her 1997
dark green Mercury Sable was stolen from a parking lot on Manville
Avenue. The vehicle was locked and
no glass was found on the ground
where the vehicle was parked.
10:21 P.M.
Tiffaney Reffert. 25. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for criminal
trespass after being observed inside
Wal-Mart. Reffert had signed an
acknowledgement stating she
understood she was not allowed on
the property.

f\ ONLINE: Go to bgnews.com for the
^S complete blotter list

ency unless it's politically convenient.
The president-elect was
pulled into the dispute yesterday when Obama refused
to say whether he supports a
special election. The RNC said
Obama "punted" rather than
take a position on a vital issue.
The battle over Obama's seat
unfolded as a special Illinois
House committee met for the
first time to consider impeaching Blagojevich, who is accused
of trying to auction off the seat
to the highest bidder.

WEIGHT
From Page 1
and money," said leader of the
challenge lamont Green, orTrizz,
"the herbal guy."
And though they walked away
with a lower weight. Sawyer mid
Tolles also left excited about the
knowledge they gained from the
program.
"Two of my kids were in it too
because obesity and diabetes runs
in my family and I don't want my
family to have these problems,"
lolles said. "That's the maul reason why I did it."
Fach class, held on either

Sundays or Mondays in Hobby
Lobby and Olscamp, consisted of
a weigh in, a disscussion on the
week's assignment and lessons on
subjects such as fats or proteins.
"When I first went, I wanted a
push, but they gave us information on how to eat healthy and
when I started to go more, I realized I had the knowledge and
didn't need anyone to push me,"
Sawyer said.
Each class worked together
and supported each other in their
goals.
"You get to know everybody and
we all had the same goal, which
helped a lot," Sawyer added.
Participants also had the oppor-

FALCON

FEE WAIVER

From Page 1

From

Weiss said he qualifies
well for the 48 and older
league and appreciates the
fact he's still able to play,
lie plans on playing until
he can't play anymore.
"Probably until my
arm falls off," Weiss said.
"I really got the baseball
bug."
As for what he'll do after
2010, Weiss is unsure.

"I'll be 65 when the CAC
is over. It'll be interesting
to see what will happen."
he said, noting he would
certainly stick around
if he were still in good
health.
Weiss said he's grateful for the opportunity
to work at the University
and can't think of doing
anything else.
"Of all the years I've
worked here, there have
been so many great people ..." Weiss said. "I've
always enjoyed going to
work. I don't think you
find that in every job you
have."

accurate understanding of the
situation," Gromko said in an eniail. "I therefore support USG's
resolution."
USG's resolution, which was
passed Nov. 4 and forwarded to
University administrators Oct.
8, proposes that affected students meet with the director
of the Center for International
Programs, a financial aid officer, a representative from the
Bursar's office and their academic advisor to "construct
an academic plan to prepare
them to graduate as soon as
possible and a financial plan
that will help them pay for the
remainder of their education..."
The resolution concluded that
USG supports the CIP's future
plans to become more financially self-supporting, and that
the proposed resolution may
include scholarships, grants
and students loans.
But loell feels that USG's resolution doesn't solve any of the
problems.
"I don't think USG offers a
real solution to the issue," Foell
said.
With the University facing
budget constraints across the
board, there are arguments
that money is not available to
continue waiving the tuition
for international students.
"To the argument that there
is no money, we acknowledge
the crisis, but think it's |the|
administrators' job to figure
out how to prioritize this," Foell
said.
As of now, there are 14 stu-

tunity to use Herbalife products to
help improve their eating liabits.
"I hardly eat breakfast, so the
smoothie is a good subsitute,"
Sawyer said.
The winners had a combined
loss of 36 pounds and 26 inches.
"It has given me a lot more
energy," Tolles said.
The set up of the challenge is
different from other challenges
because it provides participants
with the knowlege they need to
lose weight and eat healthy on
their own.
"I was extremely happy with it,"
Tolles said. "I've done things like
this before, but this was more of
a learning experience rather than

just a challenge."
Green continues to have a passion for helping others lose weight
because of the significant amount
of weight he has lost himself.
"You have to have people who
are serious about losing weight,"
Green said. "Even if it was only
two or three people, I am there."
Another challenge will begin
tomorrow, Dec. 18 in Ace
Hardware on 136 South Main.
The meeting will take place on
the second floor.
Anyone intersted in participating in the BG Weight Loss
Challenge can contact Trizz, "the
herbal guy" at 419-601-5179 or
trizz.meherbalguy<s>yahoo.com.

dents who are affected by the
decision to no longer waive
tuition fees.
"The remaining 14 African
students can't take their spring
classes lorl get their diploma if
they're graduating, so they are
kind of stuck," Foell said.
Senior Shannon Thompson
has been working closely with
the international students since
the fee waiver issue became an
issue in Summer 2008.
"The nature of the situation
is very unfair and confusing,''
Thompson said. "Many of the
students are scared because
they don't know what to do."
Over the summer, several
international students were
informed they would no longer
be receiving fee waivers.
Ibis resulted in confusion
since many of the students did
not have a way to come up with
the money to make payments
for their tuition.
"International students aren'l
able to work off campus and
aren't eligible for PAFSA aid that
domestic students can apply
for," Foell said. "And while they
are eligible for private loans,
they need an American cosigner, which is very hard to
get"
Additionally, most of the
students affected come from
poor African countries, which
makes receiving an education
that much more important,

said.
loell added that many of the
international students working the maximum 20 hours on
campus allowed often send
the money back to their home
countries to help their families.
"1 know of {international!
students who are working and
then give that money back to
help support their families,"
Foell said.
Many of the issues related to
funding stem from the fact that
many of the agreements made
to international students were
made by word of mouth, "which
contributes to the confusion,"
said Nancy Patterson, one of
the authors of the resolution.
Patterson decided to help the
international students out of
compassion and concern.
"I felt like they needed an
advocate, someone who could
help them out," Patterson said.
Until further progress is made
regarding the international
fee waiver situation, Foell has
started a fundraising program
called the Beauregard Fund to
raise money for international
students wanting to continue
their studies.
"Many of these students are
just a semester or two away
from graduation," Foell said.
Since the passage of the faculty senate resolution, a memo
was sent to University interim
President Carol Cartwright
requesting a meeting regarding the new resolution proposed.
Cartwright has agreed to
meet with a few authors of the
resolution, a couple of affected
international students and others on Dec. 19.

Thompson said.
"There aren't as many opportunities to receive an education as in the United States, and
for the students coming from
Africa, they are coming from
places with a per capita income
of around SI,000," Thompson

mwm
bookstore

'§m
Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Murti-Purpose Room

March 7-13,2009 ~
Assist with hurricane relief efforts
Applications will be accepted starting January 16, 2009

Student cost $150.00
For additional information contact the Office of Campus

Wed 12/10 -Thur 12/11 9:00am-7:30pm
Fri 12/12 9:00am-5:30pm
Sat 12/13-Sun 12/14 12:00am-5:30pm
Mon 12/15 ■ Thur 12/18 9:00am-7:30pm
Fri 12/19 9:00am-7:00pm
Sat 12/20 9:00am-12:00pm

Activities at 372-2343. Applications are available at:

www. bgsu .ed u/geti n vol ved
Sponsored by the Division of Student Affairs

Student ID Required

CAMPUS
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New system
sends quick
warnings
By Ciitlin Bowling
U-Wire

ANDYKROU I UWIBE
RETIRED: Amanda Emeiy faces a difficult road ahead, possibly shouldering more responsibility with members of her family facing the loss of their retirement package

General Motor
veterans face loss of
necessary income
ByAndyKroll
U-Wire

Amanda Emery, a junior at the
University of Michigan-Flint,
was born and raised in a General
Motors family.
I ler parents both logged more
than 30 years on the job for the
automotive giant — her mother,
Cathy, as a skilled welder in a
Flint truck plant and her father,
Gary, as a company electrician
and supervisor.
Her uncle worked on the
assembly line in a GM plant
in Flint, and a cousin works on
the assembly line at the same
Flint factory.
Now retired from GM, Fmery's
parents live off their company
retirement packages, which
include thousands of dollars
in monthly income and health
insurance for them and their
children, among other benefits.
"Basically, you're talking
about people that are assured
that they're getting their retirement money," she said. "They've
worked for it for 30 years; they're
thinking their money is safe."
But with GM burning through
its cash reserves and teetering
on the edge of bankruptcy, the
Emery family is facing the possibility that GM veterans Cathy
and Gary could soon lose most of
their income.
That would leave 29-yearold Amanda, a journalism and
photography double major at
the University of Michigan,
with the responsibility of helping support her family, assisting
her mother to make payments
for not only her own house but
Amanda's grandfather's home
in Kentucky and providing
some form of health care for
Amanda's aging parents.
"Somebody would have to pick
up the slack, and I'd have to Figure something out," she said. "I
would have to drop down from
Istudyingl full-time to part-time
because I'd have to work more
— for sure."
With executives from the Big
Three automakers rebuffed in
their attempt to obtain critical rescue loans from the federal government, the crisis has
deepened, and its effects can
be felt throughout Michigan as
plants shut down and workers
lose their jobs.
But hardly mentioned so far
has been the impact on students. For them, the future looks
increasingly uncertain with parents subject to layoffs, tuition
assistance and scholarship programs getting cut and an already
weakened workforce set to lose
even more jobs should the auto
industry falter even more.
More than a half-dozen students whose parents work for
one of the Big Three said they
feared for their parents' jobs as
automakers continue to trim
jobs to stay afloat.
For Dmitry Vodopyanov,
21, a senior at the University of
Michigan-Ann Arbor, each week

GET A LIFE

meansanotherchancehis father,
a Chrysler engineer, could lose
his job without any warning.
And what makes the situation even more uncertain,
Vodopyanov added, is that his
father relies almost entirely on
the media to hear of the latest
updates on Chrysler's future.
"He's always worried about
it." Vodopyanov said. "And if he's
stressed, then I'm stressed."
Looking to cut costs, the Big
Three have thrown numerous
company benefits on the chopping block this year. Amongthem
are tuition assistance programs,
which provide employees with
money for continuing education
classes and degrees.
At the end of October, Chrysler
suspended its Tuition Assistance
Program for active and laid-off
unionized employees. General
Motors announced around the
same time that it was cancelling a similar program for salaried workers as of Ian. 1. And
in lune, Ford Motor Company
announced that it was suspending its own tuition assistance
program for salaried workers.
Each of the Big Three has also
said it will suspended dependent scholarship programs, in
which dependents of employees
received scholarships to help pay
tuition costs.
lerry Glasco, the director of
financial service and budget
at UM-Flint, said just over 200
students at the university currently use GM scholarships to
pay tuition and fees costs.
But with the GM suspending
the program at the first of the
year, Glasco said those students
who rely on the scholarships to
cover most, if not all, of their college expenses, could have trouble
staying in school because they
can't pay their tuition.
"If that program goes away
it's certainly more difficult for
those students to pursue their
degrees."
And for students finishing up
their degrees and aiming for
a career in auto industry, they
must contend with a drastically
reduced workforce that could
suffer further losses.
According to a recent report
from the Center for Automotive
Research in Ann Arbor. Mich.,
nearly three million auto industry-related jobs could be lost in a
single year if the Big Three companies stopped all operations.
Jake Obradovich, 21, a senior
at Kettering University in Flint,
a science and technology
school where students alternate
between taking classes and
working full-time jobs related to
their degree, said that about a
year ago, he was still considering
the Big Three companies when
he thinking about finding a job
after graduation.
"Obviously, with the way
things have gone in the past
six to eight months, my desire
to get a job with one of the
Big Three has now really
decreased," he said.

A new high intensity speaker
system installed last month
will help warn Ohio University
students of on-campus emergencies.
The system includes six clusters of speakers located across
the campus that will emit a
warning signal, followed by an
emergency message.
The university has prerecorded 20 messages for emergencies such as severe weather, fire, a hazardous material
spill and an active shooter, said
David Hopka, assistant vice
president for Safety and Risk
Management.
Emergency messages may
be delivered through a prerecorded message or a live feed
from either the OU Police
Department or University
Communications
and
Marketing.
"We really like the fact that
it can be deployed quickly,''
Hopka said. "We could use it
today if we needed to."
A drawback of the system is
that people indoors may not
be able to bear the warnings,
according to an instruction
manual from Federal Signal
Corporation, the system's
manufacturer and installer.
Ohio University will rely on
other communications methods such as text messaging to
alert students indoors. Hopka
said. In an emergency, students can receive more information and updates on the
university's emergency Web
site and CATVision.
The electric-powered system is expected to require
minimal upkeep and will be
tested monthly. Hopka said,
adding that the university may
occasionally need to replace
the system's back-up batteries
and any malfunctioning parts.
The project cost $250,000.
Representatives of Federal
Signal Corporation used
speakers mounted on a truck
to test various places before
recommending locations for
placement, said I'am Callahan.
a university planner.
"I think that the locations
were chosen to ensure that
the system would function
properly," Callahan said.
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Mapping system aids green conservation efforts
By Daniel Gross

now." technical administrator
for CGTS Michael Bentivegna
said. "We started oul in the
geography department and
now we are in the division of
economic and community outreach, which is the outreach arm

U-W,re

The Center for Geographic
Information Systems has
gone beyond helping Towson
University "go green" and has
developed a program thai will
provide valuable environmental information to government
officials statewide.
GreenPrint, an Internet-based
mapping system, was recently
unveiled by Governor Martin
O'Malley to assist in conservation efforts. It is designed to help
people figure out what the most
economkaDy valuable land is.
where it is in Maryland and how
it is being protected. CG1S has
worked on this project for about
a year and is the first of many
applications within MDiMap,
an initiative designed to provide
mapping support for the HayStat
and StateStat projects.
"We've been doing mapping
In the state for over 13 yean

in Towson and does not ret etve
slate funds for their budget
They generate funding through
contractual work with othei
state agencies.
"We're really recognized
in the state as a place lor (IIS
knowledge... So it was natural
for them to bring us in... We
were brought in as one of the
team members." Bentivegna
said. "IThe state department
nt natural resourcesl actually

.iiui research for state and local
government projects can be
time consuming and costly. The
GreenPrini mapping system is
designed to assist these environmental and land development
projects by providing easily
accessible information 1 he sys
tern is available 111 the public and
can be found on the Internet.
B) having an authoritative
source for |the system], where
the stale agencies replicate
their data on a regular basis up
to the University, it provides .1
resource back to everyone else.
Bentivegna said. The) can do
their work, save some money,
save some time and hopefully
get 10 lining what they're sup
posed to do, which Is really serving the citizens ol Maryland."

looked at hosting facilitates in
other slate agencies hut in the

( GIS worked in conjunction

of the University."
CGiS is a self-supported unit

Finding

geographical

Some events taken from evencb9u1.edu

7 a.m. - '1 p.m.
Study Room
208 S 309 Union

software thai is available.

data

EXAM WEEK STRESS RELIEF

RACHfL RADWANSKI
RELAX: Education major Melissa Jeckavitch receives a massage from Licensed Massage Tr

107 Hanna Hall

119 Clay St. ■ $685
730 Elm St. ■ $615
316 Ridge St. ■ $705

Dawson Dawson works for

Serenity Spa which was offering massages for a small fee neat (he bookstore in the Union.

/*\

STAY CLOSE TO CAMPUS
In One of Greenbriar's
Most Popular Apartments
or Houses!

GREENBRIAR, INC.
445 EAST WOOSTER ST.

419-352-0717
www.greenbriarrentals.com
HOURS:
Mon - Fri:9am - 5pm
Saturday: 9am - 1pm

BENTWO0D

HEINZ APARTMENTS

• 3 bedroom/2 bathroom

• Close to campus

• furnished

• On-site laundry

• Microwaves
• Dishwashers
• Garbage Disposals

• Wireless internet

Sign Up Today!
Now Leasing
for Fall 2009
HtMUUtttll

1 BEDROOMS

7.30 a.m. 7.30 p.m.
Bookstore Text Reservation
and Buy Back
228 Union

Bentivegna.

h Institute for the past
year, which puts oul major GIS

130 & 111 Union

5:30 p.m.-6:30 p.m.
Coming Out Support Group

to

with the Environmental Systems

end. we were the besi equipped
to be able to stand up here at the
University."

8 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Exhibit#6: Architecture:
Annual Exhibition of
Student Work

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

Vci ording

3 bedrooms
2 bathrooms

• Close to campus
• Air Conditioning

Furnished
Dishwashers

• On-site laundry

apartments available

1

• 2 bedroom/2 bathroom
• Dishwasher
• Garbage Disposals
• Close to campus

"u"uu"1

i

• On-site launjry
• Furnished and
recently remodeled
units available

Garbage Disposals

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)

419-352-5620

www. newloverentals. com

• Large two bedroom
duplexes/houses

FORUM
PbUPLLUN

- Larry Weiss, co-chair of the University's Centennial Anniversary Commission, on how the city of Bowling Green
was orginally choosen by a 5-2 vote to be the location of a state university [see Weiss, pg. 1].
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"Make sure the
speakers are actually
funny. A lot of boring
ones out there."

IJ

"One vote the other way and we'd be located in Van Wert, Ohio."

MEREDITH ALTEN.
Junior.
Criminal Justice

55

How would you make commencement more interesting to sit through?
"Celeberity guest

"Play some gospel

"Make the stage out

speakers."

music."

of ice."

Have your own take on
today's A»ople On The
Street? Or a suggestion lor

a tedious listing of names you
don't know and the occasional
air horn blast from more obnoxious attendees.
But this isn't the way graduations have to be. Mere are the
top 10 ways to liven things up at
commencement:
1. Don't just list the names
of those who are graduating,
but also list the names of those
who failed. If American Idol
has taught us anything, it's
that people love a good public
shaming.
2. Give the audience Bingo
cards. Rach square is labeled
with the name of a graduate.
The audience gets to cross off a
square whenever that graduate's
name is called. Once somebody
has won going horizontal, vertical or diagonal, we play a full
blackout game. Prizes given out
will include BGSU sweatshirts,
key chains and the world's largest falcon statue.
3. The ceremony is held in an
arena, right? Well why not play
a game of basketball simultaneously? And not just any game.
I say a Harlem Globetrotter
vs. Evil Robots rematch a la
"The Harlem Globetrotters on
Gilligan's Island" TV movie.
4. Commencment speakers
should give a rousing speech
that uses a combination of the
words "change," "hope," and
"eight years of failed foreign and
domestic policy" over and over
again. That seems to fire up the
college kids these days.
5. Don't inviteSoulja Boytosing

GRANT ROHLFER.
Sophomore.
AYA Social Studies

COREY REASOMOVER.
Senior.
AYA Life Science

MICHAEL SPIEGEL
Junior.
Criminal Justice

the same boring rhetoric that
you can get from an advisor,
but what I can tell you is that
while you can ask for help,
you need to do the work to get
things done. No one is going
to do il for you.
Find out what you are good
at, whether you have official
Graduation is only days away.
training or not, and make it
I should be in a state of
one of your strengths. I have
celebration, cheer and full
never been trained in HTML
of expectations of what life
coding, and yet I love creating
will be like without driving
Web sites. Also, I was a volleyto college.
ball coach for a local school,
Instead. I am worrying about
which taught
paying off my
me how to mulstudent loans,
"We will have to fight harder, prove
titask at being a
wondering if
I will get a job ourselves and go the proverbial extra mile: coach and personal trainer,
because of the
massive loss of whatever it takes to get ourselves noticed and become an
authority figure
jobs in America
that successand so many
over our competition."
fully managed
other problems.
If I do get a job, will I be paid as Limitations will be the decid- eight people. Everything can
much as I am worth or will 1 be ing factor in determining which be turned into a positive.
Right now, with so many
one of the new hires that is paid person an employer will hire. If
thirty percent less but works you can sell yourself as a more people unemployed, being
well-rounded individual, your picky should not be one of
thirty percent more?
For those of us leaving the chances of being employed are your character traits. This is
an employer's market because
University this Friday or greatly increased.
In addition to studies, you they make the rules about who
Saturday, and changing our
title from student to alumni, can't limit yourself to the same they hire, why Ihey hire them
group of people. Networking is and how much they are willing
what are we to do?
We will have to fight harder, even more important now. It to pay. However, the experience
prove ourselves and go the pro- may be cliche, but it is who you these "undesired" jobs give you
verbial extra mile: whatever it know. Make business cards for may well be worth the poor pay
takes to get ourselves noticed yourself, even if you don't have and miserable hours.
Finally,
and
most
a business. They become a refover our competition.
According to Hubpages. erence point — a reminder of importantly: suck it up.
com, there are some profes- who you are to someone that
sions, like the health/medical may be looking for someone
field and engineering, that are just like you.
—Resjmnd lo Lori at
thenews@bgnews.com.
I'm not going to give you
not being severely affected by

— Rcsimnd lo Tim at

thenausQbgnews.com.

It's that time of year again, the
time where, twice a year, I will
turn myself willingly into a hermit. If you haven't guessed. I'm
talking about exam week. As a
senior, this will be the seventh
time I have had final exams, if
you don't count high school. I'd
like to think that this will be one
of my last final exam times, but
I still have another four or five
years to go.
1 myself have never really
understood the need for a final
exam, especially in classes that
give more than one other exam
per semester. If a student has
already been doing well in a
class, they generally do as well
on the final. However, whatever
my feelings are on the subject,
they are a necessary evil. And
unfortunately, they are one
that cannot be avoided. Finals
week can be hectic and frustrating, but a few little things
have always made it a little bit
easier for me.

k

fun. 1 find that when I've studied
for more than a few hours in a
row, or the same subject all day.
nothingin the world could make
me absorb any more material.
It's not a bad thing to put the
books down and go do something fun. Even if you are just
watching TV or having lunch
with some friends, those books
won't look as daunting when you
come back to them. This also

"It might sound silly to schedule free
time, study time and time to eat, but I've
learned the hard way. I have lost track of
time more often than I can remember."
smartest option. Although I
prefer the comfort of my apartment, 1 generally go to the
library, or the fourth floor of the
Union to study. It's mostly quiet
there, and if you only bring your
textbooks and a snack, there's
nothing there to distract you,
unless you enjoy contemplating
the carpeting.
The whole purpose of finals
week is to demonstrate what
we'veleamedinclass.butplease,
take a break or two to have some

might be a good time to volunteer with the local Humane
Society, soup kitchens or at a
nursing home. There's nothing
better for battling stress than
the warm fuzzy feeling one gets
from helping another in need,
and it's a great distraction.
Finally, make yourself a
schedule. It might sound silly to
schedule free time, study time
and time to eat, but I've learned
the hard way. I have lost track of
time more than I can remember,

and come lo regret it later.
This is especially true when I
realized that the exam was coming up in several hours, and I had
forgotten an entire chapter of
material that needed to be read.
You might feel strange, penning
down your upcoming week, but
trust me, you won't regret it.
So, finals week is upon us, and
no matter how fast you run, or
how good you are at hiding, it
will find you. Even if you are only
taking a few classes, this time of
year can be nerve-wracking. If
you have five or more classes, as
I have had in the past, you might
be utterly dreading this week.
Breathe deep, there is hope!
Write out a schedule, and don't
forget to make plenty of time for
the things you love.
While finals are important,
they aren't important enough
to have sleepless nights over. In
fact, if you make the effort to
study somewhere with minimal
distractions, you jusl might end
up with more time for yourself,
and less time panicking over a
little exam.
— Resfxmd to Andrea at
tlienews@bgnews.com.

FIND OUT WHAT BGNEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!
TOP NEWS STORIES

BLOGGING

ARCHIVES

The site is updated daily
with stories from the paper
and online extras.

Check out the sports
bloq for the latest in 6G
athletics.

Miss something? Find
articles and columns since
2000.
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the recession. For the rest of
us, we are going to be facing
a steep, uphill battle in which
many of us are going to slide
back down.
This is my parting advice
to you, my last column to the
students of Bowling Green
State University: diversify
yourselves.
This diversity is different
than what the University wishes of us. I want you to broaden
your studies, image, abilities,
resume' and opportunities.

thealma mater. (I'm really hoping
UAO learned their lesson on this
one after Homecoming).
6. And on that topic. I^t'sforgo
the traditional singing of the
alma mater and replace it with
"Sweet Caroline," a time honored
University tradition of two years.
7. Use part of the $36 million for the new Stroh Center
to buy everyone at graduation
a Nintendo DS. Don't worry
BGSU Athletics, you'll still have
$35,389,000 leftover for a couple
hundred extra seats for fans to
watch the men's basketball team
go 13-17 again (his season.
8. Two words: open bar.
9. All administrators speaking
at graduation should be forced to
give speeches in iambic pentameter. If I had to learn this stuff to
earn my literature requirement,
I want to know the folks who run
this school can do it too. Come
on. Dr. Cartwright, make with
a sonnet.
10. Wear nothing under your
cap and gown. No one else will
notice, but you should manage to give yourself a dirty little
thrill. I know I will.
I know most graduation plans
are already underway, but I hope
the University will take some of
these suggestions into consideration for this weekend's ceremonies. After four and a half
years, I think I deserve to be
entertained.

COLUMNISTS
AND CARTOONISTS
WANTED

How to vanquish the stress of final exams
For those of us that are easily
distracted, your home or dorm
might not be the best place to
study. From personal experience, I get the sudden and desperate urge to clean my apartment from floor to ceiling when
faced wit h a stack of textbooks.
While cleaning might suddenly seem a lot more interesting than studying chemistry,
everyone knows it's not the

a question' Give us your

After graduation, time to step
up and face the real world

op 10 ways to liven up the old
pomp and circumstance

I've been waiting in anticipation
all month. Not for Christmas,
but rather, my graduation this
Saturday.
Alter four and a half years at
this University, it's time for me
to don my cap and gown, shift
that tassel from right to left and
awkwardly pose for graduation
photos with friends and family.
I'm excited for Saturday. It's
been a long road (half a year
longer than originally planned)
and I'm filled with both a sense
of accomplishment about earning my degree and excitement
about beginning in a new job in
a new city next month.
But these feelings are tinged
with dread. Dread of silting
through another dull, mechanical commencement ceremony.
I've sat through two such ceremonies already this year for
Mends and family, and have
come to realize there is little
chance of hearing anything
original from my graduation
speakers, nothing beyond the
stale, old platitudes I've heard
time and time again.
And if you're sitting in the
audience, the ceremony holds
only one to three seconds of
elation for you (depending on
how long your graduate's name
is). I'he rest of the ceremony is
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SPEAK YOUR MIND
Comment on stories and
columns, or send a letter
to the editor

TIM SAMPSON. EXECUTIVE EDITOR
GINA POTTHOFF. MANAGING EDITOR
RYAN SULLIVAN. CAMPUS EDITOR
KRISTEN VASAS, CITY EDITOR
JEFF HOUNSHEL.C0PY CHIEF
CARRIE CRANE.DESIGN EDITOR
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CHRIS VOLOSCHUK, SPORTS EDITOR
SARAH MOORE. PULSE EDITOR
KYLE REYNOLDS, IN FOCUS EDITOR
SOJTTRECKER.SPECIALSECTI0NS EDITOR
CRAIG VANDERKAM WEB EDITOR

Need a place to sound off and
voice your opinions?
The Forum section is looking for
more people like you to write
columns and illustrate for us.
Email us at
thenews@bgnews.com,
call us at 419-372-6966,
or just swing by our newsroom in
210 West Hall.
Positions for spring semester are
currently available.

MULTIMEDIA
Podcasts. audio
slideshows and video
add to the story

Apply today!

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 300
words. These are usually in response
to a cunent issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words. These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area Two submissions per
month maximum

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenewj<?bgn«ws.
com with the subject line marked
'Letter to the Editor" or 'Guest
Column" All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing. The
editor may change the headlines to
submitted columns and letters at his
orherdraetion
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News

NATION
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Second suspect arrested in bombing

4PFIl£ PHOTO

THE VERDICT IS IN: John Walsh and his wife. Reve. along with their daughter, Meghan, left, listen as the Hollywood Police Department
announces the conclusion of the investigation in to the death of then son. Adam, who was abducted and killed in 1981.

urder case closed after 27 years
HOLLYWOOD, l-'la. (AP) - A
si-rial killer who died more than
a decade ago is ihe person who
decapitated the 6-year-old son
of "America's Most Wanted" host
lohn Walsh in 1981. police in
Florida said yesterday.
The announcement brought
to a close a case that has vexed
the Walsh family for more than
two decades, launched the television show about the nation's
most notorious criminals and
inspired changes in how authorities search for missing children.
"Who could take a 6-yearold and murder and decapitate
him? Who?" an emotional lohn
Walsh said at yesterday's news
conference. "We needed to
know. We needed to know. And
today we know. The not knowing has been a torture, but that
journey's over."
Walsh's wife. Reve. at one point
placed a small photo of their son
on the podium.

The suspect. Ottis Toole, had
twice confessed to killing the
child, but later recanted. He
claimed responsibility for hundreds of murders, but police
determined most of the confessions were lies. Toole's niece told
the boy's father, lohn Walsh, her
uncle confessed on his deathbed
in prison that he killed Adam.
Police said Toole was long the
prime suspect in the case and
that they had conclusively linked
him the killing. They declined to
be specific about their evidence
and noted they had no DNA
proof of the crime, but said an
extensive review of the case file
pointed only to Toole. as lohn
Wash long contended.
"Our agency has devoted an
inordinate amount of time seeking leads to other potential perpetrators rather than emphasizing Ottis Toole as our primary
suspect," said Hollywood Police
Chief Chadwick Wagner. "Ottis

nvestors could
lose millions
ue to fraud

Toole has continued to be our
only real suspect."
Wagneracknowledged numerous missteps in the investigation
and apologized to the Walshes.
"1 have no doubt," lohn Walsh
said. "I've never had any doubt."
Many names have been mentioned in connection to the case
in the years since the killing,
including serial killer Jeffrey
Dahmer, but Toole's has persistently nagged detectives, lohn
Walsh has long said he believed
the drifter was responsible, saying investigators found at Toole's
home in lacksonville a pair of
green shorts and a sandal similar to what Adam was wearing.
The Walshes long ago derided
the investigation as botched.
Still, he praised the Hollywood
police department for closing
the case.
"This is not to look back and
point fingers, but it is to let it
rest," he said.

■
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SALEM, Ore.
(AP)
—
Authorities
yesterday
announced the arrest of a second man in last week's deadly
bombing of an Oregon bank,
and said the two law-enforcement officers killed in the
blast thought the bomb was a
hoax and were trying to open
it when it detonated.
The Marion County sheriff's office said the name of
the second suspect would be
released yesterday.
The announcement came
hours after the first suspect
arrested, 32-year-old Joshua
Turnidge, appeared in court
for the first time. He is charged
with aggravated murder and
other counts in the explosion
Friday at the West Coast Bank
in the agricultural town of
Woodburn.
The blast killed a State
Police bomb technician,
Senior Trooper William
Hakim, and a Woodburn officer, Capt. Tom Tennant. It
critically injured Woodburn
Police Chief Scott Russell;
a probable cause statement
said Russell lost his right leg
from the knee down and his
left leg was mutilated.
The bomb had been left outside the bank in a green metal
box. Hakim brought it inside
after inspecting it with an

bank in Oregon
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Available for 2009-2010
PETS ALLOWED

EFFICIENCIES
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451 THURSTIN AVENUE
Across the street from Ottenhauer.
Furnished efficiency apartments with lull bath
Assigned parking and laundry in the building
One Person Occupancy Only
One Year - $370.00 per month
School Year - $395.00 per month

AHN JOHANSSON I APPHOt"

PICK ME: Caroline Kennedy, pictured above in an AP file photo lias told New York Gov
David Pateison she wants to be the state's neit Senator

Jhown
Two Person Rates Available.
449-455 S. ENTERPRISE
517 E. REED STREET- At Thurstin.

about the job.

"And
she's
clearly
interested." he said.
Kennedy is the daughter
of the late President lohn I'.
Kennedy. Her uncle, the late
Robert K. Kennedy, once held
the Senate seat she wants.
Paterson has sole authority
to name a replacement for
Clinton, who was first elected
in 2000 and re-elected by a
wide margin in 2006.
Over the past week.
Kennedy, who lives in
Manhattan, has reached
out to several prominent
New York Democrats to tell
them of her interest in the
Senate seat. They included
Joel Klein, chancellor of the
New York City Department of
Education, Kennedy worked
closely with Klein as executive of the Office of Strategic
Partnerships for the New
York City Department of
Education, where she raised
about $65 million for the
city's schools.

Radiator Flush !;

■ ; Includes FREE Inspection* • J

Service
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707-727 THIRD STREET

720 SECOND STREET

Furn. Or Unlurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
One Year - $355 00 per month.
School Year - $40000 per month.

Furn. Or Unlurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
One Year - $365.00 per month.
School Year - $415.00 per month.

825 THIRD STREET- Pets Allowed!

810-815 FOURTH STREET

Furn. Or Unlurn. One Bdrm, One Bath
One Year - $410.00 per month.
School Year - $465.00 per month.

Furn. Or Unlurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
One Year - $370.00 per month.
School Year - $435.00 per month

Furn. Or Unlurn. One Bath & Extra Vanity.
One Year - S430 00 per month.
School Year - $500.00 per month.

Furn. Or Unfurn. Two Bdrm, One Bath.
One Year - $445.00 per month.
School Year - $545.00 per month.

402 HIGH STREET

835 FOURTH STREET

Furn. Or Unfurn. Two Bdrm, One Bath.
One Year -S410 00 per month.
School Year - $460.00 per month.

Furn. Or Unfurn Two bedrooms
One Year - $440.00 per month.
School Year - $500.00 per month.

701 FOURTH STREET

840-850 SIXTH STREET

Furn Or Unlurn. One Bath W7 Vanity in Bdrms.
One Year - $420.00 per month.
School Year - $490.00 per month.

Furn. Or Unfurn. Two full baths.
One Year - S490.00 per month.
School Year - $550.00 per month.

810 FIFTH, 649 SIXTH, 707 SIXTH
or 818 SEVENTH STREET

831 SEVENTH STREET

Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath & Hall Vanity.
One Year - $415.00 per month.
School Year - $465 00 per month.

Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath & Hall Vanity.
One Year - $430.00 per month.
School Year - $480.00 per month.

FOREST APARTMENT Napoleon

:98

724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE
Unfurnished. I"baths, dishwasher.
One Year - $430.00 per month.
School Year - $495.00 per month.

OIL CHANGE

Mechanical

Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
One Year - $355 00 per month.
School Year - $390.00 per month.

Rates Shown For One Person Occupancy.
Two To Three Person Rates Available.
505 CLOUGH STREET-Behind Kinko's. 521 E. MERRY- Near Offenhauer.

SA1E
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Furn. Or Unlurn. One Bdrm, One Bath.
One Year - $400 00 per month.
School Year - $465.00 per month.

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS

t,ooo/ii*m
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with a $300.00 nonrefundable pet
deposit at these buildings:
517 E.Reed
403 High Street
825 Third Street
802 Sixth Street
831 Seventh Street
640 Eighth Street
841 Eighth Street
725 Ninth Street
733, 755, 777 Manville

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS

Kennedy fights for Senate seat
ALBANY. N.YIAPI —Caroline
Kennedy told New York's
governor on Monday that
she's interested in the U.S.
Senate seat being vacated
by Hillary Rodham Clinton,
making her the highest-profile candidate to express a
desire for the job.
Democratic Gov. David
Palerson will choose the
replacement.
"She told me she was
interested in the position,"
Paterson said. "It's not a campaign. She'd like at some point
to sit down."
Caroline Kennedy's spokesman,
Stefan
Friedman,
declined to comment.
Clinton is expected to be
confirmed as President-elect
Barack Obama's secretary of
state.
At an afternoon news conference to discuss last week's
paralyzing ice storm, New
York's senior senator, Charles
Schumer, said he has also
talked to Caroline Kennedy

of them would die," the court
document states.
The man also said a cell
phone would be found next
to a garbage can, and that he
would give further instructions on it. The man also said
he would be calling the West
Coast Bank.
l,ocal police officers arrived
at the Wells Fargo building,
opened a garbage bin and
spotted a cell phone on top of
what appeared to be a package.
Hakim and an FBI bomb technician were called. They examined the package and cell phone
and determined the package
was a hoax device.
Woodburn police searched
the area around the two
banks for other devices, and a
green metal box was spotted
next to the West Coast Bank
building.
Hakim, Tennant and Russell
arrived at the West Coast Bank.
After Hakim inspected and Xrayed the green box, he said
he was "confident that it was
a hoax device and that it could
be taken apart to be placed
into evidence."
The statement says a bank
employee saw Hakim trying to
open the box while Tennant held
it when the bomb exploded. The
bank employee was treated at a
hospital and released.

bailments

WAREHOUSE **«*"»
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bombing of a

X-ray scanner and concluding
it was a fake, according to the
probable cause statement.
The box exploded as Hakim
tried to open it and Tennant
held it down, a bank employee told the investigator who
wrote the probable cause
statement.
Charges against Turnidge
include conspiracy, but investigators had not said who
else might be involved in the
explosion.
Late yesterday morning,
investigators converged on an
area in rural Marion County
where a number of Turnidge's
relatives live. Turnidge is a
Navy veteran who was in a
biodiesel fuel enterprise with
an uncle.
The probable cause statement said that on Friday
morning, a man called in
a bomb threat to the Wells
Fargo Bank in Woodburn,
which is next door to the West
Coast Bank branch.
The man said "if 'they'
didn't leave the building, all

SUMMER RENTALS AVAI
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Arrested in the

May 16. 2009 to August 8.

NEW YORK (API — Investors
poring over liernard Madoff's
books have discovered the
money manager falsified documents to hide massive losses
to investors in a fraud case that
could take months to unravel,
an official helping to oversee the
linn's liquidation said.
Stephen 1 larbeck, chief executive of nonprofit group Securities
Investor Protection Corporation,
told The Associated Press there are
different sets of books that investigators an- sorting through.
One set keeps track of the losses
at Bernard L Madoff Investment
Securities I.I.C's investment advisory arm. while the other is what
investors were shown.
"It is obvious that the documents that customers see don't
reflect the reality of what the brokerage film had," said Harbeck.
whose organization is helping
oversee the liquidation. "We've
only scratched the surface."
Madoff, 70, was arrested last
Thursday in what the Securities
and Exchange Commission is
calling one of the biggest I'onzi
schemes on record. Investors of all
sizes — from major banks to small
charities — may record losses of
more than $50 billion.
A federal judge has ordered
Madoll s investment business to be
liquidated under a court-appointed trustee, who is in the process of
mailing out paperwork to customers to assess how much assets were
given to Madoff.
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Joshua
Turnidge

at S. College.
Furn. Or Unfurn. One Bath, hall vanity.
One Year - $415.00 per month.
School Year - $465.00 per month.
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WE STILL HAVE A SELECTION OF HOUSES AVAILABLE FOR 2009-2010
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Families with children welcome to apply for any rental unit.
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419 332 3261
41*479-7010
41M7J-7121
419S35-3033
419 J75 4671

ONLY $99/PERSON*!!
DEPOSIT SPECIAL
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JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.

Across from ALDI
tUUM
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7171 Orchid Cntr
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4U-MMJU
4194*17973
419-3S2S7H
900456 8009

319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH (Located Across From Taco Bell)
RENTAL OFFICE: 419-354-2260
Hours - Monday to Friday 8:30 - 5:30 Saturday - 8:30 - 5:00

VISIT US WIW 'rtB• »MnHi(H,

Greenbriar, Inc.
(419)352-0717
www.greenbriarrcMitals.coni
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ONLY $99/PERSON*!!
DEPOSIT SPECIAL
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SIDELINES

BG sports
looking
towards next
semester
BASKETBALL

^

Prochaska named
Player of the Week
Lauren Prochaska was
named the Mid-American
Conference women's basketball Player of the Week
for the second time in three
weeks yesterday. Prochaska
had 24 points, including four
three pointers against St,
Bonaventure.

ONLINE

•'

The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The
BG News Sports Blog for
continued updates on all your

READY TO GO: Both the women's and men's basketball learns will play some unfamiliar non-conference learns over the University winter break

Falcon sports teams. We will
be bringing you coverage
of BG athletics over break
including basketball and
hockey updates We will also
preview each MAC bowl
game closer to when they
are played.
www.bgnewssports.com

Will*.
Today in
Sports History
1988-Bryan Murray
becomes the 17th NHL coach

Unfamiliar territory
Women's basketball
The women's basketball schedule
over break. The games on Dec.
28 and 29 are part of the Dayton
Flyer Cl.vsic
• 12/21 vs Hartford
• 12/28 vs Gardner-Webb
• 12/29 vs. Dayton/Lipscomb
•1/2<J>SIU-Edwardsville
• 1/7 6> Kent State

• 1/10 •

to win 300 games.
1944-The Green Bay
Packers win the NFL
championship.
1935-Cal Ripken Sr.
is born.
1920-Thespitballis
allowed to continue to be

El

used by American League

Lauren
Prochaska
Leads the team
with 16.7 points
per game

Mild
McCoy
Is second on the
team in scoring
with 14.7 ppg

pitchers.

The List

Hartford
next obstacle
for women

Men to take
on Central
Arkansas

By Chris Volo.chuk

By Chris Voloschuk
Sports Editor

Sports Cdilor

Since losing its first two games
ni the young season, the lit;
women's basketball team has
been red hoi, winning seven
straight games.
During the streak, the lowest point differential has been
IH points.

Last Sunday, the falcons

showed they could compete
against some of the better competition in the country, beating visiting St. Bonaventure
77-59. The most impressive
See WOMEN | Page 7

The Falcon men's basketball
(4-4)team got exactly what it
needed on Sunday — a win
at home.
Playing host to visiting
Detroit Mercy, the lalcons put
together one of their best defensive efforts in a long while, outlasting the Titans 58-38. The
win snapped a three-game losing streak.
As of now, the Falcons are
in the middle of an eight-day
layoff that won't end until
See MEN | Page 7

Men's basketball
The men's basketball schedule
over break. The conference opening will be against Buffalo on
Dec. 10
•
•
•
•
•
•

12/20 S> Central Arkansas
12/22 vs. Towson
12/28 vs. Eastern Illinois
12/31 (*> Duquesne
1/5 vs Fordham
1/10 vs. Buffalo

Joe
Jakubowski
Leads the MAC
with 4.50 assist
per game

Otis

Polk
Leads the MAC
with 1.63 blocks
per game

ANDREW
MARKER
ASSIS1ANT
SPORTS EDITOR

It was an up and down season for
the athletic side of things at the
University.
The football team was picked
to win the Mid-American
Conference East division before
falling to a 6-5 record.
But things are looking up again
as it was announced last Friday
that Dave Clavvson will replace
Gregg Brandon as coach for the
2009 season, and his philosophy
may have the lalcons turned in the
right direction.
The University soccer teams were
at opposite ends of the spectrum as
the women's team advanced well
into the MAC tournament while
die men's squad faltered to a 4-13-2
record, which led to the resignation
of coach Fred Thompson.
The volleyball team also played
well, finishing with a 25-8 (12-4
MACI record and losing to conference runner-up Western Michigan
in the semi-final round.
Heading into winter break
and looking towards next
semester, there is a lot of promise for the University's major
athletic programs.
Footbal

It was a dismal year for the
Falcons as a combination of a
1 -4 home record in 2008, low API!
scores and a flurry of off-tiie-field
issues culminated in the tiring
of Gregg Brandon following the
season.
On Dec. 12, it was announced
that Dave Glawson would become
die 17th head coach in BG football
history.
Clavvson brings 20 years of
coaching experience, including
nine years as a head coach, to the
Falcons.
I le seems to haw an agenda of
tilings he wants to accomplish with
the I ali mis, including winning
right away and graduating every
single player with a championship
ring and a diploma.
Clavvson is a strong recruiter who
has looked at Ohio high school playSee FALL '081 Page 7

The fall 2008 semester was a
good one for BG sports Here
are the top five wins from the
fall season:

1. Pittsburgh: The
Falcon football team came
out and opened the season
with an upset victory over
then No. 25 Pittsburgh 27-17.
2. Toledo: BG retained
possession of the peace pipe
by defeating 1-75 rival Toledo

BG hockey
to face
Clarkson this
weekend
By Ethan Magoc

in what turned out to be

Reporter

Gregg Brandon's final game
with the Falcons.

3. Detroit-Mercy: The
men's basketball team held
an opponent to less than 40
points for the first time since
1964 when they defeated the
Titans 58-38.

4. Central Michigan:
The volleyball team upset
Central Michigan in the
quarter finals of the MAC
tournament. Also for
volleyball, senior Chelsey
Meek set the MAC career
digs record.

5. Tennessee Tech:
The women's soccer team
scored seven goals against
the Golden Eagles in an early
season game. The team lost
in the semi-finals of the MAC
Tournament

Bowling Green's and Clarkson's
hockey programs share quite a
iiilingmto
tins
few similarities heading
into this
weekend's scries
at the BGSU Ice
Arena.
Both teams
feature coaches
who
played

together at BGin
Scott Paluch and

George Roll.

Several Ohio State players thinking of entering draft
By Rusty Miller
The Associated Press

COLUMBUS - Standout tailback
Chris "Beanie" Wells has a lough
decision to make.
If his coach were making the
call on whether he should stick
around for his senior season ai
Ohio Slate or jump to the NFL a
year early, Wells would lake the
money and nin.
"If il wen' me, it wouldn't \if

lough," COach Jim Trcssel said of
Wells' impending decision. "In my
opinion, he ought to lie one of the
first five guys picked."
Wells wasn't available for the
Buckeyes' Fiesta Bowl media day
yesterday. Then were reports that
he drove a brother — he has 10
siblings — to the doctors office.
Tresscl continued that Wells is
contemplating whether to come
back for one more season at Ohio
State. The coach said yesterday thai

H fxoUioUoU

he told Wells to not even bother fillIngOUtthe evaluation forms for the
NFL since the league knows what
it will be Helling based on the 2,700
yards Wells has gained the pasl two
seasons with the Buckeyes.
Wells who lias 1,091 yards and
light touchdowns in 7 games this
season, is one of seven Ohio State
juniors who are considering making
the eady jump Into the NILdraft
lhe oilier six have all filed requests
with the NIT. to check where they

THE GUYS YOU SHOULD CONSIDER:

FANTASY FOOTBALL

The Broncos injury riddled running back core
has allowed former BG standout PJ. Pope to
get playing time. Last week. Pope had 51
rushing yards. 24 receiving yards and a
receiving touchdown.

James

Both
have perkjn
been on a cold n ,
,
streak
lately. %*****,
with Clarkson David Solway
winless in their in the Axe
last nine games Line against
and BG win- NotreDame
less in their last
six. The Falcons
have not won a game since
Northern Michigan left town in
mid-November.
Clarkson has held the upper
hand in the series in recent
years, as they beat the Falcons
ti-4 in 2005 and 5-0 in 2006. The
'Golden Knights also lead the
all-time series with 13 wins in
24 games.
But BG could be ready to
See HOCKEY | Page 7

THE GUYS WHO ARE TEARING IT UP:

might be taken in the draft.
The others are wide receiver
Brian Ilartline, defensive backs
Kurt Coleman, Anderson Russell
and Donald Washington, tight end
lake Ballard and offensive Bosnian
limCordlc.
"There's a curiosity," Coleman
said. "I feel like I've been along with
such great people that they helped
me raise my game to the next level.
I just want to see what the next level
thinks about me."

David Garrard has been rolling which helped
Northcutt haul in 127 yards and a touchdown
last week. Assuming the Jags and Garrard
keep going. Northcutt should see more

DENNIS NORTHCUTT

,ouches

HINESWARD

PIERRE THOMAS

RYAN FITZPATRICK KEVIN SMITH

He's small and shifty but he gets the
job done for the Steelers. In the past
three weeks catching 14 balls for 146
yards and a touchdown. He faces
Tennessee this week, but Ward is still
a viable option for a second of third
wide receiver

Everyone thought Reggie Bush was
the answer, but it appears Thomas
is. He has scored five touchdowns
(two rushing and three receiving)
in the past three weeks. Facing the
Lions this week. Thomas should be
good for at least one touchdown.

Fitzpatrick has finally started to show
some promise. In the past three
weeks, Fitzpatrick has thrown one
touchdown and rushed for another.
Those aren't great fantasy numbers,
but in a pinch, he could be a short
term solution against the Browns.

Smith is arguably the only bright
spot for the Lions this season. In the
past three weeks, Smith has rushed
for 174 yards and a touchdown
Facing a New Orleans team that
isn't too strong against the run.
Smith could get some work done.

SPORTS
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Browns receive both good and bad news
Rogers, Thomas selected to Pro Bowl team
BEREA (AP) — The Browns
have two players headed to
the Pro Bowl in an otherwise
miserable season.
Offensive tackle |oe Thomas
and defensive tackle Shaun
Rogers were named to the AFC
team yesterday.
Thomas is headed to Hawaii
for the second straight season
and will be a starter on the
AFC squad, although he plays
for an offense that has failed
to score a touchdown over the
past four games.
He acknowledged that he's
seen some better defensive
ends in his sophomore season,
but believes he's improved.
"It's obviously been a tough
season because of the losses
and not play ing well," Thomas
said. "As a team we had such
high expectations. We feel
like we're still a good team,
but we just haven't played to
expectations."
Rogers is making his third
trip. He was named to the
NFC team following his 2004
and 2005 seasons with the
Detroit Lions.
Rogers came to be viewed

WOMEN
From Page 6
part of the win was it came in
a postseason-type atmosphere
against a Bonnies team that
entered Anderson Arena with
a 6-1 record.
With the players clicking
on the court and everything
seeming to fall into place as of
late, the Falcons will continue to play over break with six
games on tap. The first of those
six will take place at Anderson
Arena Sundayagainst Hartford.
It will be BG's fourth home
contest in a row.
Right now, the Falcons are
at or near the top of the MidAmerican Conference in a
number of stat categories.
They rank first in field goal

JIMMCISSAC

«PPHrjU!

were named Pro Bowl alternates

percentage (.460), blocks
(4.33), steals (11.67) and
scoring margin (17.0).
Individually, the Falcons
have some stat leaders, too.
Sophomore forward Lauren
Prochaska ranks fifth in the
conferencein scoringwith 16.7
points per game. Senior guard
Lindscy Goldsbcrry ranks fifth
in steals, with 2.33 per game.
Point guard Tracy Pontius has
turned out to be a major scoring threat from beyond the arc,
shooting 52 percent.
Of BG's six games over holiday break, only this week's
Hartford game will be played
at home. The Falcons will
play in a tournament at the
University of Dayton next
week, and will open up MAC
play against Kent State on

Jan. 7.

making the Pro Bowl.
1 le believes I he honor reflects
on the Browns' defense.
"As a whole, we've been tough
and we've held some good
teams to low points," he said.
Kick returner loshua Cribbs
was named first alternate and
kicker Phil Dawson was named
second alternate.

MEN
From Page 6
Saturday, when they travel to
Central Arkansas for a 6 p.m.
tip. The players will spend
most of this week focusing on
final exams, then will prepare
for their slate of games over
holiday break.
The trip to Central Arkansas
will be the team's fourth road
trip in its last five games.
No matter the competition
they face over the long break,
it'll be tough to top their
effort against Detroit. The 3B
points the Falcons allowed
was the best defensive stand
in 44 years. In February 1964,
they held Western Ontario
to 37 points. Thev also outrebounded UDM, 49-28.

THE BG NEWS PICKS OF THE WEEK
It's bowl season baby1 With
hve MAC Warm in bowk
we f tgured we would do
one last fxt: 'em to break
the tie between Hamer
and Ctaiq So enjoy the
bowls late* this month
and into January Happy
hoWays from The BG
News sports siaH

v*. Ho. 2 Florida
Honda-15
MA ?tn*UCt*ta
Mo. 25 BaH Mate

VS. Turn
——
~
Ball Stale 1.5
ru^JUi^u
VS. Honda Atlantic
Central Michigan -7

UCONN
vs. Buffalo

wostorn MKheJ#n

LUIliniS]

CHRIS V0L0SCHUK
Sports Editor

ANDREW HARNER

Assistant Sports Editor

Louisiana Tech
«. Northern Illinois

NiiU5
Ovtrail record

FREDDY HUNT
Ednor -m Chief

Tebom title game warmup
8 houis of open heart surgery on a dying orphan 'rom
the [)ommican Republic
Florida 42. Oklahoma 58

Tim lebow ngkfuly (Wn't
get the Heisman His team will
rightfully lose the trite game

QfcWiOmu ontfwul MM
"hois" after *man"handlng

Florida. «llt*tlw bait ywol
oUahorna 49. Florida 27

Oklahoma 61 Florida 42

C*larmmj48.Flonda38

You know what Tulsa. Bal
SlJ,(.sgMS,opaiad,dovm

Thrt was ono/ulry going to be
my game to get an edge on
Craig.buiniletNIUdolhat

Hopefully \\» Cardinal^ fare
Get em back for the MAC
belter this year than the Falcons
cUlast

tlieMdUttil'sMardio/as
which lechrxally it will be
M Stale 45. Tuba 55

RoH*

(or me

Estimated attendance lor this
fjamehaswomtnoue
CMU 28, Florida Atlantic 10

Ball State 42. Tuba 40

Ball State J8.Tu.sa 28

Ball State 4S.Tulsa 31

This is basicaUy the most
intriguing bowl game on the
schedule. Are you pumped'
Because I am.
CMU 70. Florida Atlantic 5

G«ppewas "oW" all over
Florida Atlantic m the Motor
City

The cold temp 5 going 10
really help the Chtppewas
destroy the Owls-GO MAC

CMU 51. Florida ArUmk 15

CMU 41. Florida Atlantic 24

Not picking agamtf Bullato the
way they le ptayvig nqhl now

Ull-NNs ovleme tafa the
International Bowl by the Horm

BuHalos been on a rnagK carpet UCONNs offensive struggles
ride this year Why land now'
will catch up with them m this
game. Besides, the Bulk are
roAngnght now
Buffalo St. UCONN JO
Buffalo 54 UCONN 14

UCONN 54. Buffalo 27
Buffalo 51. UCONN 17

Rite is practically playing a
home game, w I'll take them

Rice gives it up ai easily as they Broncos have quae the hoot in
put it up Western does a Texas the Texas Bowl
two-step and takes the win

RH.24.WMU21

WMU45,Rke52

«.Rkt
fee -55

CRAIGVANDERKAM

NIU being in this game |ust
"Yawns"
seems Vayj ol iotced 111 go with If thats what happens when
Lousiaiu Tech heie
I trunk about tins game, what
happens when it's on TV
Louisiana Tech 14, NIU 10
NIU 17. Louisiana Tech 10

59-30

55-J4

Rice should be playing m the
Unde Bens (rice) bowl,

WMU54.Rke51

Rice28WMU17

Northern Illinois isn't even the
best 6-6 team horn the MAC

I m putting, a bt ol confidence in
the MAC. minus Buffalo

Louisiana Tech 24. NIU 20

NIU 58. Louisiana Tech 27

59-50

5536

BEREA (AP) — Browns tight end
Steve Heiden has torn ligaments
in his right knee and will miss
t he rest of t he season.
Heiden injured the ACX during Cleveland's 30-10 loss to the
Philadelphia Eagles on Monday
night. Browns coach Romeo
Crennel says Heiden will undergo surgery tomorrow.
Heiden has been starting
in place of the injured Kellen
Winslow, and the Browns are
now down to third-string tight
end Darnell Dinkins and rookie
Martin Rucker.
Rookie linebacker Beau Bell
also will undergo surgery on
his right knee for tendinitis and
swelling. He had arthroscopir
surgery in August to remove
loose cartilage from behind
the kneecap.
The fourth-round pick out of
IJNLV was the Browns' first overall selection. He's played only
briefly on special teams and was
not active against Philadelphia.
BG will finally be playing with some positive
momentum, and currently
boasts some Mid-American
Conference statistical leaders.
As a team, they rank fourth
in the conference in points
per game (66.8I and third in
points allowed (60.9). Center
Otis I'olk leads all MAC players in blocks with 1.63 per
game, and point guard joe
lakuhowski ranks first in
assists, with 4.50.
The Falcons will play six
games over holiday break,
with four of those being at
Anderson Arena against

Towson,

Eastern

HOCKEY
From I
turn their current 5-10-3 season
record around having dealt with
extreme frustration following
another sweep courtesy of Notre
Dame last weekend.
If the Falcons manage a win or
two against Clarkson, they could
gather momentum heading into
a key Ohio State series during
the concluding weekend of BG's
winter break on Ian. 9 and 10.
The Buckeyes, who are also
coached by a former Falcon in
lohn Markell, will he idle for the
next two weekends. With its II6-1 overall record. OSU sits five
points ahead of BG.
Ohio State will host the Ohio
Hockey Classic on Ian. 2 and 3,
when they will start off against
Army and play either Miami or
Clarkson in the championship or
consolation rounds.
Then, as students make their
way back after winter break, the
Buckeyes visit the Ice Arena for a
pair of Central Collegiate I lockey
Association games.
Thepuckdropsat 7:05 p.m. this
Friday night against Clarkson,
5:05 p.m. on Saturday and 7:05
p.m. on each night of the Ohio
State series.

SiTllDAY, 1ECEMIE1 a 5»pm
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SUDOKO
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve
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ers in the pasi and wants to recntit
the best players he can find.
While there will lx' a transition
|K'ritxl next season, there are several returning seniors like Tyler
Slieehan, Brady Minium, Michael

Ream and RJ. Mahone to help
ease the youngei players through
the process,
Women's basketball
("tin Miller's squad is till to a
7-2 record with the most recent
victory coming as an upset to St.
Bonaventurc.
With seven wins in a row, the
Falcons are looking to roll right
into conference play after break
and make a run towards their
fifth straight regular season MAC
championship.
On the season, Lauren
Pnxfiaska is again leading the
team in scoring with lti.7 points
per game, including season
highs of 32 and 2-1. Right behind
is transfer Niki McCoy with 14.7
points per game.
That same duo also leads
the Palcons in rebounding with
fi.0 and 5.3 rebounds per game
respectively.
[lie team's 7-2 record is second
liest in the conference to Kent
State's 7-1. Central Michigan is
dose Ix'hind at 6-2.
BG has four more non-conference games before it starts its conference schedule on Ian. 7 against
Kent State.
Men's basketball

The men's team has been off
to somewhat of a struggle this
season, if they are on the road.
Sofarthisyear, louisOrr'steam
has posted a4-0 home record, 2-0
neutral site avoid hut a 0-4 away
record.

Bui two of the road losses came
at the hands of Big Ten teams
Minnesota and Ohio State, both
teams that orify bested the Falcons
b) seven and tbur respectively.
Led by four staners sailing in
double figures, BG has outscored
ils op|x merits by an average of six
points, but most of that comes
from three 20-plus point wins.
But despite just a4-4 record. BG
sits fourth in the conference and
trails Buffalo by just a half game.
The men still have five more
non-conference games to try to
move up their rank before taking
on Buflalo on Ian. 10 to open the
MAC season.

Hockey
After a promising season last
year gave the falcon hockey

squad high hopes for the 200H-oi)
season, everything has went in
the opposite direction.
BG currently sits at 5-10-3
overall (4-7-1 Central Collegiate
Hockey Association) and are
ninth in the standings.
laist season, the l-alcons made
il to the second round of the conference playoffs before falling to
No. 4 Miami to finish the season
at 18-21-0.
This year has brought a bit of a
change as the Falcons have given
up (it) goals compared to their
total of 38.
After another weekend sweep
!n Node Dame last weekend, the
leers will look to have better luck
against Clarkson on Friday night.
What to watch for in January

With the start of a new
semester comes the start ol
some new sports.
Come January, the women's
gymnastics and track teams' sea
sons will be underway
Additionally, the women's
swimming and tennis teams' will
continue their seasons.

Before you leave campus for Winter Break, catch the Falcons at home one
last time in 2008, as they look to run their current winning streak to eight!
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles lor FREE.

ANDERSON ARENA

MSI in urn

BGSU STUDENTS ADMITTED
FREE WITH STUDENT I.D.
1

3

FALCONS
vs. Hartford I
SIMDAY, 1ECEMIE1 21 - fcOOpm

P

Before you leave campus for Winter Break, catch the BGSU icers at
home one last time in 2008, as they host the Golden Knights!

Illinois,

I ordham and a conference
showdown with Buffalo.
They'll hit the road twice to
play Central Arkansas and
Duquesne.

FALCONS
VB. CLARKSO
FlIBiY, IKEM1E1 IS 7:DB m

Ijj^ 877-BGSU TICKET I BGSUFALC8NS C8M

8 7
4

Heiden, Bell
lost for rest
of season

HAWAII BOUND?: Return specialist Joshua Cnbbs (above) and kicker Phil Dawson

in Detroit as a talented, but
inconsistent player who failed
to stay motivated and live up to
expectat ions due to weight and
off-the-field problems.
"There were some questions about me at the beginning of the year, and hopefully that does answer some
of my critics," he said of

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

877 BGSU TICKET I BGSUFALCBNS.C9M

BGSU STUDENTS ADMITTED
FREE WITH STUDENT I.D.
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Journalist may face jail for
throwing shoes at Bush

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

At least 26 declared dead in
Russian tour bus accident in Israe
By Reviol Levy Stein

By Q.issim Ali.lulZ.ilii.,
The Associated Press

BAGHDAD — The journalist who threw his shoes ill
President George W. Bush was
handed over to the Iraqi judi
ciary, an Iraqi official said yes
terday. a move thai signals the
start of criminal proceedings.
There were conflicting
reports aboul the physical condition of Miiniacihar al Zeidi.
who gained folk hero sialus
when he hurled both his shoes
at Bush during a news conference Sunday in Baghdad.
His employer. Al liaghcladia
television, reported thai alZeidi had been "seriously
injured" — presumably beaten
by guards — and called on the
governmenl to allow lawyers
and the Iraqi Bed Crescent lo
visit him.
Later, one of his brothers
said on Al-Baghdadia dial
he had spoken by telephone
with al-Zeidi and thai hi' told
him "thank God, I am in good
health."
"I felt from his voice that
he is good health." brother
Maitham al-Zeidi said.

In Washington, deputy State
Department spokesman Robert
Wood said: "Obviously, we condemn any kind of unnecessary

force used against the reporter,
I don't know that that hap
pened but certainly if thai did
lake place, we would condemn
that."
After the Sunday incident. alZeidi was initially held by the
prime minister's guards and
later turned over to the Iraqi
army's Baghdad command.
The command, in mm, handed him over to the judicial),
the Iraqi official said on condition of anonymity because he
wasn't supposed lo release the
information.
The official would not elabo-

The Associated Press

IUIAI, Israel — A bus filled widi
Russian tour guides crashed
through a roadside barrier yesterday and tumbled down a
steep ravine in southern Israel,
killing at least 26 people in Israel's
worst traffic accident.
The blue bus lay on its side
at the bonom of the slope, its
windows smashed and a path
of debris strewn along its path
down from the road. Soldiers
and other rescue workers lined
up bodies in white bags. Nearby,
luggage was tossed into a pile.
Officials said the 60 passengers on the bus had just arrived
from St. Petersburg. Russia, to
visit potential spots for tours and
were heading for Eilat, a popular
Red Sea resort.
The vehicle sped by in a nopassing zone, broke through a
guard rail and rolled down the
slope, said RamiVazana, the driv-

BILAL HUSSEIN
FOLK HERO: An Iraqi journalist holds a banner featuring a picture of Iraqi journalist

YEHUDA BEN ITAH I AP PHOTO
AFTERMATH: Israeli rescue workers carry a wounded passenger at the scene ola bus
crash near the southern Israeli resort city of Eilat. yesterday.

Positives and negatives of capitalist China

Muntadhac al-Zeidi. which leads "throw oil youi shoe." during a gathering.
By Gillian Wong

rale, but referring the case to
the judiciary usually signals the
beginning ol a lengthy process
that could end in a criminal
trial. Gases referred to the judiciary are given lo a judge who
reviews the evidence and recommends whether to hold a
irial or release the defendant.
Another panel then sets a
trial dale and appoints judges
lo hear the case. I he process
call take months

Earlier, Interior Ministry
spokesman Maj. Gen. Abdul
Kaiini Khalaf said al Zeidi
could face charges of insulting a foreign leader and the
Iraqi prime minister, who
was standing nexl to Bush
when the shoes were thrown.

Hie offense carries a maximum penalty of two years
in jail.
Many Iraqis, however, believe
al Zeidi was a hero for insulting
an American president widely
blamed for the chaos that has
engulfed their country since
the U.S.-led invasion of 2003.
In Mosul, Iraq's third-largest
city, located north of Baghdad,
an estimated 1,000 protesters
carried banners and chanted
slogans demanding al-Zeidi's
release.
A couple hunched more
also protested yesterday
in Nasirlyahi a Shiite city
aboul 200 miles southeast of
Baghdad.and lallujah.aSunni
area wesi of the capital.

ew rules will require U.S. troops to have
warrants for searches and arrests in
By KimGamcl
The Associated Press

MAHMOUOIYA, Iraq — U.S.
soldiers preparing for raids
study maps, examine photos
of wauled men and check their
weapons. Starling next month,
they'll have to go see a judge.
for nearly six years, American
Hoops haw been free nuclei
a U.N. mandate to search
any home and detain anyone
deemed a security risk.
All thai changes nexl month,
when the mandate expires and
a tl.S.-lraqi security agreement
takes effect. Prom then on,
troops must obtain Iraqi warrants for searches and arrests
— and U.S. officers say the
requirement is one of the biggest
headaches in complying with
the new rules.
"It takes away the option of

several more people were in
critical condition.
The Russian ambassador
to Israel, Pyotr Stegnii, told
Russia's Vesti-TV that 30 people
were killed.
It was the worst traffic accident
toll in Israel's history. The previous high of 21 occurred in June
1985, when a train plowed into a
bus stalled on the tracks.

er of the bus that was passed.
"Dozens of wounded and
dead were strewn along the
slope. Most of them were thrown
from the bus as it rolled," medic
Gabi it,a ilii i said.
Israel's rescue service said
24 people were declared dead
at the scene, and liilat's hospital said two more died later of
injuries. Hospital officials said

DUSANVRANIC

AS PHOTO

PATROLLING THE STREETS: An haqi and a US soldier sland guaid during a routine
■ Sept. 18.2008.

saying, hey. Ibis guy just came
into town and we want him and
we wanl him now,"' said Gapl.
loin Smith, a company com
mander on his second lour ill
Iraq, "lor some ill us who were
here before! it leeKabii slow."

U.S. troops are scrambling
in learn the ins and outs of an
Iraqi legal system with unfamiliar rules and procedures, a
cumbersome bureaucracy and
a shortage of judges after years

ol violence.

The Associated Press

"I know my son is always busy but
still I wish he could just spend time

BEIJING — Wendy Zhu earns
an income that allows her to
dine out regularly, travel for
leisure and invest in an apartment — a lifestyle her parents
could not have dreamed of
leading.
But ask if she's happy to
have grown up in the 30 years
since China took a leap toward
capitalism, and the 37-yearold co-owner of a small electronics firm hesitates before
responding.
"In my parents' time, we
didn't have much savings, but
as long as you listened to the
party with one heart and followed them, you wouldn't have
to worry about anything else,"
said Zhu, who was 7 when the
economic reforms started.
"Now, despite having some
wealth, I am constantly worried about the future because
there is so much uncertainty."
This week, China marks the
30th anniversary of a pivotal
Communist Party meeting
in December 1978 that initiated the current era of reforms,
marking a shift from the class
struggle of Mao Zedong to the
pursuit of modernization.
Changes introduced by
Deng Xiaoping after Mao's
death paved the way for breakneck economic growth that
has lilted the annual per capita
gross domestic product in the
country of 1.3 billion people
from 380 yuan in 1978 to about
19,000 yuan — or $2,800 — last
year.Hundredsofmillionshave
been lifted out of poverty.
But with greater prosperity
comes many of the worries and
alienation that have afflicted
other societies as they became
wealthier and more complex:
Having enough money for
health care and retirement.

with me so we can play chess or
drink some rice wine."
Guan Weihuai I Reined technician

Working parents who have
no time for their children
and adult children who have
no time for their parents. The
prospect of growing old alone.
In Shanghai, retired technician Guan Weihuai recalls the
food shortages he experienced
30 years ago as a young man.
"We had to line up outside
the grocery store just to buy 10
eggs or a piece of pork. It usually took us several hours, but
we still felt so excited because
it was rare to get such good
food," Guan said as he did
some stretching at a fitness
area near his home.
"Now, my son buys me things
I prefer not to have, like too
much food, some useless but
costly kitchen appliances."
"I know my son is always
busy but still I wish be could
just spend some time with me
so we could play chess or drink
some rice wine," said Guan,
whose son is a sales manager.
"Unfortunately, when I tried to
tell this to my son, he couldn't
even finish listening to me
because he had to pick up that
noisy mobile phone."
The reforms have given people more choices as consumers, leading to a rise in glitzy
malls with luxury-brand slores
in major cities and international fast-food chains opening
outlets around the country.
The wide variety of choices
has changed some habits.
Michael Wang, a recent college graduate, says he prefers
burgers, fries and soda to traditional Chinese fare.

"I like burgers. I think the
flavor is a little better than
Chinese food, which can be
too heavy," Wang said as he
tucked into a lunch of spicy
chicken burger at McDonald's
after going for a job interview.
"Also, I only drink cola drinks
these days. I don't like traditional green tea," said Wang,
who gave an English first name
although he spoke in Chinese.
It isn't only eating habits
changed by China's opening up
to outside influences. Retired
professional stage singer Su
Yuping. 65, laments the way
increasingly fewer young people are interested in traditional
Chinese performance art.
"I can't watch any of those
pop songs and what do they
call it, karaoke'? I'm not used
to it," said Su, who performed
across mainland China and in
Taiwan during her decadeslong career as a Beijing opera
singer. "The standard of singing is so low. We were trained
to project our voices on stage.
Now these pop singers all need
microphones because they
sing so softly, like cats."
Su recalled performing "The
Legend of the Red lantern,"
one of only eight plays permitted during the decade-long
Cultural Revolution, which
ended in 1976.
In that era, followers of
Mao Zedong, known as Red
Guards, destroyed art works
and attacked the leader's enemies. At least a million people
died and tens of millions were
persecuted.

Why Rush
Into Signing A Lease??
Lease Signing Begins January 19lh
At

UNIVERSITY
VILLAGE &

will b

UNIVERSITY
COURTS

over/break.
Monday, Dececmber 22ru#tWedhesday, December 24th
yTCam-4pm
Monday, January 5th - Friday, January 9th
10am-4pm
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Pharmacy open
Students can take care of all their
healthcare needs over break,
ie exams, illness, immunizations,
flu shots, etc.
Phone 419-372-2271
To schedule an appointment

"Tenant Friendly" Management
24 hr. emergency maintenance
Time-Warner came service included
in rentals
Central air & Gas heat

Mercer at dough
• Convenient laundry facilities
• Convenient to Campus Shuttle Stop
• Short walk to Library, Student Rec
Center and all campus facilities.
• 77 Channel Cable TV

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE Quality living in spacious 2 bdrm apis.
Heat & Cable Included
UNIVERSITY COURTS 1&2 bedrooms for mature students.
Quiet and cozy environment. Furnished Available.
Heat fit Cable Included

ONE BLOCK SOUTH Ol WOOSTER
"WALK ON OVER"

(419)352-0164

www.univcrsityapariments.us
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Facebook notification: your loan has failed

Wednesday. December 17.2008 9

The Daily Crossword Fix

brought to you by

By Rod McGulrk

I

The Associated Press

'
CANBERRA, Australia — You've
been "superpoked" — and
served. A court in Australia has
approved the use of F-acebook, a
popular social networking Web
site, to notify a couple that they
lost their home after defaulting
on a loan.
The
Australian
Capital
Territory Supreme Court last
Friday approved lawyer Mark
McCormack's application to use
Facebook to serve the legally
binding documents after several
failed attempts to contact the
couple at the house and by email.
Australian courts have given
permission in the past for people
to be served via e-mail and text
messages when it was not possible to serve them in person.
McCormack, a lawyer for the
lender, MKM Capital said that
by the time he got the documents
approved by the court late yesterday for transmission, Facebook
profiles for the couple had disappeared from public view.
The page was apparently
either closed or secured for privacy, following publicity about
the court order.
"It's somewhat novel, however
we do see it as a valid method
of bringing the matter to the
attention of the defendant,''
McCormack said.
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FACEBOOK: Shown is the house at Wyselaskie Circuit in Canberra, where a legal summons
was attempted to be seived to tl»e occupant via the Facebook web site.
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Despite
the
setback,
MtCormack said the Facebook
attempt would help his client's
case that all reasonable steps had
been taken to serve the couple.
A court is expected to settle the
matter as early as next week.
Facebook has become a wildly
popular online hangout, attracting more than 140 million users
worldwide since it launched in
2004. Facebook friends can
"poke" or "superpokc" each other
— terms for giving someone a
playful nudge.
In a statement, Facebook
praised the ruling. "We're pleased
to see the Australian court validate Facebook as a reliable,
Secure and private medium for
communication. The ruling is
also an interesting indication of
the increasing role that Facebook

is playing in people's lives," it said.
The company said it believed this
was the first time it has been used
to serve a foreclosure notice.
The documents were sent
last Friday after weeks of failed
attempts to contact borrowers Gordon Poyser and Carmcl
Corfoo at their Canberra home
and by e-mail.
The Associated Press found
Poyser, a retired 62-yearold, yesterday at home at the
contested address.
1 ledeclined tocomment on the
record, citi ng t he couple's stress at
the prospect of losing their home
only a week before Christmas.
But he said he had privacy
restrictions imposed on his
facebook page yesterday only
because of the media attention it
had attracted.
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28
32
35
37
38
42
43
44
45

1 Laceless shoes
2 Camera-ready copy
3 Wee hr.

Gator's cousin
Biathlon equipment
Disperse
Chanteuse Home
Musical tinale
All choked up
Big golt tournament
Salute
WWII landing site
Asleep (or a while
Actress Suzanne
Datebook entry: abbr.
Sly character?
Vacation option
USA foe
In the lead
Loving murmur
Upstaging a star
Every bit
Welles of filmdom
NASA affirmatives
Go after

47
50
52
56
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
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68

Rift
Zen riddle
Got it, man!
Taco topping
Annual Calgary event
Group principles
Heckle

13 Colo, neighbor
21 Lingerie purchase
22 Woman with a
book club
^b MaKes illegal
27 1977 George
Burns tilm
29 Cuatrn doubled
30 Corner piece
31 Drags along
32 B-52 letters
33 Town near Caen
34 Market
36 Sicilian rumbler
39 Investigate

"Mack the Knife" singer
Analogous
"Bewitched" role
Humbling
Like candles
Ouattro maker
Goneril's royal pop
Put forth
Poker declaration
First name in whodunits
Playground comeback
Pundit's column
Notre _

BEAUMONT, Texas (AP) — Texas
police responding to a store's
burglar alarm found a less-thanhardened criminal inside: Me
was 4, and playing with the toys.
Detective Randy Stevens says
the child apparently unlocked a
door at his nearby home, got out.
then crossed a street to reach the
discount store.
Store surveillance video shows
the unidentified boy tryingoneof
the front doors to a Family Dollar
store about 3 a.m. Monday, only
to find it locked. But the second
door was unlocked and the child
went inside.
That triggered the silent
alarm.
"When the officers got there,
he was showing them his toys,"
said Officer Crystal I lolmes.
Child Protective Services says
the boy will be allowed to stay
with extended relatives while
they review the incident.

Man steals
Christmas spirit
WESTMINSTER. Calif. (AP) — A
suspicious surplus of Christmas
spirit led to the arrest of a man in
California.
Westminster police say officers
responded to a disturbance call at
the house of Vuong Pham, where
they found rooms overflowing with wicker reindeer, plastic
snowmen and inflatable Santas.
For weeks people in Pham's
Orange County neighborhood
had reported a steady disappearance of lights, figures and faux
trees from their front yards.
Police say they connected
the thefts to Pham after looking
through his house and arrested
him Monday on suspicion of
grand theft and possession of
stolen property.
Officer Cameron Knauerhaze
says it took three trucks to lake
all the Christmas contraband to

Help Wanted

Classified
Ads

419-372-6977
I bfl Hi, Hem will nol knowingly accept
advrniwmvnis thai diM.nminale.oi encourage discrimination against any individual nr
group on the bast* of race. wx. color, creed.
religion, national oiigin. MBMl orientation
disability, stutu* as a veteran, or on die basis
of any oihei tcsi.tlls nriiirtiitl slatus.
Iho lit. NewN reserves the righl to decline,
discontinue or reuse any MlWnlSHIMni
such as those lound to be defamatory, lacking in factual basis, misleading 01 false in
nature All adveriiseinenis are subject to
editing and apnrm.il

Services Offered
BELLYDANCE IN BG. Unveil your
inner beauty with a dance tor every
woman's body! Beginner classes
forming now tor January session!
Reserve your space tor fun & fitness
Call 419-217-6690 or e-mail at:
laurakshakti@gmail.com
or vistt www.laurashakti.com
DRUM CIRCLE, all are welcome!
Celebrate the return of light with
rhythm & joy' Fri. Dec 19th. 7pm. at
Radiance Studio, 437 S Main St, BG.
S5-10 donation suggested. All hand
drums welcome Boutique sale ot
Drums & Bellydance items during
event. 419-217-6690 lor more into
STRESS RELEASE with
KUNDALINI YOGA. Ancient yoga
techniques for modern life. Chanting,
meditation, breathwork, sound therapy and relaxation included in every
class. Certified teacher, beautiful
studio. New six week session Jan
12-Feb 20, classes T & Th 630-8pm
For more inlo call 419-217-6690
or e-mail: laurakshakti@gmail.com
Tarot card reader, tells past, present
& future. Solves all problems
Free question, Half off specials'
Call 567-278-1508 tor an appt
Located in downtown BG.

'BARTENDING! up to S300/day No
exp. necessary. Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174.
Child care center now hiring care
givers tor days, eves & weekends
Send resume or apply in person at
3150 Bostwick.Levis Commons,
Perrysburg, OH
into® kid zwatch net
www.kidzwatch.net
Direct Care Openings! Wood Lane
Residential Services. Inc is looking
lor positive, patient people to provide
care to individuals with MR/DD Will
provide personal care 8 help w/ daily
living skills. Flexible schedules lull time, part time. & sub positions
avail S8.50-S13 18/hr based on
exp Positions require High School
Diploma or GED and valid drivers
license, acceptable driving record
& pre-employment background
screening Obtain application at
Wood County Board ol MR/DD.
11160 East Gypsy Lane Rd. BG.
Ent. B, Mon-Fn, 8am-4:30pm
or download application Irom
waosrjyoodianeresidential.org.
E.O.E.
FT Webdesigner P-Burg- PHP. SQL.
Graphic Design skills needed. Send
resume: jobs@kinetica-media com
Make up to S75 per on-line survey.
visit:
www.cashtospend com
Uraku Japanese Restaurant
now hiring 20 servers & kitchen chet
lor Jan 09 Call 419-352-7070

For Rent
" 1/1/09 1 or 2 BR apts low as S299
see Car1yrentals.com
or call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm
"Houses almost lull 2009-2010.
Houses, apts over 3 legally on lease.
146 S College & 321A E Merry
see Cartyrentals com
or call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm
2 roommts needed to share house.
$300/mo ♦util. 878 W Wooster.
Avail. Jan 09 Call 419-308-7596.

Per
Campus Pollyeyes
Give the gift ot breadsticks!

Call 352-9638
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Reliable information on all options.
Supportive and professional
441 Frazee 419.354.4673
www.bgpc.org
M-Th (10-5). Fri (10-1)
Please call lor an appoinlmenl

410 1/2 Ridge St. 1 BR apt.1 blk
from campus. Avail Jan. '09,
S400/mo Call 419-308-1733

Roommate wanted to share 3 BR,
2 BA home Sixth St, near campus.
S200/mo * util Call 419-352-3141

Shamrock Studios
Studio apts avail, semester leases
avail Fully furnished We provide all
util, cable TV & high speed internet.
Call 419-354-0070 or visit
www shamrockbg com

Apt avail. Aug 15. 2009
1 BR apt. 112 Ridge, $350/mo.
3BR apt. 443 N Enterprise. S550/mo.
Call 419-308-2458
Highland Management
1 & 2 BR apts. for 2009-2010
Great locations/low sec. dep.
Call 419-354-6036. 9-3 M-F or
www.bghighlandmgmt.com

School 09-'10
3 BR house avail 8/15/09,
Third Street, off street parking,
washer/dryer. C/A. shuttle bus avail
3 room efficiency avail Aug. 15. 09.
off-street parking, call 419-601-3225

Subleaser needed - Enclave apts
January to July 2009
Call 513-207-7513.

7 Bedroom Apartments
House avail Aug 15, 2009
5-6 BR. max 6 people, new
construction, W/D. dishwasher.
A/C. full basement, $l800/mo
Call 419-308-2456
Houses S Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office hours 10-2. M-F
www.bgaparlmenls.com
Houses avail Aug 15 2009.
3 BR houses near campus:
606 51h St. S850/mo,
219 N Enterprise, S1400/mo,
114 Ridge Sf,S1200/mo
202 E Merry, $1200/mo.
218 Dill St. S1000/mo.
118 Clay St, $950/mo
220 Dill SI, S725/mo.
127 Georgia Ave. S950/mo.
718 Third St. S650/mo
For more info, call 419-308-2458
Looking for sublessors anytime
between April & Aug, 1-2 rooms avail
Call 419-308-2192

ECCA
M

From Only $499!
On selected floor plans

Management Inc.

2 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $599!
On selected floor plans
• Ground floor ranch
•
•
•
•

Start renting November 10, 2008
for the 2009/2010 school year.
II paperwork is completed
and lease is signed before
12/21/08 each person's name
will be entered into a drawing for

Private entrance
Patio
Spacious kitchen
Pets welcome!

-FREE HEAT
VAMIT* tOUAM
AMRTMCNTS
.■

19
1

.*Nt

1 ShoopMOn
1 Sou1hM»n

FREE RENT
for the school year.

www.meccabg.com

114 S. Main St.
117 N. Main St.

Visit our website loi
puces, pnolos. & specials'

419-353-7715

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

SPACIOUS APARTMENTS • EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
• EXTRA AMENITIES •

Taking Applications Now!

1 9 no N. Main St.

"Home away from Home"
• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday - Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533 or visit www.villagegreen-bg.org
480 Lehman Avenue • Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

ewlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620

www. ne wlo veren tals.com

N

t

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments^^

3/4 BR apt lor rent, recently updated.
small pets ok 619 High St, BG
Call 419-308-3525

GREENBRIAR, INC.
419-352-0717
445 E. WOOSTER
^greenbriarrentals.com

■ G

For Rent

ATTENTION BG'.

SPRING 2009

r

o
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For Rent

3 BR house at 317 N Enterprise.
avail NOW!
1 8 2 BR apts at 800 3rd St..
Avail in Jan 2009
Call 419-354-9740.
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For Rent

Semester Leases
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3 BR house available now!
$850/mo + util Palmer Ave
Call 419-934-0128.

BGSU 2009 Orientation Leaders,
applications avail. Dec. 15, 2008,
due Jan, 27, 2009
Questions? e-mail aefrikk@bgsu edu
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Pregnancy Tests
Counseling
Post Abortion Counseling
Pregnancy Support
Adoption Information
Limited Ultrasounds
Material Assistance

Golfer Hale
Shod for the beach
NBA team
Spool back
Roadside retreat
Marsh of mysteries
"Tosca." e.g.
King's domain
Think alike
Metered ride
Chopped down
Landfill
Comic strip canine
Get hitched

ANSWERS

.Y

Boy trespasses
for toys at store

40
41
46
48
49
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53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

Downtown apartments
Conveniently located
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Family outraged over police
negligence in car crash

AMYSANCETTA I AP PHOTO
A SURGERY FIRST:

a Aug 24.2005 file photo. Reconstructive surgeon Dt Maria Siemionow adjusts her stetile bonnet as she heads into a micro-surgical procedure at the Cleveland

Clinic in Cleveland. Ohio The Cleveland Clinic has done the nation's liist almost total face transplant, a hospital spokeswoman said yesterday

CLEVELAND (AP) —A man who
was killed in a car crash was left
dead in the crumpled vehicle
when it was towed away, and the
body was not discovered until
family members found it two days
later, police said.
An officer who handled the
crash failed to check the vehicle
before it was towed, said Martin
Flask. Cleveland's safety director. The police department is
reviewing the case.
Emil Azzam, 50, of Lakewood,
died instantly from head and neck
injuries when his car crashed on
Friday on a snowy roadway, the
Cuyahoga County coroner ruled.
The car was not far from a multivehicle accident, and witnesses
had described Azzam's car as an
abandoned vehicle, police said.
But the family said paramedics found the phone number of a
friend of Azzam's in the car and
notified him of the crash. The
family rushed to the hospital that
the paramedic had mentioned

to the friend, but Azzam never
arrived, said Victoria Green, his
sister-in-law.
"It was like he vanished from
Earth," she said. "We had been
searching for him for two days."
Relatives are "outraged" and
plan to sue the city, said John
Lemieux, their lawyer.
Police did not immediately
return a phone call yesterday
seeking further response to the
family's account.
Dennis Allen, co-owner of
Parma Towing, said the company
was asked to perform an emergency tow so the road could be
cleared. He wouldn't say if the
driver looked in the car before it
was towed.
Lemieux said an insurance
adjuster also arrived at the accidentsceneFridayand saw Azzam
in the car. He said no medical
care was attempted because
Azzam was dead, but the insurance adjuster did tell rescuers
about the body.

Woman first in near
total facial transplant
By Marilynn Marchione
The Associate :
A woman so horribly disfigured
she was willing to risk her life to
dosomethingaboul ii has undergone the nation's first near-total
race transplant, the Cleveland
Clinic announced yesterday.
Reconstructive suigeon Dr.
Maria Slemionow and a team
of other specialists replaced 80
percent til the woman's face
with thai of a female cadaver a
couple of weeks ago in a bold
,iiul controvei sial operation certain to stoke the debate over the
ethics of such surgery.
The patient's name and age
were not released, and the hospital said her family wanted the reason for her transplant to remain
confidential. I lie hospital plans a
new conference Wednesday and
would not give details until then.
The transplant was the fourth
worldwide; two have been done
In Fiance, and one was performed

In China.
Details of the Cleveland surgery were not disclosed, but surgeons generally transplant skin,
facial nerves and muscle, and
often other deep tissue Thai is
done so thai the new lace will
actually function and not just
be a mask.
Surgeons not connected to
the case reacted cautiously since
little was known about the circumstances, but they generally

praised the operation.
"There are palients who can
benefit tremendously from this.
It's great that it happened,' said
Dr. Bohdan Pomahac, a surgeon
at Harvard-affiliated Brignam
and Women's I lospital in Boston
who plans to offer face transplants, too.
Dr. Laurent Lanberi, a plastic
surgeon at Henri Mondor-AllMTt
(Ttenevier Hospital, near Paris,
who did a face transplant on a
man disfigured by a rare genetic
disease, said: "This is very good
news for all of us that doctors in
the U.S. have done this."
Unlike operations involving
vital organs like hearts and livers,
transplants of faces or hands are

clone to Improve quality of life —
not extend it Recipients run the
risk of deadly complications and
must take immune-suppressing
drugs for the rest of their lives to
prevent organ rejection, raising
their odds of cancer and many
other problems.
Arthur Cardan, a leading bioethicistwhohas expressed grave
concerns in the past about such
surgery, withheld judgment on
the Cleveland case but said the
woman's doctors should give
her the option of assisted suicide if they wind up making her
life worse.
"The biggest ethical problem
is dealing with failure — if your
face rejects. It would be a living
hell," said (laplan. hioethics chief
at theUnivcrsityof Pennsylvania.
"If your face is falling off and you
can't eat and you can't breathe
and you're suffering in a terrible
manner that can't be reversed,
you need to put on the table
assistance in dying."
Siemionow's long and careful
preparation should help prevent
such a horrific outcome, those
lamiliarwilh her said. Siemionow,
(pronounced SIM-en-novv), 58, a
noted hand microsurgeon, has
beentestingthesurgicalapproach
and ways to temper the immune
system's response in experiments
for more I ban a decade.
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More bars In more places.
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Dec. Special:
Reduced Rent

IT ONE

FREE

I Near BGSU. private I
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storage, pets
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welcome, shortterm leases avail.
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AT&T promotion card with
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and 2-year wireless service
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419-352-7691
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Samsung Propel'"
3G high-sprfcd
music, video, and
data downloads
Full keyboard with
multimedia display

Best Coverage claim based on global coverage.

Shamrock Village
Cond

More bars in
more places

i■■ iII- SH- Storage JR. Studios

\!ZMa

FREE SHIPPING
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Family outraged over police
negligence in car crash

»MYS»NCEITA

■ ' I ■ uomet as she heads into a imao-surgical procedure at the Cleveland
pokeswoman s<W vestwdav

A SURGERY FIRST

CLEVELAND (AP) — A man who
was killed in a car crash was left
dead in the crumpled vehicle
when it was towed away, and the
body was not discovered until
family members found it two days
later, police said.
An officer who handled the
crash failed to check the vehicle
before it was towed, said Martin
Flask, Cleveland's safety director. The police department is
reviewing the case.
Emil Azzam, 50, of lakewood,
died instantly from head and neck
injuries when his car crashed on
Friday on a snowy roadway, the
Cuyahoga County coroner ruled,
The car was not far from a multi\ chicle accident, and witnesses
had described /\zzam's car as an
abandoned vehicle, police said.
But the family said paramedics found the phone number of a
friend of Azzam's in the car and
notified him of the crash. The
family rushed to the hospital that
the paramedic had mentioned

to the friend, but Azzam never
arrived, said Victoria Green, his
sister-in-law.
"It was like he vanished from
Earth," she said. "We had been
searching for him for two days."
Relatives are "outraged" and
plan to sue the city, said lolin
I.emieux, their lawyer.
Police did not immediately
return a phone call yesterday
seeking further response to the
family's account.
Dennis Allen, co-owner of
Parma Towing, said the company
was asked to perform an emergency tow so the road could be
cleared. He wouldn't say if the
driver looked in the car before it
was towed.
I.emieux said an insurance
adjuster also arrived at the accident scene Friday and saw Azzam
in the car. He said no medical
care was attempted because
Azzam was dead, but the insurance adjuster did tell resellers
alM>ut the body.
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Why Obama Won

I never thought I would see this day so early in my life. Barack Obama is my president! This
issue aims to highlight Barack Obama's great accomplishment of becoming our nation's
first African American president. Barack Obama broke many barriers over the course of
this campaign trail, but he couldn't have done it alone. It took the efforts all Americans to say
enough is enough and to look forward to the future for change. America is a nation evolving
for the better and this groundbreaking election is proof. Barack Obama becoming president
is the inspiration the American people needs to aspire to make great accomplishments. I say
to everyone, especially the young generation, don't ever let anyone say you will not amount to
anything. If you hear that, yell "Yes We Can!" To my young men and women from the inner cities and poor rural areas of America, scream il loud and proud- "Yes We Can!" To all my brothers and sisters who thought life was hopeless and the struggle endless, shouf'Still We Rise!"
To everyone from my hometown of Toledo, I especially had you all in mind when creating this
issue. To everyone, hope is alive and better days are ahead for us. My president... Our president
is a unifier. He is a family man. He is a loving husband and father. He is the embodiment of the
American Dream. He is the hope keeping the underdog of America alive. My president is the
change our country needs. And dare I say it- My President is Black!
/*->v»-^-
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RS. If anyone enjoyed this issue and would like to get involved next year, please email me at
rautry@bgnet.bgsu.edu
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REFLECTION OF PEOPLES OF COLOR

What Are Your Thoughts on the Election?

CHARRONDAVTS
Freshman
Film Major

THOMAS WARE
Sophomore
Business Administration

KYEKYHS
Freshman
Undecided

IMTTNEY JARVIE
Junor
Sports management

TARRAHAQUE
Junior

I'm glad Barak Obama won. All
people should use him as motivation
because If a black man could be
president anybody could do anything
they set their mind to. 1 hope people
are patient with Barack Obama
because they have to realize it's
gonna take longer to clean up the
mess that George Bush left.

I thought it was a
pretty good outcome.
I was able to be apart
of history with it
being my first time
voting.

I thought it wasn't gonna be as much
of a blowout as it was. I think the
Democratic Party using the young
vote benefited them greatly. Go
Obama!

I'm glad Obama won. I about cried
when he won. I know we weren't
supposed to vote based on race, but
as I'm bi-racial and he's bi-racial it
was moving. It was a step into the
future.

It was exciting and amazing tosee
history being made and the first
black president win.

CHASATI ALLEN
Junior
Telecommunications

MEGAN MULHALL
Freshman
Undecided

RUFUS WILLIAMS
Senior

TOMMIE JAMES
Junior
Biology/Pre-Med

VICKIE CATULLO
Freshman
Early Childhood Education

I feel that Obama handled himself
very well. He was very charasmatic
and prepared. He wasn't afraid of a
challenge. He stepped up to the
plate and showed the world what
he's capable of doing. I know he'll
make a great leader.

I'm super excited. 1 currently have a
brother overseas. I hope everthing
goes right with his plans for our
troops. He's the right one for the job.
He won't get things done right away,
but he'll get the job done.

I felt like it was very monumental and
the campaign he ran was one of the
best in political history.

I feel really good about it. It kind
of took me by surprise with my
emotions when I watched his speech.
I was sitting in my room thinking
about how far we've come. I'm
excited to see what he's going to do
and how he represents our country.

i was very happy with Barack
Obama being elected. He needs to
start us off in the right direction as
opposed to the last eight years.

IPC

Biology

BARACK OBAMA-NEW ROLE MODEL

CHANGING OF THE GUARD
CHRIS LEWIS
Staff Writer
Calling all guards, calling all
guards, your services are
no longer needed. By guards
this means the hip hop artists, actors,
basketball players, football players,
etc. There Is a new protector or role
model for the minority, single parent
home, and lower class male youth
and his name Is President-Elect
Barack Obama. This Is a new concept
of a male role model, who Is not an
entertainer of some sort or even worst
a street figure. But the time has now
come and chance la Imminent.
Nov. 4,2008 the United States

elected its first black president. But
more than his race and ethnicities,
Barack Obama represents so
much more for the American
people. He Is a product of a single
parent home and was raised with
humble beginnings. Many of
America's male youths who share
these same experiences have had
few political figures to acknowledge
as valiant role models to pattern
themselves after In hopes of die same
positive Impact. This distant concept
Is now In the face and In the hands
of all male youths.
With the newly elected president
in office, hopefully many things will
change, not |ust tangibly, but also

consciously and subconsciously
within the minds of all people. Barack
Obama being a new public figure,
the hope Is that the average rapper
or entertainer, Will Smith and lay-/
both still loved, will cease to be the
fan-of-the method of poverty to
success" for lower class and minority
youths. Although these sports and
entertainment figures are Mill a
significant part of the advancement
of the lower class, single parent,
minority male youths. They are no
longer the sole dominant male figure
to be seen as successful
"Calling all guards, calling all
guards, your services are no longer
needed." This Is not a dismissal for the

great athletes and entertainers, but
actually an enhancement of their
own Images as well. By PresldentElect Barack Obama taking office the
Image of all males with the similar
background may benefit from his
success. As aforementioned the
competence and am hi < inn of Barack
Obama may have a trickledown
effect and possibly could change the
perception of the average minority
or lower class male youth. The key
to the perpetuation of this new
understanding begins with the male
youths themselves and whether they
will build anon President Elect
Barack Obama's determination to
pave i In1 i r own path to success. ■

ur services
longer
needed."
By President Elect Barack
Obama taking office the
image of all males with the
similar background may
benefit from his success.
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REFLECTION OF PEOPLES OF COLOR

What Are Your Thoughts on the Election?
CAMPUS VIEW

THOMAS WARE
Sophomore
Business Administration

KYI MYERS
Freshman
Undecided

BRITTNEY JARVTE
Junor
Sports management

TARRA HAQUE
Junior
Biology

CHARRON DAVIS
Freshman
Film Major

I'm glad Barak Obama won. All
people should use him as motivation
because if a black man could be
president anybody could do anything
they set their mind to. 1 hope people
are patient with Barack Obama
because they have to realize it's
gonna take longer to clean up the
mess that George Bush left.

I thought it was a
pretty good outcome.
I was able to be apart
of history with it
being my first time
voting.

I thought it wasn't gonna be as much
of a blowout as it was. I think the
Democratic Party using the young
vote benefited them greatly. Go
Obama!

I'm glad Obama won. I about cried
when he won. I know we weren't
supposed to vote based on race, but
as I'm bi-racial and he's bi-racial, it
was moving. It was a step into the
future.

It was exciting and amazing lo see
history being made and the first
black president win.

CHASATI ALLEN
Junior
Telecommunications

MEGAN MULHALL
Freshman
Undecided

RUFUS WILLIAMS
Senior
I PC

TOMMIE JAMES
Junior
Biology/Pre-Med

VICKIE CATULLO
Freshman
Early Childhood Education

I feel that Obama handled himself
very well. He was very charasmatic
and prepared, lie wasn't afraid of a
challenge. I le stepped up lo the
plate and showed the world what
he's capable of doing. I know he'll
make a great leader.

I'm super excited. I currently have a
brother overseas. I hope everthing
goes right with his plans for our
troops. He's the right one for rhe job.
He won't get things done right away,
but he'll get the job done.

I fell like it was very monumental and
ihe campaign he ran was one of the
best in political history.

I feel really good about il. It kind
of took me by surprise with my
emotions when I watched his speech.
I was sitting in my room thinking
about how far we've come. I'm
excited to see what he's going to do
and how he represents our country.

I was very happy with Barack
Obama being elected. He needs to
stari us off in the right direction as
opposed to the last eight years.

CHANGING OF THE GUARD
CHRIS LEWIS
Staff Writer
Calling all guard§, calling all
guards, your services are
no longer needed. By guards
this means the hip hop artists, actors,
basketball players, football players,
etc. There Is a new protector or role
model for the minority, single parent
home, and lower class male youth
and his name Is Presldent-Elect
Barack Obama. This is a new concept
of a male role model, who is not an
entertainer of some sort or even worst
a street figure. But the time has now
come and change Is Imminent.
Nov. 4,2008 the United States

elected its first black president. Bui
more than his race and ethnicities,
Barack Obama represents so
much more for the American
people. He is a product of a single
parent home and was raised with
humble beginnings. Many of
America's male youths who share
these same experiences have had
few political figures to acknowledge
as valiant role models to pattern
themselves after In hopes of the same
positive impact. This distant concept
Is now in the face and In the hands
of all male youths.
With the newly elected president
in office, hopefully many things will
change, noi just tangibly, but also

consciously and subconsciously
within Ihe minds of all people. Barack
Obama being a new public figure,
Ihe hope is lhal the average rapper
or entertainer, Will Smilh and lay-Z
both still loved, will cease to be ihe
face of "the method of poverty to
success" for lower class and minority
youths. Although these sports and
entertainment figures are still a
significant pan of Ihe advancement
of Ihe lower class, single parent,
minority male youths. They are no
longer the sole dominant male figure
lo be seen as successful.
"Calling all guards, calling all
guards, your services are no longer
needed." This is not a dismissal for the

BARACK OBAMA-NEW ROLE MODEL

great athletes and entertainers, but
actually an enhancement of their
own Images as well. By PresldenlKlccl Barack Obama taking office the
image of all males with the similar
background may benefit from his
success. As aforementioned Ihe
competence and ambition of Burack
Obama may have a trlcklcdown
effect and possibly could change Ihe
perception of the average minority
or lower class male youth. The key
lo Ihe perpetuation of this new
understanding begins with the male
youths themselves and whether they
will build upon President Elect
Barack Obama's determination to
pave their own path lo success, a

... your services
are no longer
needed."
By President Elect Barack
Obama taking office the
image of all males with the
similar background may
benefit from his success.

THE
ELECTION ISSUE

African Americans
feeling the
emotions of
change
Barack Obama running
for President has made
African Americans feel
that change can happen
in the government.

BSIDIAN

President Elect BARACK OBAMA Impacting African Americans
JANEL WILLIAMS
Staff Writer

What docs it mean to African
Americans that ll.ic.uk
Obama will become the
next President of the United States?
Are African Americans filled with
hope and excitement about the
next years to come in the United
States? Many African Americans feel
Tuesday, Nov. 4,2008 was a big day in
history. Barack Obama winning
the 2008 election brought
emotions, hope and democracy
to many African Americans.
Nov. 4th, a lot of African Americans
shared the same emotions of success
in America's history. African
Americans of different ages and
occupations had emotions of
Obama winning the election. For
example, Curtis Whitfield, a barber,
stated he thought it was a very
historic moment and something that
his son needed to sec and he thought
he would never see it happen.

Another African American who
had tears of joy was Oprah Winfrey.
Oprah Winfrey stated to The Insider
"she was so excited and it means
democracy at its finest."
In addition to emotions, Barack
Obama winning President
brought hope for many African
Americans. According to the
article "OhHUM'S Win Brings New
Hope In Black Communities,"
"Obama winning brings hope,
change, and Obama Presidency
could concrete Jobs, affordable
housing, and safety." For example,
one place that has hope because of
Barack Obama winning the election
is Detroit, Michigan. In the article
"US Automakers Hope Obama Will
Bring Financial Aid," US Senate Carl
Levin stated "Barack Obama's victory
could help the U.S. automakers line
up federal funding needed to survive
the economic slump because Obama
made it clear during his campaign
that he understood automakers
problem and he has a plan to fix the

problem." Barack Obama running
for President has made African
Americans feel that change can
happen in the government.
Since Barack Obama won
the election on November 4,
2008, many African Americans
feel that there is going to be
democracy In the government.
African Americans feel Barack

Obama wants all Americans to have
equal opportunity and succeed in
life. Now many minorities feel they
can achieve in life because there is
an African American in the highest
position of government. Barack
Obama is an inspiration to all
African Americans. Barack Obama
has made an impact on many
African Americans of all ages. ■
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THE ELECTION WITNESSED AROUND THE WORLD
SEAN-NIKA M. STEELE
Staff Writer
History was wriilcn momenls
after the 11 o'clock hour on
Nov. 4th. 2008, as the United
States of America elected li.ii.uk
Hussein Obama. a man with African
roots, its 44th president. Celebrations
on the BGSU campus erupted
almost immediately after news
broadcasts announced and flashed
Obama's landslide triumph over his
Republican contender. Actions of
merriment and satisfaction were
displayed all over the country, taking
place in U.S. cities such as the District
of Columbia, Atlanta, New York, and
of course. Chicago, the presidentelect's state of residence. The indelible
election and the Illinois senator's
fruition meant a large magnitude of
things to the US citizens who voted
for change in our society. However,
our country wasn't the only one
rejoicing at the news that a biracial
man will become the Commander-inchief of the most powerful nation in
the world on January 20th. 2009.
The election was not only
historical in the U.S., but to other
nations and countries that watched
the events unfold. Other countries
were embracing, sharing and
partaking in the change that we so
passionately voted for. In various
places in Africa, people stayed up or
woke early to watch the win. That
fateful night served as a victory for
all, no matter their location. The

president of Kenya declared a public
holiday to commemorate the day. The
British Sun Newspaper called Obama's
win "One Giant Leap for Mankind,"
a popular phrase spoken by Neil
Armstrong as he landed on the moon
forty years ago. Fireworks adorned the
skies in El Salvador and the lapanese
drank shots to celebrate a precious
moment in time. "Your victory has
demonstrated that no person anywhere
in the world should not dare to dream
of wanting to change the world for a
better place." wrote South Africa's first
black president, Nelson Mandela to
Obama in a letter of congratulations.
"In country after country, elation
over Obama's victory was palpable,
the hunger for a change of American
leadership as strong outside the
U.S. as In It," writes Henry Chu of
The I.os Angeles Times who reported
from London,England.'Ii.ir.uk
Obama's election as America's first
black president unleashed a renewed
love for the United States after years

"Barack Obama's election
as America's first black
president unleashed a
renewed love for the
United States after years of
dwindling goodwill."

of dwindling goodwill." states lohn
Leicester of Paris, Erance.
Perhaps, maybe other nations are
breathing a sigh of relief with the rest
of us after two presidential terms,
two wars, and stiff economic times as
a result of the Bush Administration.
"There's a feeling of hope that things
will be right in America," explained
Randa Habib, a lordanian writer and
political analyst. "Obama can make
you once again respect the U.S. for its
values and democracy and all those
things we had forgotten about over the
last eight years." ■

- JOHN LEICESTER
Paris France

BARACK GOT IN. Now What?
AUSTIN MORRIS
Staff Writer
Yes We Can! We can change
this country one corrupt
politician at a time, reconstruct
an economical system in turmoil,
eliminate hate in all citizens, and
rebuild an educational system on
the brink of destruction. Or we can
do nothing. Throughout American
history, politicians have been known
to promise us the world, yet never
deliver. They promise American
citizens unprecedented prosperity
in campaign speeches, and now it
is liui.uk Obama's turn. Obama's
presidency Is Incredibly historical.
He has slnglehandedly destroyed
color barriers, but will he deliver
on change? A majority of Americans
believe that Obama is the best
candidate for the presidency because

1-.OTA.

he promises change. We will And out
whether or not they are right.
For people of color. Obama is a
hero. We have waited for someone to
truly represent our values and ideals.
For over 230 years, people of color have
been led by presidents who do not
look like them or share their values.
Now, Obama has a chance to reverse
that trend. He promises change, and
a bright future for America in a world
in turmoil. People expect Obama
to change the tumultuous future uf
America.
If Obama fails, the hope for
American minorities remains bleak.
His illustrious promises must become
truth. With a Democratic majority in
Congress. Obama has the future of
America in his hands. If he fails, faith in
future minority candidates will become
even smaller. Obama is expected to
reverse a country going in the wrong
Li

direction. With success, America will
gain a new perspective on minority
citizens. To many Americans. Obama
is an inspiration of success. If he
succeeds, they can succeed. With a
new hope, we can change this country
for the better. Without, our direction
may only get worse.
The next four or eight years hold
problems bigger than Obama can
resolve. Although he promises change,
a new direction for this country may
not be enough. He carries the burden
of becoming a different politician.
Obama must set himself apart from
the forty-three president before him.
If he does not act on his promises, he
will only be another power-hungry
politician. On Ian. 20, 2013, Obama
will end his first term in office. These
next four years hold the hope and
inspiration for millions of Americans.
If he fails, they will again be slapped

With a new hope, we can
change this country for the
better. Without, our directior
may only get worse.

with disappointment. A do-nothing
presidency is worse than a failed one.
I have faith that Obama will make the
country all he says it can be. ■
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President Elect BARACK OBAMA Impacting African Americans
African Americans
feeling the
emotions of
change
Barack Obama running
for President has made
African Americans feel
that change can happen
in the government.
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hai does it mean to African
Americans thai Barack
Obama will become the
next President of the United States?
Are African \mericans filled with
hope and excitement about the
next years to come in the United
States? Man) \frfcan Vmericans feel
Puesday, Nov. i. 2008 was .1 big day in
history. Barack Obama winning
the 2008 election brought
emotions, hope and democracy
to many African Americans.
\m 4th. a Uii of African Americans
shared 1 he same emotions of success
in Americas history. African
Americans of different ages and
occupations had emotions of
Obama winning the election. I or
example. ( urtisW'hitlield. a barber,
slated he thought it was a very
historic moment and something thai
his son needed to see and he thought
he would never see it happen.

Another African American who
had tears ol joy was (Jprah Winfrey.
Oprah Winfrey stated to I he Insider
"she was so exdted and it means

democracy at its finest."
In addition 10 emotions. Barack
Obuma winning President
brought hope for many African
Americans. According to the
article "Oh am us Win Brings New
Hope In Black Communities,"
"Ohama winning brings hope,
change, and Obama Presidency
could concrete Jobs, affordable
housing, and safety." I or example,
one place thai has hope because of
Barack Obama winning the election
is Detroit, Michigan. In the article
"US Automakers Mope Obama Will
Bring Financial Aid." US Senate Carl
levin slated ' Barack Obama's victory
could help the U.S. automakers line
up federal funding needed to survive
the economic slump because Ohama
made it cleai during his campaign
that he understood automakers
problem and he has a plan to fix the

problem." Harack Obama running
for President has made African
Americans feel that change can
happen in the government.
Since Barack Obama won
the election on November 4,
200B, many African Americans
feel that there Is going to be
democracy In the government.
African Americans feel Barack

Obama wants all Americans to haw
equal opportunity and succeed In
life. Now many minorities feel the)
can achieve in life because there is
an African American in the highest
position of government. Barack
Obama is an inspiration to all
African Americans. Barack Obama
has made an impact on many
African Americans of all ages.
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THE ELECTION WITNESSED AROUND THE WORLD

THE WORLD'S PRESIDENT?

SEAN-NIKA M. STEELE
Staff Writer

Global Reactions
to the Obama's
Historic
Presidential
Victory.

History was written moments
after the 11 o'clock hour on
Nov. 4th. 200H. as the United
States of America elected Barack
Hussein Obaina, a man with African
roots, iis 44th president. Celebrations
on the BGSU campus erupted
almost immediately after news
broadcasts announced and Hashed
Obama's landslide triumph over his
Uepublican contender. Actions ol
merriment and satisfaction were
displayed all over the country, taking
place in U.S. cities such as the District
ol Columbia. Atlanta, New York, and
ol course. Chicago, the presidentelect's slate of residence. The indelible
election and the Illinois senator's
fruition meant a large magnitude of
things to the US citizens who voted
for change in our society. However,
our country wasn't the only one
rejoicing at (he news that a biracial
man will become the Commander-in
chief of the most powerful nation in
the world on lanuary 20th. 2009.
The election was not only
historical in the U.S., but to other
nations and countries that watched
the events unfold. Other countries
were embracing, sharing and
partaking in the change that we so
passionately voted for. In various
places in Africa, people stayed up or
woke early to watch the win. That
fateful night served as a victory for
all, no matter their location. The

president Of Kenya declared a public
holiday to commemorate the day. The
British Sun Newspaper called Obama's
win "One Giant Leap for Mankind."
a popular phrase spoken by Neil
Armstrong as he landed on the moon
forty years ago. Fireworks adorned the
skies in l-l Salvador and the Japanese
drank shots to celebrate a precious
moment in time. "Your victory has
demonstrated that no person anywhere
in the world should not dare to dream
of wanting to change the world for a
better place,'' wrote South Africa's first
black president. Nelson Mandela to
Ohama in a letter of congratulations.
"In country after country, elation
over Obama's victory was palpable,
the hunger for a change of American
leadership as strong outside the
U.S. as in it." writes Henry Chu of
The l.os Angeles limes who reported

"Barack Obama's election
as America's first black
president unleashed a
renewed love for the
United States after years of
dwindling goodwill."

Of dwindling goodwill.'' states lohn
Leicester of I'aris, Trance.
Perhaps, maybe other nations are
breathing a sigh of relief with the rest
of us after two presidential terms,
two wars, and stiff economic times as
a result of the Bush Administration.
"There's a feeling of hope that things
will be right in America." explained
K.iml.11 l,i!nl) a lordanian writer and

- JOHN LEICESTER
Paris France

political analyst. "Ohama can make
you once again respect the U.S. for its
values and democracy and all those
things we had forgotten about over the
last eight years." ■

from London, Lngland. "Barack
Obama's election as America's first
black president unleashed a renewed
love for the United States after years

BARACK GOT IN. Now What?
AUSTIN MORRIS
Staff Writer
Yes We Can! We can change
this country one corrupt
politician at a time, reconstruct
an economical system in turmoil,
eliminate hate In all citizens, and
rebuild an educational system on
the brink of destruction. Or we can
do nothing. Throughout American
history, politicians have been known
to promise us the world, yet never
deliver. 1 hey promise American
citizens unprecedented prosperity
in campaign speeches, and now it
is Barack Obama's turn. Obama's
presidency is incredibly historical.
He has singlchandedly destroyed
color barriers, but will he deliver
on change? \ majority of Americans
believe that I lluma i> the best
candidate for the presidency because

he promises change. We will find out
whether or not they are right.
Lor people of color, Ohama is a
hero. We have waited for someone to
truly represent our values and ideals.
For over 230 years, people of color have
been led by presidents who do not
look like them or share their values.
Now. Obama has a chance to reverse
thai trend. He promises change, and
a bright future for America in a world
in turmoil. People expect Obaina
to change the tumultuous future of
America.
If Obama fails, the hope for
American minorities remains bleak.
His Illustrious promises must become
truth. With a Democratic majority in
Congress. Obama has the future of
Amirki in his hands. If he fails, faith in
future mJnorlt) candidates will become
even smaller. Obama is expected to
reverse a country going in the wrong

direction. With success. America will
gain a new perspective on minority
citizens. To many Americans, Ohama
is an inspiration of success. If he
succeeds, they can succeed. With a
new hope, we can change this country
for the belter. Without, our direction
may only get worse.
The next four or eight years hold
problems bigger than Obama can
resolve. Although he promises change,
a new direction for this country may
not be enough. He carries the burden
ol becoming a different politician.
Obama must set himself apart from

With a new hope, we can
change this country for the
better. Without, our directior
may only get worse.

the forty-three president before him.
If he does mil ad on his promises. Inwill only be another power hungry
politician. On Ian. 20.2013, Obaina
will end his tirst term in office. These
next four years hold the hope and
inspiration for millions of Americans.
If he fails, they will again In-slapped

with disappointment A do-nothing
presidency Iswoise than a Failed one.
1 have faith thai Obama will make Ihe
ciniiitr\ all he sa\ s if can be.

Upha Phi Alpha
Celebrated 102
Service

"It allows younger
children to interact with
each other and learn to
respect people."
- BOBBY HARDIN
Mother

"I hope the kids enjoy the
gifts and event," said
Kendra Stewart "Ifs good
to give to them."

1
RICHARD AUTRY

Editor-in-chief
Saturday. Dec. 13,2008,
Big Brothers Big Sisters of
Northwestern Ohio held
their annual Christmas party at
Veteran's Hall in Bowling Green.
OH. Christmas tunes filed the
room, as well as ihe laughter and
excitement of the children. With
Ihe help of members from Alpha
Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. EpsUon
fheta chapter, Big Brothers Big
Sisters were able to provide ran
and games for the children.
Kirby Shuey, Bowling Green State
University student and Early
Childhood Education major, is a
big sister for the organization. "This
event is for the family of the kids to
get together," stated Shuey. "I like
working with kids and it gives me a
chance to work with them one on
one." The young children were having
a great time and were very eager to
play with the volunteers. 8-year-old
Gage Hardin, who attended the event
with his mother and twin brother
Cory, enjoyed himself very much.
"It was fun and cool!" said Hardin.
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Children of Big Brothers Big Sisters with members of Alpha Phi Alpha
"We got to play catch!" In addition
to fun and games, Big Brothers Big
Sisters were able to provide gifts
and dinner for the children with
the help of the community. Kendra
Stewart, Big Brothers Big Sisters' case
manager and former BGSU student,
stated their annual Christmas party
receives a lot of support to ensure its
success. "We get food donated from
the community. The agency buys
the presents for the 'littles' and their
siblings," stated Stewart. "Dollar Tree
donated toys and people from the
community went out and bought toys
and put it in a box. There were over a
thousand toys donated." Parents and

Andre Cisco loves the kids

family members shared the excitement
of their children as they watched them
have a good time. Gage's mother
Bobby Hardin was really pleased
with the set up of the party and
the work Big Brothers Big Sisters
have done for the community. She
loved how the volunteers interacted
with kids. "I used to be in this program
when I was younger and I benefitted
from it," stated Hardin. "It allows
younger children to interact with each
other and learn to respect people."
Stewart was very pleased with the
amount of support and help Big
Brother Big Sisters received for the
event. "This year the Alphas came

out and helped. They have been a big
help," stated Stewart. "They helped with
planning games and wrapping. Nick
Matthews, Alpha Phi Alpha member
and a BGSU student majoring in Sports
Management, was pleased to be a
part of the event. "We're working with
Big Brother's Big Sister's to provide
entertainment." stated Matthews.
"We're hoping to give back and help
the kids have a good time." And a good
time is what these children had. A smile
stayed glued to their faces throughout
the whole party. "I hope the kids enjoy
the gifts and event," said Stewart. "It's
good to give to them." ■

MISS BLACK & GOLD
Alpha Phi Alpha Scholarship Beauty Pageant
SEAN-NIKA M. STEELE
Staff Writer

Poise, Elegance & Beauty all
describe ihe exquisite night of
the Miss Black & Gold pageant.
The nighi of glamour presented
by Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc.
Epsilon Theta chapter took place
Saturday, Nov. 1.2008. The "oldest
and coldest" fraternity endowed with
the founding principles of "Manly
Deeds, Scholarship and Love for all
Mankind," awarded the opportunity
for seven talented women of the
Bowling Green community to compete
for an academic scholarship and the
esteemed title of Miss Black and Gold.
The pageant commenced with the
introduction of the evening's hosts,
Mr. Efrem Graham, a member of Alpha
Phi Alpha fraternity Inc. and 13 Action
News news anchor, and Miss Chasati
Allen, a junior who is majoring in
Telecommunications.
The seven conlestants who
competed in Miss Black & Gold include
Miss Shea Chambers, Miss Monica
Gulp. Miss Amy Furcron, Miss Andrea
Johnson. Miss Candice Johnson,
Miss Imani Thomas and Miss Ashley
Watson. These women underwent a

series of competitions in which they
were judged in hopes of winning the
title of Miss Black & Gold. Scoring
was based collectively on each
individual's performance in categories
such as. evening wear, swimwear. a
talent portion and also a question &
answer competition. The judges final
consensus awarded BGSU sophomore,
Miss Monica Gulp, from Holland. Ohio
as Miss Black & Gold 2008. Miss Shea
Chambers, a senior student from Trail
Liberty Township, was selected as first
runner up and Miss Imani Thomas,
a junior who hails from Twinsburg,
Ohio, as the second runner up. Miss
Amy Furcron, a sophomore student
and Detroit native, was award the tide
of Miss Congeniality. Congratulations
to all the contestants who participated
in the pageant!
Miss Black & Gold 2008. Monika
Culp. and Miss Congeniality, Amy
Furcron share their experiences, joys
and thoughts on the pageant.
Can you describe your experience In
the Miss Black & Gold Scholarship
Beauty PageantT
Monika: I thought the overall
experience in the pageant was very
self-fulfilling. It was a competition, but
at the same time it was like-minded

people striving for the same goal. As I
went on to districts I was happy to have
experienced the same.
Amy: The pageant was really fun. I had
the opportunity to meet a lot of people.
I learned a lot about the pageant life
because I heard negative things before.
I got to work with great people and
everyone had a good time.
Monika, how did you feel when you
were crowned Miss Black and Gold?
Monika: I was very, very surprised.
1 did not expect it because all of the
contestants were very deserving. I
would have been happy if any one of
them won, but I was glad to be selected
for the title.
Amy, how did you feel when you were
crowned Miss Congeniality?
Amy: I was really happy and extremely
surprised, especially because everyone
doesn't always get something.
What does your title mean to you?
Monika: The title of Miss Black and
Gold means a lot of different things
but, to me, it represents someone
who is confident, strong and secure in
themselves.
Amy: The title of Miss Congeniality
means that (the judges and Alpha Phi

B:A(k & GOLD CONTESTANTS
The contestants in the 2008 Miss Black & Gold Pageant. Pictured from left to
right: Imani Thomas, Shea Chambers, Ashley Watson, Candice Johnson. Monika
Culp, Amy Furcron and Andrea Johnson.

Alpha menl saw my dedication and
thai I was there to meet new people,
experience pageant life and show
people who I am.
Monika, as the winner of the pageant,
you received a cash prize. What do you
plan lo do with your award?
Monika: I will be putting Ihe award
towards my college education
Any other words, comments...?
Monika; "Do unto others, as you would
have ihem do unio yourself" (The
(."Wen Rule) 1 would like to send a
special Thank You1 to the men of Alpha

Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc. Epsilon Theta
chapter 1 would also like lo send a
shout out to the beautiful young ladies I
competed against and our coordinator
The Contestants: Shea Chambers.
Imani Thomas, Amy Furcron, Andrea
lohnson, Ashley Watson, Candice
Johnson, and last but not least, the
Coordinator, Chasati Allen.
Amy: I recommend that others do
pageants like Miss Black & Gold. It was
really organized; a good experience
and you have the opportunity lo win
scholarship money which is something
everyone needs.*
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BLACK IS BACK!
JESSICA PATRICK
Staff Writer
^p he wail is almost over! The
I 10th Annual Black Issues
I Conference <BIC) will be
back this upcoming February in
celebration of Black History Month.
If you haven't been to the event
before, you are definitely in for a
treat.
The conference brings some
of the most prestigious African
American professionals from
BG around the country together
every year to discuss many
Important Issues young African
Americans must address as the
new generation of professionals.
Past key note speakers include
prominent psychologist Dr. Na'im
Akbar. businesswoman Omarosa
Manigault Stallworth from
"The Apprentice/' and political
spokesman Jeff lohnson from "BET,"
just to name a few.
As the longest running Black
Issues Conference in the state
of Ohio, this event held here at
Bowling Green State University
has achieved quite a high degree
of status and respect on campus
for years. In its tenth installation,
the conference continues in its
honorable tradition and you are
especially invited to attend!
This year, BIC facilitators decided
to pay homage to influential
African American leader W.E.B
Dubols and his concept of "The
Talented Tenth," which is the
theme of the conference. Dubois
presented the idea that a tenth of
the African American population
would rise above adversity to lead
the remaining ninety percent to a

better way of living. The BIC hopes
to answer whether or not Dubols'
prediction has manifested itself
after 105 years and work toward
assisting the current generation of
talented young black professionals
In fulfilling the dream DuBols had
for them.
The conference will be carried out
through a series of workshops which
will focus on topics like the black
family, the Black LGBT community,
and networking as professionals.
While there are some workshops
about romantic relationships and
similar topics, BIC Public Relations
Chair Shannon Tale explains that
"this year is focused on more
sophisticated issues."
"Everybody likes to go to the talks
hosted by different organizations
in the union about relationships
and other things, but we are young
professionals," Tate says. The
conference needs to reflect that."
One workshop that holds true
to the more sophisticated motif
is entitled "The Posltraumatic
Psychology of Racial 1 larm" which
will try to answer the questions of
whether or not the injustices blacks
in America have faced in the past
still hold us back and if so, how
African Americans can get out of the
oppressed state of mind resulting
from those injustices.
Another workshop, "From
Sojourner Truth to Soulja Boy,
From Frederick Douglas to Dougie
Fresh," explores whether or not
talented young African Americans
are living up the standards DuRois
and others have set for them.
(The workshop was inspired by the
controversy surrounding last year's
"Signs of Progress" art exhibit by

Samantha Barton in which the same
question was asked through images
of major black figures dressed in
contemporary hip-hop attire.)
Clearly, BIC has stepped is game
up since last year. They just ask
that you step yours up with them.
"Everybody talks about how they
want to get on their grown woman
or their grown man," says Tate, "but
let's not Just say we're going to, let's
actually do it at BIC"
The conference begins at 10a.
m. on Saturday, February 7th 2009.

Admission is 5$ for BG students and
10$ for faculty and outside attendees.
The charge includes lunch. Though
BIC was free last year, Tate speaks
for the BIC staff when she says "If
you can pay your $ 10 for a two hour
party at the Held house, you can pay
$5 to be educated and uplifted."

R>r more information: contact
Shannon IX Tate by email at
ShanndttPbgnet.bgsu.edu or
Adam C. Curry, Co- Chair, at
currya@bgsu.edu.

Staff Writer
The bGBT community has been
denied numerous rigbts that
are allotted to the heterosexual
community. And the vote on
Proposition 8 this past November has
shown that the discrimination will
continue.
While on May 18,2008 California
opened its doors to gay marriage,
that door was sadly closed after
Proposition 8 passed, banning the
practice. According to CNN.com,
Arizona, California and Florida voted
to ban gay marriage while Arkansas,

banned gay couples from adopting
children.
Although gay marriage is widely
denied, some states do allow civil
unions and domestic partnerships
for gay couples. In the past four
years, same-sex marriage has
been granted in Massachusetts
and Connecticut. According to
the National Conference of State
legislation website, Connecticut,
Vermont, New Jersey and New
1 lampshire have civil unions
with state-level spousal rights.
California and Oregon provide all
state-level spousal rights through
domestic pa^ne^stup, while tjip . ((

If you still want to get
involved in BIC, meetings
are at 5pm in Conklin in
the Paulsen Room
Look out for Facebook
group BIC 2009 coming
soon which will list some
of the events leading up
to the BIC

Save the Date

Black Issues Conference
February 7, 2009
Rowling Green State University
-Tho Naoro rmem. Ilka .11 roc... I. going to bo uvM
by It. ..option.! moo' - W.r.B. OUBOI.

GAY COUPLES RIGHTS

AMERICAN GAY LIFE POST NOVEMBER 4
BIANCA HART

BG holds its tenth
annual Black
Issues Conference.

District of Columbia, Hawaii, Maine,
Washington and Maryland provide
some state-level spousal rights
through domestic partnership.
President-Fleet Barak Obama is a
reason to keep hope alive. While he
does not support same-sex marriage,
he is against a constitutional ban on
it. Also, Obama supports civil unions
that carry the legal advantages
heterosexuals enjoy including
adoption rights and employment
benefits. America is beginning to look
brighter for the LOB community.
Ilowever, Iransgendcred individuals,
arc continually left out. Fven the
current, Matthew Sbeppaol Act,

Aa.,

which protects the right to freedom
of sexual orientation, ignores gender
oppression. So much of the struggle
to gain LGBT rights has been
surrounded by gay marriage that
Transgender issues, such as the right
to change one's sex on one's birth
certificate, seem to be put on the
backburner.
There is so much thai needs to
he done to ensure the equality of
all American citizens whether they
are heterosexual, gay/lesbian or
transgender.
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President-elect
Barak Obama is
a reason to keep
hope alive.
There is so much that
needs to be done to
ensure the equality of
all American citizens
whether they are
heterosexual, gay/
lesbian, or transgender.

Alpha Phi Alpha
Celebrated 102
Years of Service

GIVING
RICHARD AUTRY
Editor-in-chief
^^aturdav Dec. 13,2008,
"+i. Ili|> HnilhiTs IliKSisii'rsiil
%v Noriliwi'-n-ni Ohio held
their annual Christmas party at
Veteran's Mall in Bowling Green,

OH, Christmas tunes filed the
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"It allows younger
children to interact with
each other and learn to
respect people."
- BOBBY HARDIN
Mother

"I hope the kids enjoy the
gifts and event," said
Kendra Stewart. "Ifs good
to give to them."

room, as well as the laughter and
excitement of the children. With
the help of members from Alpha
Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. Epsllon
Thela chapter, Big Brothers Big
Sisters were able to provide fun
and games for the children.
KirbyShuey. Howling (ireen Slale
University student and liarly
Childhood Education major, is a
big sister for the organization. "This
event is for the family of the kids to
get together,'' stated Shuey. "I like
working with kids and it gives me a
chance to work with them one on
one." The young children were having
a great time and were very eager to
play with the volunteers. 8-year-old
Gage 11.lutn i. who attended the event
with his mother and twin brother
Cory, enjoyed himself very much.
"It was fun and cool!" said llardin.

Children of Big Brothers Big Sisters with members of Alpha Phi Alpha
"We got to play Catch!" In addition
to lun and games, Hig Brothers Hid
Sisters were able to provide gifts
and dinner for the children with
the help of the community. Kendra
Stewart, Dig Brothers Big Sisters' case
manager and former BGSU student,
stated their annual Christmas party
receives a lot of support to ensure its
success. "We get food donated from
the community. The agency buys
the presents for the 'littles' and their
siblings," stated Stewart. "Dollar Tree
donated toys and people from the
community went out and bought toys
and put it in a box. There were over a
thousand toys donated." Parents and

Andre Cisco loves the kids

family members shared the excitement
of their children as they watched them
have a good time. Gage's mother
Bobby Hardln was realty pleased
with the se t up of the party and
the work Big Brothers Big Sisters
have done for the community. She
loved how the volunteers interacted
with kids. "I used to be in this program
when 1 was younger and I benehtted
from it." stated Ifaxdin. "It allows
younger children to interact with each
other and learn to respect people."
Stewart was very pleased with the
amount of support and help Big
Brother Big Sisters received for the
event. "This year the Alphas came

out and helped. They have been a big
help," stated Stewart. "They helped with
planning games and wrapping Nick
Matthews, Alpha Phi Alpha member
and a BGSU student majoring in Sports
Management, was pleased to be a
part of the event. "We're working with
Big Brother's Big Sister's to provide
entertainment," stated Matthews.
"We're hoping to give back and help
the kids have a good time." And a good
time is what these children had. A smile
stayed glued to their faces throughout
the whole party. "1 hope the kids enjoy
the gifts and event," said Stewart. "It's
good to give to them." ■

MISS BLACK & GOLD
Alpha Phi Alpha Scholarship Beauty Pageant
SEAN-NIKA M. STEELE
Staff Writer
Poise, Elegance & Ik-anty alt
describe the exquisite night n!
the Miss Black 8fGold pageant.
ihi- night <it glamour presented
by Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity ln<
I psilon rheta chapter took place
Saturday. Nov. 1.2008. The "oldest
and coldest" fraternity; endowed with
the founding principles ol "Manly
Deeds. Scholarship and I ■ >\ r for all
Mankind." awarded the opportunity
lor seven talented women of the
Howling (ireen community to compete
tor ,m academic scholarship and the
esteemed title of Miss Black and Gold.
The pageant commenced with the
Introduction ol the evenings hosts,
Mr. Bfrem Graham, a member of Alpha
PhJAlpha Fraternlt) Inc. and 13Action
News news anchor, and MissChasatl
Allen, a junior who is majoring in
telecommunications.
The seven contestants who
competed in Miss Black & Gold include
Miss Shea Chambers. Miss Monica
Culpi Miss Amy lurcron. Miss Andrea
Johnson, Miss Candice Johnson,
Miss Imam* Thomas and Miss Ashley
Watson. These women underwent a

series of competitions in which they
were judged in hopes til winning the
title ol Miss Black & (iold. Scoring
was based collectively on each
Individuals performance in categories
such as. evening wear, swimwear. a
talent portion and also a question &

answer competition. The judges flnal
consensus awarded BGSU sophomore,
Miss Monica Culp, from I lolland. Ohio
as Miss Black & (iold 200H. Miss Shea
Chambers,asenloi student Irom'Irail
Liberty Township, was selected as lirst
runner up and Miss Imani Thomas,
a junior who hails from Twinsburg.
Ohio, as the second runner up. Miss
Amy lurcron, a sophomore student
and Detroit native, was award the title
of Miss Congeniality. Congratulations
to all the contestants who participated
in the pageant:

Miss Black & Gold 2008, Monlka
Culp, and Miss Congeniality, Amy
I urcron share their experiences, foys
and thoughts on the pageant.
Can you describe your experience in
the Miss Black & Gold Scholarship
Beauty Pageant?
Monlka: I thought the overall
experience in the pageant was very
self-fulfilling. It was a competition, but
at the same time it was like-minded

people striving lor the same goal. As I
went on to districts I was happy to have
experienced the same
Amy: I he pageant was really fun. I had
the opportunity to meet a lot ol people.
I learned a lot about the pageant lite
because I heard negative things before.
I got to work with great people and
everyone had a good lime.
Monika, DOW did you feel when you
were crowned Miss Black and Gold?
Monlka: I was very, very surprised.
I did not expect it because allot the
contestants were very deserving. I
would have been happy If an) one of
them won. but I was glad to be selected
for the title.
Amy, how did you feel when you were
crowned Miss Congeniality?
Amy: I was really happy and extremeK
surprised, especially because everyone
doesn't always get something.
u 11.11 does your title mean to you?
Monlka: The title of Miss Black and
(iold means a lot of different things
but. to me, it represents someone
who is confident, strong and secure in
themselves.
Amy: The title of Miss Congeniality
means that (the judges and Alpha Phi

The contestants in the 2008 Miss Black & Gold Pageant. Pictured from left to
right: Imani Thomas, Shea Chambers, Ashley Watson, Candice Johnson, Monika
Culp, Amy Furcron and Andrea Johnson.
Alpha men] saw my dedication and
that I was there to meet new people,
experience pageant life and show
people who I am.
Monika, as the winner of the pugeant,
you received a cash prize. What do you
plan lo do with your award?
Monika: I will he putting the award
towards my college education
Any other words, comments...?
Monlka: "Do unto others, as you would
have them do unto yourself" (The
Golden Rule) I would like to send a
special 'Thank You' to the men of Alpha

Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc. EpsllonTheta
chapter. 1 would also like to send a
shout out to the beautiful young ladies
competed against and our coordinator
The Contestants: Shea chambers.
Imani Thomas. Amy Furcron. Andrea
lohnson, Ashley Watson. Candice
Johnson, and last but not least, the
Coordinator, Cbasati Allen.
Amy: I recommend that Others do
pageants like Miss Black & Gold. It was
really organized; a good experience
and you have the opportunity to win
scholarship money which is something
everyone needs. ■

REFLECTION OF PEOPLES OF COLOR

BLACK IS BACK!
JESSICA PATRICK
Staff Writer
■-

hi* wail is almost over! I he
10th Annual Black Issues
I Conference (BIC) will be
hack this upcoming February in
celebration of Black I listory Month.
If you haven't been to the event
before, you are definitely in tor a
treat.
The conference brings some
of the most prestigious African
American professionals from
H<, around the country together
every year to discuss many
important issues young African
Americans must address as the
new generation of professionals.
Past key note speakers include
prominent psychologist Dr. Na'im
Akbar. businesswoman Omarosa
Manlgault Stallworth from
The Apprentice,'' and political
spokesman |eff Johnson from "BET,"
just to name a few.
As the longest running Black
Ksues (Conference In the state
of Ohio, this event held here at
Bowling Green state University
has achfev ed quite a high degree
of status and respect on campus
Foi years. In its tenth Installation,
the conference continues in its
honorable tradition and you are
especially invited to attend!
This year, BIC facilitators decided
to pay homage to inlluential
African American leaderW.L.It
Duhuis and Ins concept of'The
I talented Tenth," which is the
theme of the conference. I tubois
presented the idea that a tenth of
the African American population
would rise above adversitj to lead
the remaining ninctv percent to a

better wa) of living. The BIC hopes
to answer whether or not Duhois'
prediction has manifested itself
after 105 years and work toward
assisting the current generation of
talented young black professionals
in fulfilling the dream IHiKois had
for them.
I he conference will be carried out
through a series of workshops which
will focus on topics like the black
family, the Black l.C.BT community,
and networking as professionals.
While there are some workshops
about romantic relationships and
similar topics, BIC Public Relations
Chair Shannon late explains that
"this year is focused on more
sophisticated issues.''
"Everybody likes to go to the talks
hosted by different organizations
In the union about relationships
and other things, but we are young
professionals.'" late says. The
conference needs to reflect that."
One workshop that holds true
to the more sophisticated motif
is entitled "The I'osttraumatic
Psychology of Racial Mann"' which
will try 10 answer the questions ol
whether or not the injustices blacks
in America have faced In the past
still hold us back and il so. how
Vfrican Vmericanscan get out ol the
oppressed state of mind resulting
trom those injustices.
Another workshop,"! rom
Sojouruer Truth to Soulja Boy.
I i mil Frederick Douglas to Dougie
Fresh," explores whether or not
talented young African Americans
are living up the standards DuBois
and others have set for them.
> I he workshop was inspired In the
controversy surrounding last year's
signs ol Progress an exhibit by

Samantha Barton in which the same
question was asked through images
Ol major black figures dressed in
contemporary hip-hop attire.)
Clearly. Bic has stepped Is game
up since last year. I hey just ask
that you step yours up with them.
"Everybody talks about how they
want to gel on their grown woman
or their grown man.'" says Tale, "hut
let's not just say we're going to, let's
actually do it at BIC."
The conference begins at 10a.
m. on Saturday, February 7th

Admission is 5$ foi IH ■ students and
10s for faculty and outside attendees.
I he charge includes lunch. Though
BIC was free last year, laic speaks
for the Bit stall when she sa\ s "If
you can pay your S10 for a two hour
parly at the field house, you can pay
S3 to be educated and uplifted."
For more information: contact
Shannon I), late by email at
Shanndtt" bfft0LbgSU.edu or
Attain C. Carry. (/>- Chair, at

ZOOM.

Save, the bate

Staff Writer
hi' I (IB I columnni(\ has been
denied numerous rights iluit
are allotted to the heterosexual
community. And the vote on
Proposition if this past November has
shown thai the discrimination will
continue.
White on May IB, 200H ( alilornia
opened its doors lo gay marriage,
thai door was sadly closed after
Proposition H passed, banning the
practice. \a Hiding to (.NN.com,

Arizona* California and Florida voted
to ban gav marriage while Arkansas

banned gav < ouples trotn adopting
children.
Mihough ga) marriage is wfdcl)
denied, some states do allow civil
unions and domestic partnerships
lot gav couples. In the past lour
years, same -sex marriage has
been granted In Massachusetts
and I onnecticul \ccordlngto
the National Conference of State
I eglslation website. (lonnectk ut,
Vermont, New (erse) and New
Hampshire have civil unions
with state-level spousal rights.
California and Oregon provide all
state level spousal rights through
domestic partnership, while the

If you still want to get
involved in BIC, meetings
are at 5pm in Conklin in
the Paulsen Room
Look out for Facebook
group BIC 2009 coming
soon which will list some
of the events leading up
to the BIC

Black Issues Conference
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Bowling Green State I Iniversity
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bv It. aacaptlonal man' - W.E.B. DuOolt
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District of Columbia, Hawaii. Maine.
Washington and Maryland provide
some stall* level spousal rights
through domestic partnership,
President-Elect Barak Obama is a
reason to keep hope alive. While he
does not support same sex marriage,
he is against a constitutional ban on
il. Also. Obama supports ( ml unions
thai canv the legal advantages
heterosexuals enjoy Including
adoptiott rights and employment
benefits. America is beginning to look
brighter for the LGB community.
However, [ransgendered individuals,
are continually leit out. Even the
CUITOOt Matthew Shcppard Act.

which protects the light to freedom
of sexual orientation, ignores gendei
oppression So much ol the struggle
10gain I (.It I rights has heen
surrounded try gay marriage that
Iransgender issues, such as the right
tO change one's se.x on one's birth
certificate,seem tube put on the
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I here is so much that needs to
he done to ensure the cmialilv ol
all American citizens whether they

are heterosexual, gav 'lesbian 01
iransgender.
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INDIA STUDENT ASSOCIATION

Diwali Mela
is a New Year
celebration in the
Hindu Religion.

CMAI DIVERSITY DIALOGUE

The panel all had
things to say,
stories to tell,
and well thought
out answers to
. questions

THE ROOTS OF JAZZ

the creation
of jazz may be
part of NativeAmerican culture,
just as much
as African.
- MORGAN STEIGLER
Garduate Student, BGSU

"Right then the magic
happened: Great American and
great African Tribal cultures
had come together to create a
powerful conciousness
within all people"
- LESLIE MARMON SILKO

Almanac of the Dead

DIWALI MELA 2008
ASHISHA JHA
Guest writer
BowUngGreen state
University's India Student
Association had their annual
Diwali Mela Cclehration. They had
a delicious Indian Cuisine catered
In Gum India of rindlay. The
menu included Indian bread, rice,
yogurt, vegetarian Navratnakorma
dish and chicken curry. There was
also a fashion show highlighting
traditional clothing like a sarre
and a sherwani and modern

Indian clothing. To close, Ihcy
performed a choreographed dance
enfusing traditional dance and
modern dance commonly found
in Hollywood shows. The event
had an Impressive turnout and
continues to be one of the Indian
Student Association's biggest
events of the year.
Diwali Mela is a New Year
celebration in the Hindu Religion.
It Is the Festival of Light and a
designated day to pray to the
Goddess of Money so their house
will be blessed with money all

year, liating crackers and sweets is
a traditional treat on this holiday.
Ashish lha, a public relations
representative for Indian Student
Association commenicd "The
celebration Is Important on
campus because It shows people
about Indian culture. It promotes
our country, educates people on our
celebration and gives people the
opportunity to celebrate with us."
http://www.dfwdiwalimela.com/
defaulthome.html ■
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CMAI Diversity Dialogues with Asian Communities United
MICHELLE HOLDEMAN
Staff Writer
The Center of Multicultural
and Academic Initiative
(CMAI) hosts a monthly
Diversity Dialogue. This month's
topic was Asian American Issues
and included a collaboration
with Asian Communities United
(ACU). Through the help of the

CMAI Graduate Assistant Danielle
Anderson and the president of ACU,
Michelle Haldeman, a great panel of
representatives were present. Chris
Nyguen, a Vietnamese American;
Carolin Suon, a Cambodian
American; and Michelle Haldeman, a
Chinese American.
The discussion Included
topics such as Growing up
with I migrated Asian Parents,

Childhood troubles and Media
Representation. The panel
also answered questions from
the audience based on personal
experiences. Anderson stated that
this was the best Diversity Dialogue
thus far. The panel all had things to
say, stories to tell, and well thought
out answers to questions. It was a
great discussion that encouraged
interaction because of a more

informal forum. It was a comfortable
environment to educate others
on these three people's individual
experiences. ■

NATIVE AMERICANS & The Development of Jazz
AUSTIN MORRIS
Staff Writer
,i// is known as a lrut* form of
American music. Last month,
%J Morgen Stelglerand the Native
American Unity Council kicked off
their annual fall education forum.
Morgen Is a graduate student ai
Bowling Green State University,
majoring in ethnornusicology,
and a graduate assistant in jazz
performance studies. She is currently
working on her thesis about the
Integration of music in Native and
African culture. In the past, the
creation of jazz was attributed to
African-Americans, hut NativeAmericana may also he a part of the
creation process. Morgen helieves
thai the creation of jazz maybe part
ui Native-American culture, just as

much as African.
lohn 0)llranc, Count Basic,
and Duke Ellington arc some of
many pioneers in jazz music.
Unfortunately, however. Native
Americans have been excluded from
this group. Native Americans n\u\
African-Americans have been linked
since the conquest of the Americas.

Both experienced oppression and
hate. From this, African-Americans
created jazz, which reflected
their culture. So why are Native
Americans excluded from this
genre? The history of hate in Native
American culture is just as powerful.
lazz evokes emotion unlike any
other musical genre. Its mellow
Jones penetrate the very being of
the listener, and are exemplified

in Langston Hughes' poetry. Duke
Ellington, Don Cherry, and Miles
Davis had an African-Native
background. Their history could
he reflective of African and Native
musical traditions. The birthplace
ofjaZZ is New Orleans, Louisiana.
and New Orleans is a signilitant
cultural melting pot. New Orleans,
Louisiana could have easily merged
the experience of these (wo great

cultures.
The shared experience of Native
Americans and African-Americans
possibly created jazz. And according
to Steiglcr, jazz may be just as much ot
a product of Native culture as African
culture, lazz may be a product of the
merging of two great cultures. Their
shared history of oppression and hate
would be the perfect catalysts for an
emotional music genre.
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CHEROKEE POET GRACES BG'S STAGE
JESSICA PATRICK
Staff Writer
BTSU-Cherokec poei. scholar
and activist, Or. Qwo-Li
Drlskill gave a superb reading
of his/her poetry this past November
during Reopening Eyes: A Glimpse
Into Contemporary Native American
Lives and Issues, The Native
American Unity Council's Annual
Kail Kducational horum.
Although a llycr for the event
revealed the poet had Cherokee,
African and Irish descent, It was
quite a surprise to see the blonde,
white skinned, goateed man walk
up to the stage in a metallic purple
skirt and heels once Qwo-l.i was
introduced to perform. Hut the
shock wore off once he/she began to
speak.
Boasting a direct and passionate
reading voice, Driskill performed a
few pieces from his/her anthology
"Walking with Ghosts" which came
out a few years ago. In his/her
work, he/she touched on a variety
of different subjects including the
colonization of North America and gay
love. Some poems such as "Cherokee

lessons" were written in both
Cherokee and English, allowing the
audience to be even more immersed
in one of many Native American
cultures represented in the Forum.
"All our traditions are really
different from each cither" Driskill
says, "and I'm glad to be here in a
space that combines scholarship
and creative learning representing
my traditions as a Cherokee writer."
According to Qwo-Li, his/
her work is about "surviving
colonization transphobla,
homophobia and misogyny;
healing the pain |of colonization!
of the last few hundred years." As
a Two-Spirit (Queer) poet,he/she
believes "part of healing ourselves
means healing our sexuality and
better understanding it."
Not surprisingly, Driskill also read
as part of his/her performance a
few poems by EC. Cortez, a fellow
Two-Spirit writer who was beaten
to death because of his sexual
orientation not long ago. Driskill's
. workshop entitled "Ascgi Stories:
Cherokee Two-Spirit/Queer Lives
and 1 listories" helped to educate
attendees about the Two-Spirit

In his/her work he touched
on a variety of different
subjects including the
colonization of North
America and gay love.

community and thus combat
discrimination against it.
Thanks to the efforts of Qwo-Li
Driskill and the Native American

Unity Council, Bowling Green can
be sure that the Native Community
on campus and across the country is
alive and well. ■

"HOW MUCH INDIAN ARE YOU?

BLOOD QUANTUM
YASA MALAKPA
Staff Writer
The Native American Unity
Council put On many
educational forums for
Native Heritage Month. One
of the educational forums was
called "I low Much Indian Arc
You?" The forum explained how
the United States government
has system that recognizes
Native Americans by their blood
quantum. The Quantum blood
system is the opposite to the one
drop rule. The one drop rule was
created (hat anyone who has a
drop of African blood in their
families arc considered African
American. The one drop rule
has the opposite effect for Native
Americans. Someone is who has
a drop of Native American blood
in their system are not necessarily
considered Native American.
The government has put
a regulation on how Native
Americans identify themselves.
The conflict between Native
Americans and the government
has been going on for many years.

Many of the conflicts are due to
colonialism and the destruction of
the Native American's way of life.
Native Americans were forced from
their homes, treated as second class
citizen, and were slaughter because
of their culture. Before colonialism
Native Americans had their own
ways of determining the nations
(tribes) that they belonged to. After
colonialism, Native Americans were
treated as if they were foreigners to
the United Slates.
I'he oppression continues with
the Unites States Government
instituting a system Iti evaluate
the identity of Native Americans.
Phil Bellfy, who was the speakei
of the forum, said that" The Hlood

Quantum continuing the genocide
of Indian people.' Many people

will agree with Bellfy's statement.
The rule that is imposed on Native
Americans is a form of genocide.
The fact the government Is asking
"how much Indian are you" Is
considered culturally offensive
to Native Americans. I lien being
evaluated on the percentage of
your heritage is deplorable. The
Blood Quantum rule Is a form

of genocide because It kills
Native Americans mentally as
well as culturally. Professor Billy
I. si i .11 ion. who teaches Native
Americans al BGSU says, "There
has been many policies aimed at
eliminating Native Americans such
as boarding schools, sterilization
programs and forced adoption were
all forms of genocide."'I'he blood
quantum is just the latest attempt
to get rid of Indian people. Stratum
also explained that Native culture
did not base its specification of
tribal affiliation on blood quantum
but it was based on culture.

Professor Lynda Dee Dixon, who
is a Professor at Bowling Green and
who is Cherokee asserts "Once they
control the Indian by quantum they
kill the culture.'' Native Americans
have been oppressed since the lime
of colonislni. 1 lowever many people
fail to realize that Native Americans
were around before colonies existed.
Indian people Interacted with blacks,
whites, and main different groups
Of people, said Dixon If Indians
interacted with so many different
groups, then that means that
everyone just might have a little
Native American in them.

A forum explained
how the United
States government
has a system thaK
recognizes Native
Americans by their
blood quantum.
"There has been many
policies aimed at eliminating
Native Americans such
as boarding schools,
sterilization programs and .
forced adoption were all
forms of genocide."
BILLY J. STRATTON
Professor, BGSU
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CITIZEN'S REACTIONS

A Closer Look
a the Country's
Choice.
"People are looking for
change! Americans are so
fpd up with how things have
been going the past two
terms and they are ready to
grow so that meant electing
someone who was truly a
qualified candidate!"
-TANAI LYLES,
BGSU Junior

WHY OBAMA WON
JOSEPH SMITH
Staff Writer
On the night of Nov. 4.2008,
the country witnessed
history of earth-shaking
proportions. That night at
approximately 11:00pm, Senator
Barack Obama assumed the new
title of President-FJect Barack
Obama. For some, II was a
moment of disappointment,
but for many. It was a moment
of celebration, relief, pride, and
hope. Unlike the past elections,
this election went remarkably
smooth given inevitable error and
scandal. Many waited in line for
as long as three hours or more to
cast their ballot in this historical
and urgent election. Considering
the severe economic crisis and
International catastrophe that
has taken place over the past
eight years, voters are even
more concerned about who will
lead our country for the next

four—possibly eight—years.
1 lowever. even to those who
voted for Obama, the margin by
which he won came as a shock.
Many have their theories as to why
Barack Obama took the election by
a landslide. Some believe that the
voter turnout for African Americans
must have been astronomical.
But according to the Central
Intelligence Agency. African
Americans only comprise
about 12.8S percent of the total
United States population. After
that, one must consider that
the whole African American
population Is not registered to
vote and of all the registered
African American voters, not all
may have voted. Furthermore,
of those African Americans
that did vote, not all voted for
Barack Obama. Looking at the
voter breakdown from that angle
reveals that Obama did not win
solely from his race. Politico.com
expresses "Racism, much discussed,

turned out to be a footnote, and
African-American turnout was not
unusually high."
So what did drive the extreme
;t65-173 electoral vote margin?
If race was not the sole factor,
what was? What pushed such a
vast number of voters to vote for
Barack Obama? Research shows
that Obama targeted not only the
African American community, but
"Obama drew his strength from
an array of racially mixed, growing
areas around cities such as Orlando,
Florida, Washington, Indianapolis,
and Columbus, Ohio," says Politico,
com. Not only did Obama target
the right communities, his
plan and passion for change
encouraged many people
and gave the voters a sense of
hope when It seemed that all
was going terribly wrong. Can
Americans make a difference in
their future and decide in which
way their country will go when they
really need to? Yes they can. ■
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SENATOR JOE BIDEN BECOMES FALCON FAMILY
TORREIN L. JEFFERSON
Staff Writer
Just a few days before the
world would come to find
out if history would be made,
Vice President hopeful, Senator
loe Blden stumped the grounds of
Bowling Green State University.
Senator Biden came to BGSU on
the final stride of the election
to campaign for Presidential
Candidate, Senator Barack Obama.
While awaiting the Vice President
candidate's arrival, hundreds of
BGSU students and Bowling Green
residents quickly lined up to gain
access to listen to the candidate.After
the spacious lawn of University Lawn
became full with an eager crowd,
Senator Biden's wife walked onto the
stage. When taking the stage, Mrs.
Biden began a very good and sincere
introduction for her husband and
voiced how he and Barack Obama
were running for "Change". Senator
Biden arrived on stage not too long
after and got straight to the point
of his campaigning. He stated to
the crowd that "Barack and I aren't
running for ourselves, we running for
you Bowling Green. We are running
for the students of Bowling Green

State University as well as the rest
of lower and middle class America.
Obama and I are running for change".
Senior Melanie Vaughn commented
that "his speech was really
motivating. I like that he talked
about middle class families and
how Barack Obama was raised by
a single mother and grandmother.
It gave me a closer connection to
Obama because I was in the same
situation".
As Senator Biden went on to talk
to what he called the "real image of
American people," he stated that
their rivals. Senator )ohn McCain
and Governor Sarah Palin, were not
ready to handle American politics
as he and Senator Obama were.
Senator Biden moved the crowd
deeply when making the statement
about Republican Presidential
Candidate lohn McCain. "How can
you call yourself a Maverick when all
you've been is a sidekick". Wendell
Grimes was also one of the many
students within the crowd listening
to what he hoped to be his next vice
president. When asked what he felt
about the vp candidate he stated
that, "I feel he gave a very passionate
and enlightening speech that moved
the crowd. I especially like when he

stated, "Imagine an American power
example not an example of power."
Bringing his speech and rally to
an end Senator Biden mentioned
that politics of Washington has
been done all wrong for the past
eight years. He stated, "People it
is time for Change. It is time for
you all to take the initiative to get
out and vote. Make something
happen for youself and don't
let someone else make these
decisions for you. Change starts
here In the city of Bowling Green
and Ohio will follow. When Ohio
wins then America will follow.
Finally, when America wins the
World will follow Change!" After
making this statement, the crowd
of students and citizens began
to chant "Obama-Biden" and
"Change" while Senator Biden then
added in "Yes We Can". The signs
were waving within the air and
the word among the crowd was
positive and enthusiastic vibrating
with anxiousness among first
time voters. Senator Biden then
ended giving the crowd, university
and city his thanks and the chant
"Obama, O'Biden, Ohio". Junior
Maria Rivera stated, "I thought that
the rally was really good. It got me

VICE PRESIDENT CAMPAIGN

"Barack and I
aren't running for
ourselves, we're
running for you
Bowling Green."
- JOE BIDEN

Senator Biden then
ended giving the crowd,
really pumped. He had a lot of good
points and ideas and I cannot wait
for them to take office." ■

university and city his
thanks and the chant
"Obama, O'Biden, Ohio".

THREATS ON OBAMA

Plot to Assisinate Presidental Canidate Barack Obama:
FBI Foils Neo-Nazi's Plans
TORREIN L. JEFFERSON
Staff Writer
After many Americans once
thought that the days of heavy
and intense racism was left
within our past, they soon came to
find out that it still prevails. During the
depth of the election season, two NeoNazis were charged In an attempt to
assassinate then Presidential candidate
Barack Obama. late Mo young men
met each other vU the Internet
and met on rnataal grounds, after
both showing Interest in "white
MI premacy" and being sfclnheads
In a small town outside of
Nashville,Tennessee to begin thclr
planned killing spree on African
Americans ending with Senator
Barack Obama.
The planned plot was composed of
killing 88 African Americans including
then Presidential candidate Barack
Obama In a state-to-state killing
spree according lo TimesOnline.
com. According to authorities the
two gunmen, Dsniel Cowert. of Bells.
TN and Paul Schlesselman, of West
Helena. AH were going to travel through
southern states beheading U of the

victims as part of the skinhead culture
before gunning down the possible
first African American President.
According to TlmesOnllne.com,
the two were to drive as fast as
possible toward the presidential
candidate and gun him down from
windows while wearing white
taxedos and top hats.
While this isn't the first plot to
assassinate Senator Obama, authorities
state that the plan "did not appear to
be very advanced or sophisticated" in
which the court documents showed.
A close source to the investigation
stated "We're unsure of their ability or
if they have the wherewithal to carry
out any of their threats". The numbers
that the two gunmen were using are
symbolic to the skinhead culture.
The nnmber 88 represents "Hall
Hitler" according to special agent
lames Cavanaugh. while the number
14 stands for the fourteen word phrase
used by white supremacist. "We most
secure the existence of oar people
and a future for white children--.
The weapons that were obtained to be
used were a sawn-off shotgun and three
pistols while the two were then going to
sob a gun shop to get mote.

•■Maanssnw ■«■—■■ u

According to an interview conducted
by MSNBC, the neighbor Sam Lewis
who lives across the street from Daniel
Cowert states. "If we had any skinheads
in this county, I wasn't aware of it. We
hardly know what they are. His mother
Is a real sweet, nice girl, and this comes
as a shock and a surprise." Lewis says
that Cowert grew up in a comfortable,
well-maintained neighborhood and
wasn't known as a troublemaker. On
the other hand. Paul Schlesselman
was described by his adopted fathers'
coworker as a "troubled child." While
one of his high school classmates stated
that Schlesselman was a "very quiet and
friendly" kid. "I was shocked to think
I was sitting In class with this guy
and now he's being charged with
some crazy stuff," said Ucy Doss, 18.
"He was a nice person, to me anyway.
He was quiet. He really didn't talk
much." Police officials in West Helena
stated that they have never heard of
Schlesselman and reported that there
is no telephone number record for him
either. According to MSNBC, no one
was available to comment from the
Cowert home for questioning.
Authorities have the two gunmen in
custody at this time and a*this point

are conducting an ongoing investigation.
"There's no evidence — so far — that
others were willing to assist Cowan
and Schlesselman with the plot. At this
point, there does not appear to be any
formal assassination plan." Secret Service
spokesman Eric Zahren said. ■
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FOUNDERS DAY
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of sen ice. Omega I'si
American national
fraternal organization
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Bishop r.dgar A. Love.
Manhood. Scholarship,
preseverenee and uplilt
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CITIZEN'S REACTIONS

A Closer Look
a the Country's
Choice.
"People are looking for
change! Americans are so
fpd up with how things have
been going the past two
terms and they are ready to
grow so that meant electing
someone who was truly a
qualified candidate!"
-TANAI LYLES,
BGSU Junior

WHY OBAMA WON
JOSEPH SMITH
Staff Writer
n the night »>l Nov. 1.2008,
the count r\ witnessed
I history ol earth-shaking
proportions. That night at
approximately 11:00pm, Senator
Barack Obama assumed the new
bile of President-Tied Barack
Obama For some, It was a
moment of disappointment,
but for many, It was a moment
of celebration, relief, pride, and
hope. Unlike the pas) elections,
this election went remarkably
smooth given inevitable error and
scandal. Many waited in line for
as long as three hours or more to
east their ballot in this historical
and urgent election. Considering
the severe economic crisis and
international catastrophe that
has taken place over the past
eight years, voters are even
more concerned about who will
lead our country for the next

four—possibly eight—years.
However, even to those who
voted tor (lhama. the margin by
which he won came as a shock.
Many have their theories as to why
Barack Obama took the election by
a landslide. Some believe that the
voter turnout for African Americans
must have been astronomical.
Hut according to (he Central
Intelligence Agency. African
Americans only comprise
about 12.85 percent of the total
United States population. After
that, one must consider that
the whole African American
population Is not registered to
vote and of all the registered
African American voters, not all
may have voted. Furthermore,
of those African Americans
that did vote, not all voted for
Barack Obama. looking at the
\oier breakdown from that angle
reveals that Obama did not win
solely from bis race. PolitlCO.C0m
expresses "Racism, much discussed.

turned out to be a footnote, and
\tiii an-Anieiican turnout was not
unusually high."
So what did drive the extreme
365-17:\ electoral vote margin?
II race was not the sole factor.
what was? What pushed such a
vast number ot voiers lo vote for
Barack Obama? Research shows
■ bat Obama targeted not only the
African American community, hut
'Obama drew his strength from
an array of racially mixed, growing
areas around cities such as Orlando,
Florida. Washington, Indianapolis,
and Columbus. Ohio, sa\s Politico,
com. Not only did Obama target
the right communities, his
plan and passion for change
encouraged many people
and gave the voters a sense of
hope when it seemed that all
was going terribly wrong. Can
Americans make a difference in
their future and decide in which
v\a\ their country will go when they
really need to? Yes they can.

REFLECTION OF PEOPLES OF COLOR

SENATOR JOE BIDEN BECOMES FALCON FAMILY
TORREIN L. JEFFERSON
Staff Writer
Just a few days before ihe
world would come 10 find
oui if histor\r would be made.
Vice President hopeful, Senator
|oe Blden stumped the grounds of
Bowling Green State University.
Senator Hiden came to BGSU Oil
the final stride of the election
to campaign for Presidential
Candidate, Senator Barack Obama.
While awaiting the Vice President
candidate's arrival, hundreds of
HCiSU students and Bowling Green
residents quickly lined up to gain
access to listen to the candidate.After
the spacious lawn of University Uwn
became full with an eager crowd,
Senator Biden's wife walked onto the
stage. When taking the stage, Mrs.
Biden began a very good and sincere
introduction for her husband and
voiced how he and Barack Obama
were running for "Change". Senator
Biden arrived on stage not too long
after and got straight to the point
of his campaigning. He stated to
the crowd that "Barack and I aren't
running for ourselves, we running for
you Bowling Green. We are running
for the students of Bowling Green

State University as well as the rest
of lower and middle class America.
Obama and I are running lor change".
Senior Melanie Vaughn commented
that "his speech was really
motivating. I like that he talked
about middle class families and
how Barack Obama was raised by
a single mother and grandmother.
It gave me a closer connection to
Obama because I was in the same
situation".
As Senator Biden went on to talk
to what he called the real image of
American people." he stated that
their rivals, .Senator John Mct^ain
and Governor Sarah Palin, were not
ready to handle American politics
as he and Senator Obama were.
Senator Biden moved the crowd
deeply when making the statement
about Republican Presidential
Candidate lohn McCain. "How can
you call yourself a Maverick when all
you've been is a sidekick". Wendell
Grimes was also one of the many
students within the crowd listening
to what he hoped to be his next vice
president. When asked what he felt
about the vp candidate he stated
that, "I feel he gave a very passionate
and enlightening speech that moved
the crowd. I especially like when he

staled. 'Imagine an Amei iian power
example not an example ol power.
Bringing his speech ami rally l«»
an end Senator Biden mentioned
thai politics of Washington has
been done all wrong for the past
eight years. 1 le staled, "People it
is time for Change. It is time for
you all to take the initiative to get
out and vote. Make something
happen for youself and don't
let someone else make these
decisions for you. Change starts
here In the city of Bowling Green
and Ohio will follow. When Ohio
wins then America will follow.
Finally, when America wins the
World will follow Change!" After
making this statement, the crowd
of students and citizens began
to chant "Obama-Biden" and
"Change" while Senator Biden then
added in "Yes We Can". The signs
were waving within the air and
the word among the crowd was
positive and enthusiastic vibrating
with anxiousness among first
time voters. Senator Biden then
ended giving the crowd, university
and city his thanks and the chant
"Obama, O'Biden, Ohio". Junior
Maria Rivera stated, "I thought that
the rally was really good. It got me

VICE PRESIDENT CAMPAIGN

"Barack and I
aren't running for
ourselves, we're
running for you
Bowling Green."
- JOE BIDEN

jCHANGE
'WE NEED
really pumped. He had a lot of good
points and ideas and I cannot wait
for them to take office." ■

Senator Biden then
ended giving the crowd,
university and city his
thanks and the chant
"Obama, O'Biden, Ohio".

THREATS ON OBAMA

Plot to Assisinate Presidental Canidate Barack Obama:
FBI Foils Neo-Nazi's Plans
TORREIN L. JEFFERSON
Staff Writer
fter many Americans once
Ihoughi that the days of heavy
■ and intense racism was left
within our past, they soon came to
find out thai it still prevails. During the
depth of the election season, two NeoNazis were charged in an attempt to
assassinate then Presidential candidate
Barack Obama. The two young men
met each other via the Internet
and met on mutual grounds, alter
both showing interest In "white
supremacy" and being skinheads
In a small town outside of
Nashville, Tennessee to begin their
planned killing spree on African
Americans ending with Senator
Barack Obama.
The planned plot was composed of
killing 88 African Americans including
then Presidential candidate Barack
Obama in a state-to-state killing
spree according to TimesOnline.
com. According to authorities the
two gunmen, Daniel Cowen. of Bells,
TN and Paul Schlesselman, of West
Helena, AH were going to travel through
southern stales beheading 14 of the

victims as part of the skinhead culture
before gunning down die possible
hrst African American President.
According to TlmesOnllne.com,
the two were to drive as fast as
possible toward the presidential
candidate and gun him down from
windows while wearing white
tuxedos and top hats.
Whfl6 this isn't the lirst plot to
assassinate Senator Obama, authorities
state that the plan "did not appear to
be very advanced or sophisticated" in
which the court documents showed.
A close source to the investigation
stated "We're unsure of their ability or
it they have the wherewithal lo carry
out any ol their threats". The numbers
that the two gunmen were using are
symbolic to the skinhead culture
The number 88 represents "Hall
Hitler," according to special agent
lames Cavanaugh, while the number
14 stands for the fourteen won! phrase
used by white supremacist. "We must
secure the existence of our people
and a future for white children".
The weapons that were obtained to be
used were a sawn-off shotgun and three
pistols while the two were then going to
rob a gun shop to get more.

According to an Interview conducted
by MSNBC, the neighbor Sam Lewis
who lives across the street from Daniel
Cowert states, "If we had any skinheads
in this county, I wasn't aware of it. We
hardly know what they are. His mother
is a real sweet, nice girl, and this comes
as a shock and a surprise." Lewis says
that Cowert grew up in a comfortable,
well-maintained neighborhood and
wasn't known as a troublemaker. On
the other hand. Paul Schlesselman
was described by his adopted fathers'
coworker as a "troubled child." While
one of his high school classmates stated
thai Schlesselman was u "very quiet anil
friendly'' kid. "I was shocked to think
I was sitting In class with this guy
and now he's being charged with
some crazy stuff," saul LacyOOBS. 18.
"He was a nice person, to me anyway.
He was quiet. He really didn't talk
much." Police officials in West Helena
stated Utat they have never heard of
Schlesselman and reported that there
is tio telephone number record for him
either. According to MSNBC, no one
was available to comment from the
Cowert home for questioning.

Authorities have the two gunmen in
custody at this time and at this point

are conducting an ongoing Investigation.
"There's no evidence — so far — that
others were willing to assist Cowan
and Schlesselman with the plot. At this
point, there does not appear to be any
formal assassination plan. Sixiet Service
spokesman I IK /ahren said. ■

OMEGA PSI PHI
FOUNDERS DAY
November 17, 2008,
J•
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity,
Inc. celebrated 97 years
of service. Omega Psi
Phi is the first African
American national
fraternal organization
to be founded at a
historically black
college. It was founded
by Dr. Ernest E. Just,
Professor Prank Coleman,;
Dr. Oscar J. Cooper,
-'
Bishop Edgar A. Love.
Manhood, Scholarship,
preseverence and uplift
were adopted as cardinal
principals.

CAN YOU READ MY LIPSTICK? YES WE CAN!
Raucous at Pa tin Rally
JESSICA PATRICK
Staff Writer
October 29th 2008. Bowling
Crecn-Amid NOhama I-shirl
vendors, old women decked
out in red, while and blue elephants
and small stands covered in pink
pi^ commanding all who saw them
to "Read My Lipstick," hundreds of
hi i students stood in the chaos and
freezing cold of the endlessly long
line to the Sarah I'alin rally this past
October.
On the way in to Anderson arena,
where the event was to take place,
the line ol mostly McCaln/Palin
supporters was met by a rally
set up by the College Democrats
opposing the Republican VP
hopefuls presence on campus.
Both sides engaged in a political war
of words.
"You're very ugly!" The Republicans
in line behind me yelled to lesbian
Democrats cheering in the Obama
rally. One responded with a gracious

"Thank You!" Meanwhile a few black
students on the Obama side taunted
those entering the arena shouting
"1 lope you like slavery!" To which
pals of I'alin retorted "Hope you like
socialism!" Cries of "Yes we can!"
interspliced those of "Maverick!"
Signs served as a major part
of the mayhem as well. While one
poster claimed "Real women are for
Sarah Palin,'' Freshman Patti Boring
refuted the remark believing "Palin's
not educated enough" to represent
women in the White House since the
VP hopeful campaigned with "horrible
pro-life policies" and did not wish to
"keep religion out of government."
Even though Democratic rally
attendee senior Kenny Quilter thought
People should believe what they want,
it was clear by the politically charged
atmosphere from which both rallies
came about it was almost impossible
not to want to choose sides during a
groundbreaking election like this one.
The scene inside Anderson was a
bit different, but unfortunately not

unexpected. Most of the crowd
was white and Republican with
few Independents, Democrats
and people of color scattered
throughout. And the place was
pretty packed, but not to capacity.
As the rally began, the audience
erupted with cheers, shook their
multicolored pom poms and flashed
their cameras so much it became
hard to see straight at times. With
only a week of campaigning left for
the vice presidential candidate, the
room was filled with excitement and
anxiousness.
About a half hour after the start of
the rally, Palin was introduced. She
was Joined by her husband the
"first dude" of Alaska, Republican
representative for the state of
Ohio Bob Latta and the Infamous
|oe the Plumber. Palin performed
all the necessary campaigning
promising to "lower taxes" and
"balance the budget by the end of
2012" with her running mate in the
interests of the common man.

Many attendees like Republican
Dr. Tomas Kunkle who graduated from
BG's Psychology Program thought,
"Sarah spoke well." He was also
grateful that he didn't have to "listen to
the media's portrayal of her" and that
he could see the "great candidate" she
was after "hearing her directly."
Others however, such as Ph.D.
student of Higher Education
Administration Cynthia Fulford,
"heard nothing |she| liked and lots
of misinformation." She cited one
particular instance when Palin

claimed Obama would "raise taxes."
Fulford explained that Palin was
"trying to make people think he's
raising everyone's taxes when really
he's only raising taxes for the rich
who always get tax breaks."
Whatever the case may have
been, a great number of people
came out to voice their opinions
adding to the already record breaking
participation by voters in this
election. It is now the new President
Elect's job to unite them. ■

case of Obama fever. Josh Slatinski,
BGSU student and web/graphic
design major, was among the throng
of supporters outside Anderson
arena. Slatinski wasn't there to protest
anyone, but rather give his support
for a cause." I 'm here with good
moral people," said Slatinski. I'm
supporting Obama and the hard
working people of America. I am
here to support change." Brittany
Glymph, BGSU telecommunication
major, also attended the rally to
support change. "I'm here for change.

I want somebody who can relate to
me more to run my country," said
Glymph." 1 want someone who
can represent me better instead of
someone who doesn't have much
experience and could potentially
become the president if McCain
died. Obama has a better vision
for the country.'' It was this
vision that inspired many students
of different backgrounds to stand
outside with signs as a collective
unit. The diverse crowd of students
came to this rally not with different

viewpoints, but with one common
goal; and that goal was to support
change. Ithran Kanoyton, BGSU
telecommunication major, wouldn't
have traded being outside in the
cold with Obama supporters for
anything. "Obama In any weather
condition Is better that Palin in
any luxurious condition,"said
Kanoyton. "Barack Isn't only
about black people, but
all people and that's true
change." ■
Photos by Promise Duncan

PROTESTING FOR CHANGE
RICHARD AUTRY
Editor-in-Chief
Wednesday, Oct. 29,2008,
Republican vice presidential
candidate Sarah Palin
greed Bowling Green State
University's campus to hold a rally
for the 2008 presidential election in
Anderson Arena. While supporters
were inside, there were students
outside In 30 degree weather
protesting Palin and displaying
their support for the Obama/

Blden ticket. This informal rally
threw many supporters by the
minute. The rally started as a few
students but swelled to hundreds.
One may have thought Sarah Palin
was holding her rally outside, but
no; these were students making their
voice heard and demanding change.
■' Yes We Can!" was being chanted
so loud that many students on
the other side of BGSU's campus
may have heard it. Standing out
in the cold made these supporters
sick alright. They came down with a

LIKE BUSH S
ECONOMY
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REFLECTION OF PEOPLES OF COLOR

DELTA SIGMA THETA SORORITY, INC.
informs voters with "PEPPERMINT POLITICAL PARTY
SONAE BARNETT
Staff Writer
As the Nov. 4th presidential
election rapidly approached,
politics were at the forefront
of most people's minds; and as the
days before the election winded
down, political involvement vastly
increased. We saw more political
rallies in the communities, as well
as on the campus of Bowling Green
State University. On Wednesday, Oct.
29.2008 BGSU hosted Republican
vice presidential candidate, Sarah
Palin as a guest speaker in Anderson
Arena. On Saturday, Nov. 1,2008,
BGSU hosted Democratic vice
presidential candidate, loe Bidcn
as a guest speaker on the University
ll.dl I.u\ n In the midst of all of the
political involvement, you could
find many BGSU students and their
organizations contributing to this
involvement.
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority,
Incorporated found their spot in
the midst of political involvement
here on campus. On the evening
of Thursday, October 30,2008, DST
presented their annual "Peppermint
Political Party" in the Bowen
Thompson Student Union.
"Our goal is to inform students more
about important issues surrounding
the election. Without education on
the issues, most people will oppose
blindly. We wanted to do so In a nonpartisan manner and without any
bashing of candidates," said Alicia
Gilbert, member of Bpsilon Omicron
chapter of DST.
"Having this event is important

because we are historically African
American women and represent
a minority. We are not expected
to give events like this. We
have demonstrated that it is an
informational and not a bandwagon
for one candidate as expected. One
of our national thrusts is political
awareness so informing Ohio voters
is very important," said Monique
lohnson, Vice President of the
National Panhellenic Council and
member of DST.
The event addressed the issues
found on Ohio's ballots, controversy
surrounding political cartoons, and
voting rights. The event also detailed
Barack Obama's, John McCain's
and Ralph Nader's views on: global
warming, health care, economic
disparity, educalion, and U.S.
strategy. The presentation was led
by a member of DST and included
a panel of students representing
various organizations on campus
including College Democrats, College
Republicans, Black Student Union,
Undergraduate Student Government,
and Visions Activism.
"I served on the panel two years
ago as a USG senator. I vote in
Michigan but there was a big Issue
on education being discussed on
the panel then. 1 really enjoyed my
participation and was very impressed
two years ago so I agreed to do it
again," said fohnnie L I-cwis former
USG president and current visions
activism chair.
During the presentation,
audience members were encouraged
to raise any questions, comments,
and/or concerns when they felt the

Newly elected President
Barack Obama has promoted
change for America in his
campaigning and this change even
branches out to sports. On the
day before the election, both the
President to be and lohn McCain
were interviewed during half-time of
Monday Night Football on ESPN and
when asked what change he would
like to see in sports, Obama took a
stand on college football.
"I think it's about time we had
playoffs in college football. I'm fed
up with these computer rankings
and this that and the other," Obama
declared.

Obama even offered a solution to
the often lauded and controversial
BCS system, stating that the top
eight teams should be taken "right at
the end" and that is how a National
Champion would be decided.
The BCS decides who plays in
the National Championship game
by using a computer ratings system
that chooses who the number
one and two learns are in the
country at (he end of the regular
season and the winner of that
game Is declared the BCS National
Champion. Upon hearing the
remarks of President-elect Barack
Obama, Bowl Championship Series
Presidential Oversight Committee
chairman and President of Oregon

"Our goal is to
inform students
more about
important issues
surrounding the
elction..."
- AUC3A GILBERT
Member of Epsilon Omicron
Chapter of DST

"Hopefully everyone
left here with something
new and some new
information that will
guide their decisions
when they decide
to vote...

Be An Informed Voter!

need. This created an environment
for much communication and
interaction between the panel and
those in attendance.
"After being a panelist, I find Issue 4
on the ballot to be very important.
I support it because it talks about
OUT humanity and wildlife. It is
important to conserve and preserve
our environment because on top
of all the political and economic

University David Frohnmayer said
that while he respects and loves the
fact Obama Is a fan of the game,
college football has "the most
compelling regular season In all
of sports" and is sure of the fact that
this "contributes to Senator Obama's
enjoyment of our great game."
Other members of the committee
are the Presidents of Notre Dame.
Olc Miss, Pittsburgh. Northern
Illinois, Nebraska, Penn State, and
Virginia Tech. Frohnmayer went
on to say he and the committee
members have talked about the
possibility of a playoff.
"My colleagues and I on the BCS
Presidential Oversight Committee
have discussed the future of

- ALICIA GILBERT
Member of Epsilon Omicron
Chapter of DST

issues, we also have to live here
in a safe and clean environment,"
said Durrcll Becton panelist and
member of Black Student Union.
"Hopefully everyone left here
with something new and some new
information that will guide their
decisions when they decide to vote
before or on November 4, 2008,"
said Gilbert. ■

BARACK 0BAMA Favors Playoffs For BCS Championship
NICK T. BALAZS
Staff Writer

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 30

postseason football on many
occasions and we do not believe a
playoff would be in the best interest
of the sport, the student-athletes
or our many other constituencies."
is what Frohnmayer said about the
situation and dispelled the notion
of a possible playoff in the future.
However, on a recent interview
with 60 Minutes on CBS, Obama
said he is willing to "throw my
weight around" about bringing a
playoff to college football and he
thinks it's the "right thing to do."
The BCS Committee has yet to
respond to Obama's comments
from 60 Minutes. ■

CHANGE FOR COLLEGE FOOTBALL

"I think if s about
time we had
playoffs in college
football. I'm fed
up with these
computer rankings
and this that and
the other."
- PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA

CAN YOU READ MY LIPSTICK? YES WE CAN!
Raucous at Pa Li n Rally
JESSICA PATRICK
Staff Writer
ctober 29th 2008, Bowling
i rivi ii \mitl NObama I-shirt
vendors, old women decked
mil in red. white and blue elephants
and sin.ill stands covered in pink
p{££ commanding all who saw them
to "Read My I Ipstlck," hundreds of
IU. students stood in the chaos and
freezing cold ol the endless!) long
line in tin- Sarah Palin rally (his past
October.
()n the way in in Anderson arena.
where the event was to take place,
the line ol mostly McCaln/Palln
supporters was met by a rally
set up by the College Democrats
opposing the Republican VP
hopeful's presence on campus.
Both sides engaged in a political war
of words.
"You're very ugly!" The Republicans
in line behind me yelled to lesbian
I )cmocrats cheering in the Qbama
rally. One responded with a gracious

■ rhankYou!" Meanwhile .1 few black
students on theObama side taunted
(hose entering the arena shouting
Hope you like slavery!" lb which
pals ol Palin retorted "Hope you like
socialism! < rles ol "Yes we can!"
interspaced those ol "Maverii k!
Signs served as a major parl
ol the mayhem as well. While one
poster claimed "Heal women are for
Sarah Palin." Freshman Patti lioring
refuted the remark believing "I'alin's
not educated enough" to represent
women in the White I louse since the
VI' hopeful campaigned with "horrible
pro-life policies" and did not wish to
"keep religion out of government."
I ven (hough Democratic rally
attendee senior Kenny Ouiltcr thought
People should believe what they want,
it was clear by the politically charged
atmosphere from which both rallies
came about il was almost impossible
not to want to choose sides during a
groundbreaking election like this one.
The scene inside Anderson was a
bit different, but unfortunately not

unexpected Most ol the crowd
was white and Republican with
lew Independents, Democrats
and people ol color scattered
throughout. \nd the place was
pretty packed, bm noi to capacity
\s (he rallj began, the audience
erupted with cheers, shook their
multicolored pom poms and Hashed
thell cameras so much 11 became
hard 10 see Straight .11 limes. With
only a week of campaigning lefl for
the vice presidential candidate, the
room was filled with excitement and
About a half hour after the start of
the rally, Palin was introduced. She
was Joined by her husband the
"first dude" of Alaska, Republican
representative for the state of
Ohio Bob I atta and the Infamous
loe the Plumber. Palin performed
all the necessary campaigning
promising to "lower taxes" and
"balance ihe budget by the end of
2012" with her running mate in the
interests of the common man.

Many attendees like Republican
Dr. Tomas Kunkle who graduated from
fKi's Psychology Program thought,
"Sarah spoke well." I le was also
grateful that he didn't have in "listen to
the media's portrayal of her" and that
he could see the "great candidate" she
was after "hearing her directly."
Others however, such as Ph.D.
student of Higher Education
Administration Cynthia l-'ulford,
"heard nothing |she| liked and lots
of misinformation." She cited one
particular instance when Palin

claimed Obama would "raise taxes."
I ulford explained that Palin was
"trying to make people think he's
raising everyone's taxes when really
he's only raising taxes for the rich
who always get lax breaks."
Whatever the case may have
been, a great number of people
came out to voice their opinions
adding to the already record breaking
participation by voters in this
election. It is now the new President
lilect's job to unite them. ■

case of Ohama fever, losh Slatinski,
IKISU student and weh/graphic
design major, was among the throng
of supporters outside Anderson
arena. Slatinski wasn't there to protest
anyone, but rather give his support
for a cause. "I'm here with good
moral people," said Slatinski. I'm
supporting Obama and the hard
working people of America. I am
here to support change." Brittany
Grymphi BGSU telecommunication
major, also attended the rally to
support change. "I'm here for change.

I want somebody who can relate to
me more to run my country." said
tilymph." I want someone who
can represent me better instead of
someone who doesn't have much
experience and could potentially
become the president if McCain
died. Obama has a better vision
for the country." It was this
vision that inspired many students
of different backgrounds to stand
outside with signs as a collective
unit. The diverse crowd of students
came to this rally not with different

viewpoints, but with one common
goal; and that goal was to support
change. Ithran k.mm ton BGSU
telecommunication major, wouldn't
have traded being outside in the
cold with Ohama supporters for
anything."Obama in any weathei
condition is better that Palin In
any luxurious condition," said
Kanoyton. "Barack Isn't only
about black people, but
all people and that's true
change." ■
Plwloa by Promise Duncan

Biudousness,

PROTESTING FOR CHANGE
RICHARD AUTRY
Editor-in-Chief
Wednesday, Oct. 29.2008,
Republican vice presidential
candidate Sarah I'alin
y.ig - -<i Bowling Green state
University's campus to hold a rally
I.>r the 2O08 presidential election in
Anderson Arena, while supporters
were inside, there were students
outside in 30 degree weather
protesting Palin and displaying
their support for the Obama/

Biden ticket. This informal rally
threw many supporters by the
minute. I he rally started as a few
students hut swelled to hundreds.
One may have thought Sarah I'alin
was holding her rally outside, hut
no; these were students making their
voice heard and demanding change.
"Yes We Can!" was being chanted
so loud that many students on
the other side ol BGSU's campus
may have heard it. Standing out
in the cold made these supporters
sick alright. They came down with a

REFLECTION OF PEOPLES OF COLOR

DELTA SIGMA THETA SORORITY, INC.
informs voters with "PEPPERMINT POLITICAL PARTY
SONAE BARNETT
Staff Writer
As the Nov. -Iih presidential

election rapidly approachodj
polities were al the forefront
ol most peoples minds; and as the

days before the election winded
down, politieal involvement vastly
IIH leased. We saw more political
rallies in the communities, as well
as on the campus ol Howling Green
State University. On Wednesday, Oct.
29.2008 BGSU hosted Republican
vice presidential candidate, Sarah
I'alin as a guest speaker in Anderson
Arena. On Saturday. Nov. 1.2008,
BGSU hosted Democratic vice
presidential candidate. |oe Biden
as a guest speaker on the University
Hall Lawn. In the midst of all of the
political involvement, you could
find many BGSU students and their
organizations contributing to this
involvement.
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority,
Incorporated found their spot in
the midst of political involvement
here on campus. On the evening
of Thursday. October 30,2008, DSI
presented their annual "Peppermint
Political Party" in the Bowen
Thompson Student Union.
"Our goal is to inform students more
about important issues surrounding
the election. Without education on
the issues, most people will oppose
blindly. We wanted to do so in a nonpartisan manner and without any
bashing of candidates," said Alicia

Gilbert) member of Epsflon Omlcron
chapter of DST.
"Having this event is important

because we are historically African
American women and represent
a minority. We are not expected
to give events like this. We
have demonstrated that it is an
Informational and not a bandwagon
lor one candidate as expected. (>ne
ol OUI national thrusts is political
awareness so informing Ohio voters
Is very important," said Monique
lohnson. Yit c President of the
National I'anhellenie Council and
member of DM.
I he event addressed the issues
found on Ohio's ballots, controversy
surrounding political cartoons, and
voting rights. The event also detailed
Karack O bam as, John McCain's
and Ralph Nader's views on: global
warming, health care, economic
disparity, education, and U.S.
strategy. I he presentation was led
by a member of DST and included
a panel of students representing
various organizations on campus
including College Democrats, College
Republicans, Black Student Union.
Undergraduate Student Government,
and Visions Activism.
"I served on the panel two years
ago as a USG senator. I vote in
Michigan Inn there was a big Issue
on education being discussed on
the panel then. I really enjoyed my
participation and was very Impressed
two years ago so I agreed to do it
again." said lohnnie L lewis former
USG president and current visions
activism chair.
During the presentation,
audience members were encouraged
to raise any questions, comments,
and/or concerns when they felt the
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Staff Writer
Newly elected President
Barack Obama has promoted
change for America in bis
campaigning and this change even
branches out to sports. On the
day before the election, both the
President to be and lohn McCain
were interviewed during half-time of
Monday Night Football on BSPN and
when asked what change be would
like to see in sports, Obama took a
stand on college football.
"I think it's about time we had
playoffs in college football. I'm fed
up with these computer rankings
and this that and the other." Obama
declared.

Obamfl even offered a solution to
the often lauded and controversial
BCS system, stating that the top
eight teams should be taken "right at
the end"' and that is how a National
Champion would be decided.
The BCS decides who plays in
the National Championship game
by using a computer ratings system
that chooses who the number
one and two teams arc in the
country at the end of the regular
season and the winner of that
game is declared the BCS National
Champion. Upon hearing the
remarks of President-elect Barack
Obama. Howl Championship Series
Presidential Oversight Committee
chairman and President of Oregon

"Our goal is to
inform students
more about
important issues
surrounding the
elction..."
- ALICIA GILBERT
Member of Epsilon Omicron
Chapter of DST
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"Hopefully everyone
left here with something
new and some new
information that will
guide their decisions
when they decide
to vote...

Be An Informed Yoter!

- ALICIA GILBERT
Member of Epsilon Omicron
Chapter of DST
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need. I his created an environment
for much communication and
Interaction between the panel and
those irr attendance.
"Alter being a panelist. I find Issue I
on the ballot to be very important.
I support it because it talks about
our humanity and wildlife. It is
important to conserve and preserve
our environment because on top
ol all the political and economic

issues, we also have to live here
in a sate and clean environment,"
said Durrell Iteclon panelist and
member of Black Student Union.
"Hopefully everyone left here
with something new and some new
information that will guide their
decisions when they decide to vote
before or on November I. 2008,"
said Gilbert. I

BARACK 0BAMA Favors Playoffs For BCS Championship
NICK T. BALAZS

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 30

University David I rohnmayer said
that while he respects and loves the
tact Obama Is a fan of the game,
college football has "the most
compelling regular season In all
Ol sports" and is sure ol (he fact that
this "contributes to Senator Obama's
enjoyment of our great game."

Other members of the committee
are the Presidents ol Notre Dame.
Ole Miss. Pittsburgh. Northern
Illinois, Nebraska, Penn State, and
Virginia lech. I rohnmayer went
on to say he and the committee
members have talked about the
possibility of a playoff.
"My colleagues and I on the BCS
Presidential Oversight Committee
have discussed the future of

postseason football on many
Occasions and we do noi believe a
playoff would be In the best interest
Of the Sport, the student-athletes
or our many othet constituent les,"
is what I rohnmayer said about the
situation and dispelled the notion
of a possible playofl in the future.
However, on a recent interview
with fit) Minutes on CMS. Obama
said he is willing to "throw my
weight around" about bringing a
playofl to college football and lie
thinks it's the 'right thing to do.'
The BCS Committee has yet to
respond to Obama's comments
from fit) Minutes. ■

CHANGE FOR COLLEGE FOOTBALL

"I think if s about
time we had
playoffs in college
football. I'm fed
up with these
computer rankings
and this that and
the other."
- PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA

Making hi
as they become
the first African
American famil:
to reside in
Wfrtttehous
■■■■■■■■■■
It Is rare to see strong
families in the spotlight in
the media. It is just good
to see that the model
family to represent
America is the Obamas.

RICHARD AUTRY
Editor-in-Chief
Barack Obama recently made
history becoming the first
African American to become
president. Now he and his family
will make history by becoming the
first African American family lo
reside in this house that sits on 1600
Pennsylvania Avenue in Washington
D.C. This house, which was built by
African American slaves, just as our
nation and nation's capital was, will
be the house little Malia and Sasha
Obama will grow up in. One cannot
help, but to feel a certain level of

pride arise in them as they see this
beautiful family make this transition
of being America's first family. Just
the thought of a Mack family In
the White House should bring a
smile to all African Americans'
faces. In 2008, it has become a
reality and now we can take comfort
in knowing a strong family will be
at the forefront of giving America a
good look at what families should
look like. The amount of single
parent homes in America may
decrease after seeing the Obama
as the first family. Barack and
Michelle Obama arc highly
active la their children's lives

despite being heavily Involved
In their careers. As Barack Obama
was on the campaign trail, he still
made his family a top priority. This
will teach a lot of people about strong
family values, which Is there is never
not enough time to spend with your
family. It is rare to see strong families
in the spotlight in the media. It is just
good to see that the model family to
represent America is the Obamas. ■

Q: Is it true that Barack
Obama Lived in Indonesia
when he was young?
A: Yes, he lived in Jakarta,
Indonesia from ages 6 to 10
Barack mean* "Messed by God" in Arabic.
U.S. Senator from Illinois since 3 January 2005.
Won a Grammy for Best Spoken Word for the
CD version of his autobiography "Dreams from
My Father" (2006).
Enjoys playing basketball and poker.
At his wife's suggestion, he quit smoking
before his campaign to win the Democratic
nomination began.
Named one of lime magazine's "100 most
influential people in the world" bst in 2006 & 2007.
Chosen as one of "10 people would change the
world" by New Statesman magazine (2005).
Won his second Grammy Award for Best Spoken
Word Album for The Audacity of Hope" (2008).

OBAMA QUOTABLE
Hope - Hope in the face of difficulty. Hope in the face of uncertainty.
The audacity of hope! In the end, that is God's greatest gift to us,
the bedrock of this nation. A belief in things not seen. A belief that
there are better days ahead. - Barack Obama

Is a die-hard Chicago White Sox fan.
Has one half-sister, Maya, bom to his mother
and stepfather in 1970.
Is the first African-American man to be
elected President of the United States (Nov. 2006).
Is the first American president to be bom in Hawaii.
Was the 27th lawyer to be elected American president
As a child growing up in Hawaii,
his classmates knew him as Barry.
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MY PRESIDENT IS BLACK!
RICHARD

A1ITRY

Editor-in-Chief

"The excitement
level among
African Americans
is double because
for the first timerthere was an
African American
who had a
legitimate chance
of becoming
president.'

This lime of Ihe year was very
exciting. One would have
thought it was Christmas
season. But it wasn't. It was a season
way more important- election
season. African-Americans
have experienced a newfound
appreciation for politics. Anil
who can he the reason behind this.
Well, you guessed it- President- elect
Harack Obama.
Ronald Collier, member of
Howling (ireen State University's
College Democrats, feels this election
was extra special. "This year's general
election was very exciting because
people are excited about Barack
Obama and what he proposes," said
Collier. "The excitement level among
African Americans is double because
for the first time, there was an African
American who had a legitimate
chance of becoming president."
No person of color In U.S.
has ever made il as far Obama.
Obama sealing Ihe Democrat
Presidential nomination over
Hillary Clinton and defeating
lull 11 McCain In the presidential
election was historic beyond
proportions. Collier asserts that
Barack Obama is very popular among
African Americans due to policies
enacted by George Bush's candidacy.
"The policies of President George
Bush have made the economy
bad for blacks," he stated. "African
Americans... all Americans arc
looking for a change." According to
the Washington Post. Obama states
"The decline of wages and incomes
for African American families during
the Bush era has been significant. So I
think nobody has more of a stake
In the reversal In these policies
than the African American
community does. And they can
be the difference makers in a lot of
these states." I le further elaborates
"We can really make a big difference
if everybody turns out. It snot just
African Americans, though; we want
a high latino vote.
We want a historic turnout for
young voters who are looking at their
jobs prospects and their ability to
finance college. They understand that
we have to move in a new direction
as well." So historic that Americans
across party lines took notice. Some
Republican voters even considered
pulling the lever for Obama on Nov. 4.
2008. liver heard of an "Obamacan?"

BGSU Students Celebrate Obama's Victory

Photo by: Promise Duncan | The Obsidian
- RONALO COLLIER

to describe Republicans or
conservatives who support
Barack Obama. This election had
black Republican and conservative
thinkers wearing Obama pins and
paraphernalia. According to the
AP. Black conservative talk show
host Armstrong Williams has never
voted for a Democrat for president.
It further states that could change
this year with Barack Obama as the
Democratic Parly's nomince."l don't
necessarily like his policies; I don't
like much that he advocates, but for
the first time in my life, history thrusts
me to really seriously think about it,"
Williams said. T can honestly say I
have no idea who I'm going to pull
that lever for in November. And to
me, that's incredible."
Obama's charisma and
message has spread to
African Americans who don't
even identify themselves as
Democrats. Roy Montgomery, a
black Republican, says he couldn't
deny his support for Obama despite
his party affiliation and voted for him
on Nov. 4. "The generations before
me believed that a black man would.
never be President. My generation
believed it could happen," said
Montgomery. The closer we
got to Nov. 4, the closer we
got to the reality that African
Americans may really be able
to be whatever we want to be
when we grow up. So there's
a lot of excitement because this
accomplishment will be the example
for our youth, that even the highest
aspirations can be realized. Not
matter their race."
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when he asserts African Americans
may be closer to the reality they
can be anything they want to be.
Recently, a Kansas City, MO., middle
school teacher was suspended for
insubordination after he posted
a video of his students chant ing
Barack Obama slogans on YouTube.
In this video, his students stated
Barack Obama inspired them to be
the next lawyer, the next doctor, the
next chemical engineer, etc. This is
the inspiration that's caused many
African Americans to rush to the
polls on Nov. 4. "We registered
well over 3,000 students on
campus," said Collier. "Of those
3,000, about 65% were African
American. And I don't believe
it's just because he is black. It's a
lot of things. The change message
just resonates so well within all
communities around America."
During the election season,
Obama received a surprising official
endorsement from former Secretary
of State Colin Powell. "Colin
Powell Is a great American. He
should have been the first black
president," said Montgomery. "I
believe race played a huge factor in
his decision because he himself is a
major part of our success as a culture
and he understands what is at slake
lor our people."
On the campus of BCSU, many
organizations have been fervent in
their mission to get people out and
vote. Two black male fraternities,
Alpha Phi Alpha and Phi Beta Sigma,
arc examples of organizations that
feel this election is very important.
Alpha Phi Alpha Bpsllon I'heta
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"Class in session," while Phi Beta
Sigma Hpsilon Phi chapter held
their program "25th I lour Political
Informational- Make an informed
decision at the polls."
The black vote Is considered
to be very Important. Barack
Obama made this claim
himself. "Black voters can be
the difference makers In many
states," he said in an interview with
Black America Web. Montgomery
states Obama had his vote
because hope is something African
Americans need to succeed. "Being
a conservative has nothing to do
with it," said Montgomery. "African
Americans have seen a dream come
true. Barack being elected gave
evidence that the sky is the limit" *

* X

College Democrat, BGSU

"The generations before me
believed that a black man
would never be President. My
generation believed it could
happen," said Montgomery.

"African Americans have
seen a dream come true.
Barack being elected gave
evidence that the sky is
the limit"

Black News com

Photo story Blacknews.com displayed this photo comparison
of Michelle Obama watching her husband speak, and Coretta
Scott King at her husband's funeral. The controversial caption
for this picture is "One Black Man h*d to Die for Another
Black M i.i to Win

Making history
as they become
the first African
American family
to reside in the
Whtitehouse
It is rare to see strong
families in the spotlight in
the media. It is just good
to see that the model
family to represent
America is the Obamas.

FIRST FAMILY
RICHARD AUTRY
Editot-In-Chief
• -"" arack (lhama rcccnth made
pC history becoming the Brsi
U African American to become
president. Now he and his family
will make history liy hmiming the
first African American family to
result' in this house that sitson 1600
Pennsylvania Avenue in Washington
D.C. This house, which was built by
African American slaves, just as our
nation and nation's capital was. will
he the house little Malia and Sasha
Obama will grow up in. One cannot
help, but to feel a certain level of

pride arise in them as they see this
beautiful family make this transition
of being Americas first family, fust
the thought of a black family In
the White House should bring a
smile to all African Americans'
faces. In 2(108. it has become a
reality and now we can take comfort
in knowing a strong family will be
at the forefront of giving America a
good look at what families should
look like. Ihe amount of single
parent homes in America may
decrease after seeing the Obama
as the lirsi family. Barack and
Michelle Obama are highly
active In their children's lives

OBAMA TRIVIA
despite being heavily Involved
In their careers. As Barack (lhama
was on the campaign trail, he still
made his family a top priority. This
will teach a lot of people about strong
family values, which is there is never
not enough time to spend with your
family. It is rare to see strong families
in the spotlight in the media. It is just
good to see that the model family to
represent America is the Obamas. ■

Q: Is it true that Barack
Obama lived in Indonesia
when he was young?
A: Yes, he lived in Jakarta,
Indonesia from ages 6 to 10
Barack means "Netted by God" in Arabic.
U.S. Senator from Illinois since 3 January 2005.
Won a Grammy lor Best Spoken Word for the
CO version of his autobiography "Dreams from
My father (2006).
Injoys playing basketball and poke*
At his wife's suggestion, he quit smoking
before his campaign to win (he Democratic
nomination began.
Named one of lime magazine's "100 most
influential people in the world" list in 2005 & 2007.
Chosen as one of "10 people would change the
wotld" by New Statesman magazine (2005).
Won his second Grammy Awaid for Best Spoken
Word Album for "The Audacity of Hope" (2008).

OBAMA QUOTABLE
Hope - Hope in the face of difficulty. Hope in the face of uncertainty.
The audacity of hope! In the end, that is God's greatest gift to us,
the bedrock of this nation. A belief in things not seen. A belief that
there are better days ahead. - Barack Obama

Is a die-hard Chicago White So* fan.
Has one half-sister. Maya, born to his mother
and stepfather in 1970.
Is the first Afncan-American man to be
elected President o' the United States (Nov. 2008).
h the first American president to be born in Hawaii.
Was the 27th lawyer to be elected American president
As a child growing up in Hawaii,
his classmates knew him as Barry.
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MY PRESIDENT IS BLACK!
RICHARD

HISTORY IN THE MAKING

AUTRY

Editor-in-Chief

"The excitement
level among
African Americans
is double because
for the first time?-'
there was an
African American
who had a
legitimate chance
of becoming
president."

his lime ol ihe year was very
CM nun; ()ne would have
i hough I ii was Christmas
season. Um ii wasn't. ii was .1 season
way more important- election
season African-Americans
have experienced a newfound
appreciation for politics. \nd
who can be the reason behind this.
Well, you guessed ii- President-elect
Barack Obama.
Ronald Collier, member ol
Howling Green State University s
College Democrats, Peels this election
was extra special. "I his year's general
election was vn\ exciting be* ause
people are ex* Ited about Barack
Obama and what he proposes,'1 said
(.uilii'i ' 1 he excitement level among
Vfrican Americans is double because
for the first tune, there was an African
American who had a legitimate
chance of becoming president."
No person of color in U.S.
has ever made it as far Obama.
obama scaling the Democrat
Presidential nomination over
Hillary Clinton and defeating
John McCain In the presidential
election was historic beyond
proportions. < lolllei asserts thai
Barack Obama is very popular among
African Americans due to policies
enai ted In George Bush's Candida* \
" l he policies ol President George
Hush have made the economy
had for blacks," he stated. "African
Americans... all Americans arc
lookinglor achange." Vccordlngto
the Washington Post, Obama states
1 lie decline ol wages and incomes
foi Vfrican Vmerlcan families during
the lUish era has been significant. So 1
think nobody has more ofa stake
in the reversal in these policies
than the African American
community does. \iui they can
be the difference makers in a lot ol
these states." He furthei elaborates
'We can reallj make a bfgdlfTcreni c
it everybody turns out. It's noi jusi
Vfrican Vmericans, though; v\«' wain
a hi^h Latino vote.
Wcwani a historic turnout for
young voters who arc looking at then
jobs prospects and their ability to
finance college. I hey understand that
we have to move in a new direction
as well." So historic that Americans
across party lines took notice. Some
Republican voters even considered
pulling the lever foi obama on Nov. 1
2008 1 vei heard ol an "Obamacan?"
Obamacan Is the term used

BGSU Students Celebrate Obama's Victory
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to describe Republicans or
conservatives who support
Barack Obama. I his election had
black Republican and conservative
thinkers wearing Obama pins ami
paraphernalia. According 10 the
AR Blai k conservative talk show
host Vrmstrong Williams has never
voted foi a Demo* rat foi president,
h Furthei states thai could change
thisycat with Barai k Obama as the
Democratic Party's nominee'I don't
necessarily like his policies; I don't
like much thai he advocates, hm foi
the lust time In m> life, historj thrusts
me to reall) scriousl) think about it,"
Williams said "I can honest!) sa) I
have no iile.i who I'm going to pull
that level foi in November. \ml to
me, that's incredible
Obama's charisma and
message has spread to
African Americans who don't
even identify themselves as
Democrats. Roj Montgomery, a
hi,11 k Itepiihln an. s,i\s he COM Id 111
denj his support foi < mama despite
his part) affiliation and voted foi him
on No\ 1 1 he generations before
ine believed that a black man would
never he President. M\ generation
believed it could happen," said
Montgomery, The closer we
got to Nov. 4, the closer we
got to the reality that African
Americans may really be able
to he whatever we want to be
when we gTOW up. So there's
a lot ol excitement because this
accomplishment will be the example
foi nui youth, that even the highest
aspirations can be realized. Not
matter then rat C
Montgomery may l>r,coric< 1

when he asserts African Americans
ma\ be closer to the reality the)
can he anything the) want to be.
Recently,a Kansas! m. MO., middle
school teacher was suspended foi
insubordination after he posted
a video of his students chanting
Barack Obama slogans on You lube
In (his video, his students staled
Barack Obama in spued them to be
the next lawyer, the ncxi doctor, the
next chemical engineer, etc, 1 his is
the inspiration that's 1 auseil main
African Americans to rush to the
polls on No\ l We registered
well over 3,01)0 students on
campus," said (oilier. "Of those
3.000, about 0596 were African
American \ml I don't believe
it's just bet ause he is black. It's a
lot ol things. I he change message
just resonates so well within all
communities around Vmcrica
I turillg the election season.
Obama received .1 surpi ising official
endorsement from lormei Se» retan
ol Mate! olill Powell. "Clollll
Powell is a great American. He
should have been the first black
president." said Montgomery. I
believe race played a huge factor in
his decision because he hiniselt is .1
major part oi oui success as a culture
and he understands what is at stake
foi OUI people."
On the campus ol iKiSU, man)
organizations have been fervent in
theil mission to gel people out and
vote. I wo hl.uk m ale fraternities,
\lpha I'hi Alpha ami Phi Beta Sigma,
are examples ol organizations thai
feel this elect ion is verv important.
Alpha Phi Mpha I psilon I beta
(liapKthvid i VMIAUyOB Wl,^* .

"( lass in session, w bile Phi Beta
Sigma Epsilon Phi chaplei held
then program"25th Hour Political
Informational- Make an informed
decision at the polls"
The black vote Is considered
to be very' Important. Ilarack
Ohama made this claim
himself. "Hlack voters can he
the difference makers in many
states," he said in an interview with
Black \meiu a Web. Mont go men
slates Obama had bis vole
bet a use hope Is something Vfrican
Americans need to sun eed "Being
a conservative has nothing to do
with it said Montgomery Vfrican
Americans have seen .1 dream tome
tine Barai k being elected gave
evidence thai the skv is the limit."

College Democrat, BGSU

"The generations before me
believed that a black man
would never be President My
generation believed it could
happen," said Montgomery.

"African Americans have
seen a dream come true.
Barack being elected gave
evidence that the sky is
the limit."
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Photo story Blacknews.com displayed this photo comparison
of Michelle Obama watching her husband speak, and Coretta
Scott King at her husband's funeral. The controversial caption
for this picture is "One Black Man had to Die for Another
Black Man to Win

